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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

DIDACTIC MARITAL MEDIATION:
AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL OF HELPING COUPLES STAY MARRIED
Mediation is one of the alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods in which a
third party with no decision-making power often facilitates informal talks and listening to
address conflicts between concerned parties for possible mutually beneficial solutions
(Bush & Folger, 2005; Haynes, 1994; Irving & Benjamin, 1995). When used in helping
couples in conflict to reconcile or to strengthen marriages, mediation takes the form of
marriage mediation (Boardman, Fiske, Israel, & Neumann, 2009, May; Boardman, 2013).
Also known as mediation to stay married, marriage mediation is an approach to helping
couples at all stages of marital relationships such as newlywed couples, young and senior
married couples, or conflicted couples. Marriage mediation helps address conflict and
challenges that hinder couples’ desire to stay married. However, marriage mediation is an
emerging subset of family and divorce mediation in the United States of America (USA)
with scant empirical evidence backing its practice. Scholars have yet to examine the
frameworks, values, beliefs, and assumptions informing marriage mediation.
Building upon the rich literature in conflict transformation, mediation, family
sciences, and education (transformational teaching and learning), the present research
explores the perception of mediators involved in marriage mediation. Using Corbin and
Strauss’ (2008, 2015) grounded theory approach, this research examines practices,
theories, processes, and underlying assumptions informing marriage mediation. Twelve
(12) mediators, involved in marriage mediation, with various backgrounds participated in
this research and were recruited through the list-serve of two national mediation
associations and online searches for marriage mediators. Data were collected from
participants using an online Qualtrics background questionnaire, two rounds of in-depth,
internet and phone semi-structured interviews, a Qualtrics member checking
questionnaire, and written resources suggested by participants. Emergent conceptual
dimensions reached saturation with nine interviews, and saturation was further confirmed
during the second round of interviews. Data analysis involved initial open coding, axial,
and selected coding, including memo writing, and rigorous trustworthy techniques like

ensuring credibility and dependability through member checking, external audit and
reflexibility.
The model formed, called Didactic Mediation, explains the dynamic link between
assumptions, processes, and outcomes of marriage mediation and includes: (a) the many
meanings and settings of marriage mediation; (b) interventions that occur throughout the
process; (c) multi-faceted contexts informing the practice; and (d) stated benefits that
mediators experienced and observed. Although variety was found in how each mediator
worked with couples in conflict, the trend for the personal and dyadic formation of their
clients for healthy relationship throughout the process was paramount. Current practices
of marriage mediation are routed in mediators’ specific family, professional, and
theoretical backgrounds, including their worldviews. Further, the path to enter marriage
mediation was similar across the data, yet it was sometimes unexpected for the
participants.
Findings from this project inform skills and processes that need to be included in
training future marriage mediators, enhancing literature, and expanding discussions
regarding the emerging field of marriage mediation. The need to make the emergent field
of marriage mediation known to couples and in the field is crucial and vividly expressed
by all participants. Extensive empirical studies are still needed. It is imperative that future
studies investigate a long-term impact of marital mediation interventions to further
reflections on theories and practices in the field.
KEYWORDS: Marital Mediation, Grounded Theory, Didactic Marital Mediation,
Mediation Assumptions, Transformative Teaching and Learning.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
Mediation is one of the alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods. It requires
a third party with no decision-making power, who facilitates informal talks to address
conflicts between concerned parties with the goal of reaching mutually beneficial
solutions (Bush & Folger, 2005; Haynes 1994; Irving & Benjamin, 1995). As such,
mediation is a voluntary, participative, and collaborative conflict resolution process used
in various areas of life, including labor, social, international, community, family, and
interpersonal conflicts. When used to help conflicted couples to reconcile, or strengthen
marriages, mediation takes the form of marriage or marital mediation, or mediation to
stay married (Boardman, Fiske, Israel, & Neumann, 2009, May). However, little is
known about marriage mediation, its practice, and its underlying assumptions. The
present research is an investigation of marriage mediation in the United States of
America (USA).
Mediation is as old as humanity (Brown, 1982). A community or village leaders
with the responsibility to work with adverse parties to settle disputes was the primary
means of conflict resolution in many countries around the world, as in China, (Ginsberg,
1978; Wall & Blum, 1991), Japan (Henderson, 1965), and in African countries
(Augsburger, 1992; Boniface, 2017; Myers & Shinn, 2010). The concept was also used
by the Navajo Nation in North America as early as 1800 (Pinto, 2016). Nevertheless,
mediation, as it is known today, came to North America through many settlers and
foreigners, such as the Quakers, the Dutch, and the Scandinavians who used mediation as
their "natural" way to deal with conflict (Picard, 2000).
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Moreover, in 1920, the Chinese Benevolent Association and the Jewish
Conciliation Board were examples of established processes among immigrants in the
USA to deal with conflict within Chinese in Chinatowns and in Japanese communities
(Doo, 1973; Folberg & Taylor, 1984). Hence, mediation, as known today in most western
countries, "is not a novel invention but an adaptation of that which has already existed in
other cultures or in other times" (Folberg & Taylor, 1984, p. 1). It was only in the 1960s,
with the USA population’s discontent with the judicial system that mediation emerged
and blossomed as an alternative to litigation (Brown, 1982; Folberg & Taylor, 1984).
During the 1980’s family or divorce mediation became popular in the USA as a formally
recognized alternative conflict resolution process to the courts (Barsky, 2017; Smith &
Moloney, 2003).
Family mediators have been involved in a variety of family-related issues such as
siblings’ conflict over land, elderly care, and division of inheritance. Family or divorce
mediation often focuses on helping highly conflicted or divorced couples settle a
disagreement over resources, distribution of assets and liabilities, insurance, child
custody, to name but a few (Curtis & Bailey, 1990; Jessani, 2002; Katz, 2007). More has
been written on mediation to help couples divorce well than on mediation to help them
stay married. However, in previous studies on divorce and reconciliation, scholars
investigated couples’ tendency toward reconciliation. (Doherty, Willoughby, & Peterson,
2011; Weiner-Davis, 2001; Wineberg, 1994). For instance, some studies reported
statistics and attitudes of divorcing couples who in the process of divorce doubted their
decision, regretted, and sometimes desired to stay together (Allen & Hawkins, 2017;
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Fackrell, 2012; Weiner-Davis, 2001; Doherty, Willoughby, & Peterson, 2011; Wineberg,
1994).
For example, in a national sample, Wineberg (1994) found that one-third of
couples who separated tried reconciliation, but only 10% was successful. Moreover,
Doherty, Willoughby, and Peterson (2011) revealed that about 45% of one or both
spouses while attending a divorcing parenting class still believed that their marriage
could be saved even in a later process of divorce. Similarly, 30% of individuals and 10%
of couples expressed interest in a formal reconciliation service if it was available.
Furthermore, Shaw (2010), in their decade review on mediation, mentioned that 20-30 %
of participants were frustrated because they thought mediation would help them save
their marriage. These findings conveyed the thirst of many couples for a different
approach to mediating marital conflicts.
Given many couples’ ambivalent feelings about getting a divorce, a handful of
scholars invited professionals to help explore reconciliation with couples on the edge of
divorce (Cloke, 2015; Larson, 1993; Plesent, 1988). In response to such a situation,
marriage mediators emerged within the field of family/divorce mediation, intending to
help conflicted couples stay married. Within the field of mediation, marriage mediation is
an emerging practice and has not yet been the focus of peer-reviewed literature.
However, many marriage mediation practitioners authored articles in online newsletters,
or on their personal or mediation association websites (which will be used, in part, for
this study).
Two decades ago, Hahn and Kleist (2000) stated that:
There are only a handful of studies that have examined the mediation process
itself. There is a lack of sufficient empirical understanding of what mediators do,
3

how mediators’ interventions affect clients and outcomes in family disputes, and
whether mediator behaviors are influenced by different contexts. (p. 169)
Even if today, such a statement may not be applicable to family/divorce mediation in
general, it is valid for marriage mediation. Marriage mediation, a developing area of the
institutionalized family mediation, aims at helping couples stay married, as stated by
marriage mediation practitioners (Boardman, Fiske, Israel, & Neumann, 2009, May;
Brandon, 2018). It has not received enough attention despite the plethora of literature on
family mediation. Confirming the lack of empirical resources in the field, Boardman
(2013) said: “However after I had completed a recent literature review in which I looked
through a variety of social science databases, I was struck yet again by the lack of
scholarly work in this area” (p.99). Literature search during this research confirmed
Boardman’s (2013) claim.
Furthermore, it is plausible to explore underlying assumptions informing marriage
mediation since they have not yet been investigated. Besides mediation practice in
general is not “value-free but based on ideological or value premises, no matter what
model is being used” (Bush & Folger, 2005, p.1). The concepts of values, beliefs, and
worldviews have several connotations. For Koltko-Rivera (2004), a “sets of beliefs and
assumptions that describe reality” (p. 4) constitute worldview. In peacemaking,
worldviews are “particular modes of perception and interpretation that also shape action,
[and] are central to how humans approach conflict and peacemaking” (Davidheiser, 2005,
p. 61). The importance of worldviews has been examined in many disciplines, such as
psychology, multicultural counseling, and psychotherapy (Fischer, Jome, & Atkinson,
1998; Ibrahim, 1999; Jackson & Meadows, 1991).
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Moreover, several scholars have examined values, beliefs, and worldviews, and
how they inform theories and practices of mediation both in the USA and in nonwestern
countries. For instance, outside of the USA, many scholars have examined assumptions
and values informing mediation among Chinese (Sullivan, 2005; Wall & Blum, 1991),
Hispanic (Irving, Benjamin, & San-Pedro, 1999), African (Davidheiser, 2008;
Vodounon-Djegni, 2015) cultures. A study in Hong Kong revealed that mediation among
a Chinese population was informed by Confucianism, which defined foundational values
of the societies with the emphasis on “piety, …, collectivism, social harmony, limited and
bounded trust, respect for authority figures…” (Sullivan, 2005, p. 110). Among
Hispanics, the concept of “la familismo” was a fundamental element of reference (Irving,
Benjamin, & San-Pedro, 1999).
In the USA, theories and practices of mediation are rooted in specific
philosophical discourses and worldviews of individuals, society, and interpersonal
relationships which inform mediators’ understandings of conflict, and the use of specific
approaches to mediation. Even though, several scholars have examined values, beliefs,
and worldviews that inform theories and practices of mediation in general, underlying
beliefs informing practices and theories of marriage mediation have not yet been
examined (Augsburger, 1992; Koltko-Rivera, 2004). It is therefore crucial to explore
underling beliefs, values, and assumptions informing the work of contemporary marriage
mediation.
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
Two decades ago, Noce (1997) critiqued the lack of “clear assumptions,
ideologies, structures, techniques, and goal of each model [of mediation]” (p. 139),
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including their disconnection from conflict theories. Besides materials from the websites
of practitioners and mediation organizations on marriage mediation, the extent of
rigorous scholarship on the emerging field of marital mediation is minimal. Practitioners
Boardman, Fiske, Israel, & Neumann’s (2009, May) perceived the need for the marital
mediation field to expand, paving the way for future research. They indicated:
It is imperative that we understand more about what the process involves and how
it works. This can only be accomplished through research. We need to network
with marital mediators across the country and talk with them about how they
mediate, what they find helpful or problematic, and how they see the efficacy of
their work. (Suggestions section, para 2)
The present research is a response to Boardman, Fiske, Israel, & Neumann’s
(2009) call. It aims to identify mediators’ perspectives/interpretations of the process of
helping couples stay married, explicitly identifying a model of how marriage mediators
mediate, what they perceive as hindrances or motivations for couples in conflict and for
those couples seeking help to remain married. In addition, this research investigates the
underlying beliefs and assumptions that inform marriage mediators’ practices. Utilizing a
grounded theory approach, I hope to develop a model of marital mediation grounded in
the data obtained through interactions with participants (Robson, 2002). Three research
questions guided this research:
(1) How do marriage mediators perceive their practices and the process of marriage
mediation?
(2) Which approach to marriage mediation have mediators found helpful or
problematic?
(3) What are the underlying values, assumptions, and beliefs informing marriage
mediators’ approaches and processes in the USA?
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Qualitative Approach
Given the dearth of literature on marriage mediation and the complexity of the
phenomenon, a grounded theory was used to examine the perception and assumptions of
twelve (12) mediators involved in marriage mediation (Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Suddaby,
2006). The research was based on one Qualtrics background information questionnaire
two rounds of in-depth interviews, and a detailed member checking questionnaire via
Qualtrics (Sturges & Hanrahan, 2004). Using a grounded theory allowed a better grasp of
the issues from the perspectives of mediators. It provides findings that emerged from rich
and thick data gathered through comparative, inductive, and iterative data collection and
analyses. Furthermore, grounded theory provides a framework to apprehend the data and
assists researchers to generate theories that
(1) enable an explanation of behavior, (2) are useful in advancing a theory, (3)
are applicable in practice, (4) provide a perspective on behavior, (5) guide and
provide a style for research on particular areas of behavior, and (6) provide clear
enough categories and hypotheses that crucial ones can be verified in present and
future research. (Goulding, 2002, p. 43)
A qualitative approach to this research allowed the researcher to hear from multiple
practitioners as well as put together an explanation of the practice of marriage mediation.
It reveals concepts and categories useful to further practices in the field, and indeed helps
to propose a model and a guide for reflection in future studies.
Significance of the Study
Understanding a collective perception/interpretation of marriage mediators may
shed light on the theories and practices of marital mediation, including factors that
mediators found useful or hindering to the process of helping couples stay married. The
results of this research will help expand the knowledge in the field, regarding skills and
processes that should be included in training marriage mediators. Such skills and new
7

findings could enhance practices in the emerging field of marriage mediation.
Furthermore, examining marital mediators’ beliefs and assumptions and how these
impact their work is crucial because studies have found that perception and ideologies
shape human actions, and there is a connection between assumptions and mediation
practices (Koltko-Rivera, 2004; Picard, 2000; Sullivan, 2005). This investigation is
unique in the sense that its findings will provide a substantial scholarly reflection on the
emergent field of marital mediation. This contributes to the training of contemporary
marriage mediators.
Outline of the Manuscript
Chapter 1 covers the background of marriage mediation, including the problem
statement, the research questions, the qualitative approach used, and the significance of
the research. Chapter 2 presents detailed literature to support the research. In chapter 3, a
thorough methodology is presented. In Chapter 4, the findings are explained along with
technical and non-technical literature that participants mentioned during data collection.
Chapter 5 presents a reflection on the findings considering the previous literature,
including relevant recommendations for further direction, and concluding thoughts.

Copyright © Djidjoho C. Y. Akloubou Gnonhossou 2020
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND LITERATURE
Mediators in the USA work with couples for diverse purposes, including family
mediation, which was first designed to facilitate reconciliation between spouses, but later
focuses on issues of divorce and other family conflicts (Brown, 1982; Folberg & Milne,
1988; Murphy & Rubinson, 2015). The focus of family mediation shifted to divorce
mediation with the advent of no-fault divorce law. Sometimes parties willingly request
mediation for an amicable divorce. Other times their participation in mediation is a
mandatory court order (Folberg, Milne, & Salem, 2004; Glover, 2008).
Marital or marriage mediation, according to its practitioners, is evolving as a new
field with a specific focus on mediating for the growth of marital relationships. It is a
“growing area of family mediation designed to help couples stay married” (Boardman,
Fiske, Israel, Neumann, 2009, May, para 1). Literature on marital mediation both from
practitioners and academia is still in its infancy stage. Most articles with a specific focus
on the framework and practices of marriage mediation are written by practitioners on
their personal or organization websites. However, principles of marriage mediation, as
stated by practitioners is connected to and built upon existing literature on couples’
relationships such as Gottman's studies, problem-solving research, couple’s
communication as discussed in Pransky (1991) as well as upon literature for family and
divorce mediation.
I began the research with a review of relevant literature related to marriage
mediation and the field of family mediation. However, consistent with Corbin and Strauss
(1998, 2008), my interactions with participants during data collection and analysis
informed and enhanced needed concepts and literature for this chapter. Consequently,
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emergent concepts and categories during analysis led to the search of the literature on
topics such as coaching, client-centered mediation, conflict transformation, and didactics,
including transformative teaching and learning. Sections of literature on those concepts
were added to this chapter after considering the findings. This session focuses on an
overview of the development of marriage mediation and major theoretical frameworks of
family mediation. Besides, relevant concepts that shed light on the context of marital
mediation, including a brief review of previous findings on beliefs informing the
practices of mediation, were discussed.
Marriage Mediation: Its Onset and Growing Literature
The literature on family and divorce mediation is immense in discussing their
definitions, theories, processes, and more (Bush & Folger, 2005; Irving & Benjamin,
1995; Jessani, 2002). Considering several scholars’ findings on couples’ frustration over
the process of divorce, and their desire to consider reconciliation, a group of marriage
mediators reported that sometimes couples wish they were exposed earlier to the new
skills of communication and negotiation that mediators had shown them. Mediators heard
statements such as “if we had just known how to talk like this before, we wouldn’t be
getting a divorce” (Boardman, Fiske, Israel, & Neumann, 2009, May, How marital
mediation evolved section).
Many divorce attorneys and divorce mediators in the USA then began marriage
mediation with the understanding that many marriages could have been saved if the
couples had worked on their issues sooner (Israel, 2011, November 17). As a result, a
new field/practice called marriage or marital mediation has emerged within the practice
of family/divorce mediation in the USA to help, struggling, and committed married
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couples to work on staying married (Boardman, Fiske, Israel, Neumann, 2009, May).
First used by the former attorney and current marriage mediator John Fiske in 1997, and
in 2001 by Max Rivers (Rivers, 2018), marital mediation is now practiced by increasing
numbers of marriage and family mediators across the USA, including associations and
mediation centers advocating for its promotion. Elise and Max Rivers reported shifting
their practices of mediation from mediating issues to mediating relationship with
committed couples and called it marriage mediation (Rivers, 2018).
Several marriage mediators, like Attorney Angela Green, Attorney Israel Laurie,
mediator John Fiske have several articles on their websites and blog posts about marital
mediation. However, scholarly literature on the emerging field is slim. Moreover, very
few studies have focused on mediators in general and none specifically on marriage
mediators. What are the characteristics of professional mediators involved in helping
couples stay married, and how does their work differ from other helping professions?
Marriage Mediation: Practitioners Background and Focus
Background of marriage mediators.
Marriage mediators are from diverse backgrounds like attorneys, psychologists,
psychotherapists, counselors, divorce mediators, social workers, and psychiatrists
(Boardman, 2013). Helping professionals who became marital mediators tend to have the
required 30 hours to 40 hours of traditional mediation training. Besides a few states like
Florida, Georgia, Virginia, and New Hampshire, which have a “comprehensive process
for training, certifying, and administering grievances” (Folberg, Milne, & Salem, 2004,
p.18), there is no national board of certification for the field of the family or marital
mediation. However, there are organizations such as the Mass Council on Family
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Mediation, that certifies advanced practitioners with over 90 hours of mediation training.
The Academy of Professional Family Mediators (APFM) also allows practitioners who
meet specific criteria (dedication to the profession of family mediation, adequate training,
and experience, ongoing professional development, holding malpractice insurance) to
apply for certification. To understand the focus of marital mediation necessitates that it be
situated within the broader context of mediation and related helping profession fields
such as counseling, conflict coaching, and conflict study.
Mediation is one of several mechanisms of handling disputes, controversies, or
conflict. On the one hand, it is different from adjudication and arbitration wherein a third
party in a position of power plays the role of a judge for parties in conflict (Folberg &
Taylor, 1984; Fuller & Winston, 1978; Hanycz, 2005; Kennedy, 2009). In arbitration,
both parties have a chance to choose their third party, yet the outcome is imposed upon
them based on a text (laws or rules) that parties agreed to abide by. On the other hand,
this is different from negotiation, which is a process between the parties in conflict
aiming at influencing the other to secure agreements that benefit each of them (Folberg &
Taylor, 1984). Mediation is an assisted negotiation in which a third party, with no legal
power to impose an outcome on parties in conflict, helps the parties find a satisfactory
mutual solution to their conflict (Hanycz, 2005).
Family mediation and conflict strategies.
Mediators abide by different frameworks and processes depending on the contexts
where they mediate. Theorists and practitioners tend to emphasize the distinctive roles of
mediators and their processes. The field of family/divorce mediation has also borrowed
from several fields, including that of conflict study (Noce, Bush, & Folger, 2002;
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Oberman, 2005). A lengthy debate has existed in the field of conflict study about
different approaches to handling conflict that have become intertwined with tools and
techniques used in mediation. Conversations with participants during data collection
alluded to some of those themes, such as settlement, conflict management, conflict
resolution, and conflict transformation.
In the field of conflict, theorists and practitioners put different emphases on
different concepts. For some, the three concepts of management, resolution, and
transformation of conflict are distinct approaches to conflict (Botes, 2003; Galtung, 1995;
Kriesberg, 1997; Lederach, 2003). Many such researchers argued that resolution refers to
an ending of conflict, while conflict is woven into the fabric of relationships. For other
researchers, the goal of conflict resolution is transformation, and conflict transformation
has emerged as a different approach because of the misguided use of conflict resolution
(Miall, Ramsbotham, & Woodhouse, 1999). Mitchell (2002) argued that “the concept of
conflict transformation has emerged because of the corruption of the conception of
resolution” (p.1). Therefore, conflict resolution and transformation have been perceived
as a continuum.
However, contrary to the view that conflict resolution aims at transformation,
Lederach (2003) demonstrated that the scope of conflict transformation is broader than
that of conflict resolution. A resolution leaves a message of ending something unpleasant.
It focuses on the content, the immediate issues, whereas “transformation envisions the
presenting problem as an opportunity to engage a broader context, to explore and
understand the system of relationships and patterns that gave birth to the crisis”
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(Lederach 2003, p.30). For Lederach (2003) then, conflict transformation includes
resolution, but it is not limited to techniques of just addressing the pressing issues.
The same debate regarding the difference between conflict resolution and conflict
transformation occurs in family mediation regarding its processes and theoretical models.
Lederach's (2003) clarifies the connection between conflict resolution and conflict
transformation. For Lederach (2003), resolution and transformation are informed by
distinct ideologies regarding the questions that are asked, the focus, the purpose in
handling conflict, the process, and understanding of the conflict. For more information,
Table 1 shows his summary of the difference between conflict resolution and conflict
transformation perspectives. The section on theoretical frameworks elaborates on how
this approach has informed mediation models. A reflection on how marital mediation
differ from other helping professions follows.
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Table 1: Conflict Resolution and Conflict Transformation: A Brief Comparison of
Perspective
Conflict Resolution
Perspective

Conflict transformation
Perspective

The key question

How do we end something
not desired?

How to we end something
destructive and build
something desired?

The focus

It is content-centered.

It is relationship centered.

The purpose

To achieve an agreement
and solution to the
presenting problem
creating the crisis.

To promote constructive
change processes, inclusive
of, but not limited to,
immediate solution.

The development of the
process

It is embedded and built
around the immediacy of
the relationship where the
symptoms of the
disruptions appear.

It envisions the presenting
problem as an opportunity
for response to symptoms
and engagement of systems
within which relationships
are embedded.

Time frame

The horizon is short-term
relief to pain, anxiety, and
difficulties

The horizon for change is
mid-to long-range and is
intentionally crisisresponsive rather than
crisis-driven

View of conflict

It envisions the need to de- It envisions conflict as an
escalated conflict processes ecology that is relationally
dynamic with ebb (conflict
de-escalation to pursue
constructive change) and
flow (conflict escalation to
pursue constructive change

Note: (Lederach, 2003, p.33)
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Conflict coaching.
Participants mentioned coaching during data collecting, which led me to wonder
about the meanings and scope of conflict coaching. Coaching is a well-developed and
growing helping profession with several branches, such as life coaching, conflict
coaching, business coaching, and family coaching. Conflict coaching started in the 1990s
as an interest-based process to supplement mediation and was called “problem-solving
for one” (Brinkert, 2006, p.384). It started as a dyadic process to help an individual in
conflict, who did not want to be in mediation, with their understanding of the nature and
mode of conflict. The process prepares a person in conflict to better handle conflict in
daily life, helping them build personal skills and confidence in a one-on-one approach
(Brinkert, 2006; Giacomini, 2009). Thus, clients are encouraged to learn new skills of
negotiation, communication, including exploring the impacts of their behaviors (Jones &
Brinkert, 2008).
Furthermore, “In coaching, the focus is on examining current values, goals, and
dreams and discovering the future steps necessary to live these values more fully, achieve
these goals, and realize these dreams” (Skibbins, 2007, p. 18). So, coaching explores
beyond the pressing issues. Several theoretical frameworks inform the field of conflict
coaching. Myers-Walls (2014) summarizes the role of coaching as follows:
Coaches guide clients, offer support, and cultivate bio-psycho-social growth
opportunities; (b) Coaches set goals with clients and partner with them to work
toward the goals and aspirations the clients choose for themselves; (c) Coaching
uses a strengths-based approach and helps clients reach their potential and optimal
functioning, helping successful people to become more successful and actualized;
(d) Coaches try to increase clients' competence, commitment, and confidence in
relation to achieving their goals and try to help them gain insight, knowledge, and
skills to make meaningful changes in their lives; (e) Coaches establish a processdriven, equal, warm, empathetic relationship/partnership with individuals or
family systems and engage families as partners in the change process; (f) Coaches
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use techniques such as powerful questioning, goal-driven work assignments,
assessments, and accountability; and (g) Coaching services are comprehensive.
(pp. 583-884)
Myers-Wall’s (2014) definition of coaching is all-encompassing. It provides a glimpse of
the goal of coaching, its processes, and techniques. Myers-Wall (2014) perceived
coaching as exploring aspirations, motivations, future goals in all areas of life, and more.
It focuses on the strength of clients. Although conflict coaching started as a dyadic
process, it has evolved from dyadic to working with families with a new trend called
family coaching (Allen & Huff, 2014). The link between family coaching and family
mediation has not yet been established. Winter (2005) compared mediation and coaching
and stated that both terms were confusing. Understanding how participants in this
research view their practices regarding coaching would help define the scope of the
emerging marital mediation.
Mediation and counseling.
The debate regarding the difference between mediation and counseling is an
ongoing one (Gabel, 2003; Katz, 2007; Kelly, 1983). Explaining distinctive differences
between counseling and mediation is a difficult task given the diversity of approaches
and theories in both fields. There is a broad spectrum among family mediators from those
who think mediation is quite different from counseling to those who affirm that the
boundary between both fields is fluid. However, mediators, specifically divorce and
marriage mediators are adamant about drawing the boundaries between marriage
mediation and marital counseling or marital therapy, and divorce mediation and divorce
counseling. Briefly stated, differences between counseling and mediation occur in “the
goal, the nature of the mediation process, the role of the mediator, the role of diagnosis,
the place of emotional expression in the mediation process, and the mediator's techniques
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and interventions” (Kelly, 1983, p. 34). The debate between mediation and counseling
could be identical to that between marital mediation and marital counseling or therapy
since the latter are subgroups of the former.
Many marriage mediation practitioners have tried to explain how their practices
differed from marriage counseling (Green, 2009, August; Israel, 2007, October). They
have claimed that, like divorce and family mediation, marriage mediation is practical,
solution-oriented, and future-focused. It helps identify and understand conflicting issues,
sources of conflict, problem-solving processes, and yet it offers married couples an
opportunity to learn practical communication skills. Marital mediation helps the newly
married couple examine their plan and expectations regarding life together. Marital
mediation can help newlyweds learn conflict strategies, gain awareness about relationship
hindrances and marital identity, and thus explore common goals and marital foundations
(Israel, 2014, October 12; Walckner, 2011, June 20). Boardman (2013) suggested that
marital mediation differs from marital therapy in its methodology, the role of marital
mediator, the pursued goals, the length in session, and the outcome. For instance, while
marital mediators identify conflict patterns and focus less on history, marital therapists
identify patterns by focusing on psychological or personality issues using the DSM
(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders). Table 2 summarizes
Boardman’s (2003) comparison of marital counseling and marital mediation.
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Table 2: Comparing Marital Mediation to Marital Therapy
Marital mediation
Resolve conflict
Address communication problems
Stronger marriage or partnership

Marital counseling/therapy
Understanding underlying
psychological issues
Short interventions (brief therapy)

Methodology

Identify conflicts, conflict patterns
and frustration
Develop agreed upon alternative
constructive behaviors
Mediate agreement
Little individual or couple history
Less focus on underlying internal
psychological issues
Balance power between parties to
facilitate communication
Teach, practice communication
skills

Identify conflict patterns and
focus on root causes of behaviors
Individual and couple history:
(personal, family, sexual)
Use of analytical skills
Diagnostic: Identify symptoms of
mental disorder and neurotic
behavior therapy,
Treatment of personality
Treatment of relationship
problems
Alleviate marital conflict

Role
Who

Facilitator, a guide
Attorney, divorce mediator,
mental health professional

Training in mental health:
counselor, therapist,
social worker, Psychologist

Time in
session
Goals

About 2 hours

Overall Goal

About 50 minutes

Negotiate mutually acceptable
decisions concerning decisions
concerning behavioral changes

Outcome

Could be therapeutic
Final agreement about conflict
Notes taken from Boardman (2013)

Change the inner person
For system therapy: change
relational dynamics, interactional
patterns
Therapeutic

Unlike divorce mediation, marital mediation does not necessarily end with a
signed agreement if the couple does not find it necessary. Marital mediators have
mediated disputes around finances and related issues like job loss, inheritance, money
management, communication patterns, infidelity, and parenting. The process also offers
couples a context to share without the emphasis on pathology while helping them to work
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through their difficulties, improving their marital relationship (Green, 2009, August;
Israel, 2011, November 17). Findings from this research could elucidate how participants
relate to these claims about marital mediation. The difference between marital
counseling/theory and marital mediation is also evident in the theoretical framework used
in both fields.
Key Mediation Theoretical Frameworks
Although marital mediation as a separate helping profession is recent, theories
and practices used by its practitioners can be linked to family and mediation models and
practices. A brief review of family mediation frameworks could offer a theoretical
context to approach this research.
Family/divorce mediation is rooted in eclectic fields of “labor mediation and
negotiation, law, social psychology, and the psychological disciplines from which
emerged psychotherapy and counseling” (Kelly, 1983, p. 33). The concepts of theory,
framework, and approach are often used interchangeably in mediation. Discussions on
theoretical frameworks have focused on three aspects: The role of mediators, the
experience of the parties in conflict, and the process of mediation. Different authors have
classified mediation theories in various ways. Below are some of the main theories in the
mediation field.
Evaluative, facilitative, therapeutic.
Interest-based mediation, power balance, and transformation models were the
three main models at the root of mediation (Bush, Weldon, & Folger, 2013). Each of
these models has evolved and taken on different forms throughout the years. For instance,
Becker-Haven (1990) examined child custody disputes and suggested four modes of
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mediation that focus on the role of mediators and the task of mediation. For BeckerHaven (1990), a mediator is a decision manager (rational/analytical mode), a healer
(therapeutic mode), a teacher (educational mode), and a monitor (normative mode). The
rational/analytic mediator assumes that parties are able and have what they need to settle
their dispute. So, the role of the decision manager is to recognize and gather the facts
related to the dispute so the mediator could lead the parties into a settlement that
considers the totality of their interests.
Contrary to the analytical mode, the mediator using the educational mode
perceives their role as teaching the disputants new skills and guiding them to identify and
use existing skills to settle their dispute. In this case, the lack of skills and knowledge, for
instance in problem solving and communication, were barriers to settlement.
Consequently, mediation becomes a setting for disputants to learn necessary information
and skills that will help them reach settlement. The therapeutic mode or the mediator as
the healer assumes that parties are unable to resolve their dispute because of unresolved
emotional issues. Therefore, the role of a therapeutic mediator is to create an atmosphere
that allows parties in conflict to share and explore patterns of emotional dysfunction. Far
from being a psychotherapy process in scope, duration, and depth, therapeutic mediation
only focuses on issues specific to the dispute. Baker-Haven (1990) explained: “It is
necessary to heal the emotional wounds in order to overcome the impasse and to gain
movement in resolving the dispute” (p. 25). Finally, in the normative mode, the mediator
is an expert who analyzes values, evaluates disputants’ choices, and redirects disputants
to focus on their child’s interest. Mediators in the normative mode are known for their
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expert opinion and advocacy for decisions that are in the best interest of children in the
case of custody disputes.
Folberg, Milne, and Salem (2004) and Murphy and Robinson (2015) clustered
family mediation models into categories addressing the process of mediation, categories
that are very similar to the different modes previously discussed: Evaluative mediation,
facilitative mediation, transformative mediation, and hybrid practices. In evaluative
mediation, mediators evaluate and offer a direct assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of various aspects of the case, like the relationship dynamic between parties
and the progress. Mediators also develop, propose options of resolution, and assess
possible outcomes of conflict based on their experience (Folberg, Milne, & Salem, 2004).
The process in evaluative mediation is like the process in the rational/analytical mode or
the decision manager of the process, as mentioned by Becker-Haven (1990) since the
mediator assesses and proposes a way out of the conflict.
However, the facilitative mediator backs away from sharing direct evaluation and
participants lead the process and decision with the help of a mediator. Facilitative
mediation is an interest-based approach with the primary goal of reaching agreements
(Folberg & Taylor, 1984; Gabel, 2003; Kressel, 2007). Further, different forms of
facilitative processes include: Problem-solving, collaborative communication, and clientcentered approach (Folberg, Milne, & Salem 2004). Mediators have also used a
therapeutic approach focused on the benefits of healing during the process (BeckerHaven 1990; Irving & Benjamin, 1989). Another approach in this section is the hybrid
approach. A mediator who uses a hybrid approach integrates several different models of
mediation (Poitras & Raines, 2012).
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Besides the emphasis on the process and the role of the mediator to explain
mediation models, there has also been an emphasis on how parties in conflict experience
the process of mediation. Bush and Folger (2005) suggested satisfaction, oppression,
social justice, and transformation frameworks. For example, parties in conflict can
experience satisfaction as they reach an agreement. Parties experience oppression when
one party views the process of mediation as a hidden strategy to exercise social control,
or “a dangerous instrument for increasing the power of the state over the individual, and
the power of the strong over the weak” (Bush & Folger, 2005, p. 16). With the goal of
social justice in mind, mediation contributes to community building as the mediator helps
individuals work together to find common interests. Bush and Folger’s (2005) discourse
on oppression and satisfaction raised the critical issue of power in mediation which has
been addressed in other literature (Flynn, 2005; Lang, 2004). However, no study has
investigated how marital mediators respond to such challenges.
Transformative mediation.
From the perspective of transformative mediation, disputants are frustrated, not
just because someone is preventing them from getting their needs met, but because the
conflict has alienated them from the other and from “their own strength and their sense of
connection to others, thereby disrupting and undermining the interaction” (Bush &
Folger, 2005, p. 46). The goal of mediation from a transformative perspective is to
promote a shift from “a negative, destructive, alienating, and demonizing interaction to
one that becomes positive, constructive, connecting, and humanizing, even while conflict
and disagreement are still continuing” (Bush & Folger, 2005, p. 56). Mediators who
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work from the transformation perspective view mediation as a means of relational
transformation.
Unlike other frameworks, the transformative mediator is not process-oriented.
Instead, the mediator is supportive of the parties through reflective listening and checking
in. In transformative mediation, “directive interventions-such as setting an agenda,
normalizing, pointing out common ground, probing for underlying issues, or keeping
parties focused on a discussion topic-are avoided” (Folberg, Milne, & Salem, 2004, p.
16). The transformative approach, as described by Bush and Folger (2005), does not
primarily focus on reaching an agreement, but rather it aims to create a context that
allows a positive change with participants feeling empowered and recognized by one
another (Murphy & Robinson, 2015). Lederach's (1995, 2003) works in conflict
transformation provides a context for understanding the transformative mediation.
Conflict transformation is to envision and respond to the ebb and flow of social
conflict as life-giving opportunities for creating constructive change processes
that reduce violence, increase justice in direct interaction and social structures,
and respond to real-life problems in human relationships. (Lederach, 2003, p. 22)
Lederach’s (2003) definition of transformation is broad and goes beyond relational
conflict. He argued that the transformative approach is a comprehensive framework,
seeking constructive change for healthy interactions (from violence to justice), while
addressing the content, the context, and the structure of the relationship. A change of
perspective is the foundation of a transformative approach. It requires a switch from a
narrow view of conflicts, as a challenge, a threat, or a failure, to a bigger picture of the
conflict, as a natural and normal phenomenon. In this framework, conflict is also seen as
an agent of growth and change. Conflict is understood not in terms of a single dispute
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event, but in the context of its embedded patterns. Identity issues are one of these patterns
because relationships and identity are the heart of any conflict (Lederach, 2003).
Aiming at constructive interaction is vital for both Lederach (2003) and Bush and
Folger (2005), yet Lederach (2003) went beyond and addressed multilayer aspects of
conflicts emphasizing the importance of seeking change at multiple levels. Augsburger
(1992) reflected on the need for seeking transformation of conflict at three levels. He
argued that the process of conflict transformation transforms the attitudes by changing
and redirecting negative perception, transforms behaviors by encouraging collaboration
and limiting negative patterns, and transforms the conflict by creatively “seeking to
discover, define, and remove incompatibility” (p. 70). Therefore, changes occur at several
levels: The individual, in the quality of the relationship between the parties, and in
society (Burton, 1990; Bush & Folger, 2005; Harrington & Merry, 1988; Kriesberg,
Northrup, & Thorson, 1989).
Lederach (1995, 2003) expanded on Augsburger’s (1992) dimensions and
suggested that the transformative approach, when pursued, brought changes at four
levels. The 1st level is personal comprised of “cognitive, emotional, perceptual, and
spiritual dimensions” (p. 24) because conflict affects all aspects of a person, including
physical well-being, self-esteem, emotional stability, and spiritual aspect of a human
being. This 1st level comprises the two levels of attitudes and behaviors suggested by
Ausgburger (1992). The 2nd level is relational. Lederach (2003) defined it as “affectivity,
power, interdependence, and the expressive, communicative, and interactive aspects of
conflict” (p. 24). The relational aspect of change echoes Bush and Folger’s (2005)
emphasis on changes from alienation to connection. The 3rd level is about the underlying
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causes of conflict and related patterns at the social-political and economic levels. Lastly,
at the 4th level, the transformative approach calls mediators to pay attention to the
complexity of conflict by addressing not only the immediate issues but also its causes,
developing a plan for a comprehensive change at multiple levels. In the endeavor of
helping couples in crisis stay married, this research attempts to investigate the place of a
transformative approach in the marital mediation process.
Clients-centered mediation.
Parallel to the transformative mediation was a client-centered approach used in
family and divorce mediation. Like the transformative approach, the client-centered
approach aims at transforming relationships and empowering parties. For client-centered
mediators, conflict is also an opportunity for growth, which can lead to a positive
outcome if managed well (Erickson & MacKnight, 2001). The approach is based on
“Morton Deutsch's conflict resolution theory, family-systems theory, Carl Rogers’s
theory of person-centered therapy, the early teachings of Jim Coogler, and the work and
experience of mediators, therapists, and other professionals who have worked with
divorcing family” (Erickson & MacKnight, 2001, p. 100). The client-centered approach
is less directive, future-oriented, and encourages parties to focus on one another to reach
a satisfactory goal.
However, unlike transformation theory, client-centered mediation is an interestbased process centered on clients, and their “beliefs, attitudes, wishes, hopes, and
desires” (Erickson & MacKnight, 2001, p. 27). It does not try to understand past causes
of conflict, but rather it seeks to help clients reach an agreement through constructive
communication and decision making to prevent past errors from recurring. Further,
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client-centered mediators ask future-focused questions to move clients from blaming each
other to thinking about shared goals (Erickson & MacKnight, 2001). Unlike the clientcentered approach, Lederach’s (2003) transformative mediation addresses several layers
of conflict.
Marital mediation and theoretical framework.
Divorce and family mediators have used a variety of frameworks, but reflections
on marriage mediation frameworks are limited. Attorney and mediator Israel (2016, May
6), in the Huffington Post article, reflected on where marital mediation fits within
different models of family and divorce mediation, such as evaluative, educational,
normative, facilitative, therapeutic, transformative, and client-centered. For Israel (2016,
May 6) marriage mediators use a hybrid model depending on their background and
personality. Most marriage mediators facilitate, yet unlike the facilitative model,
marriage mediators primarily aim at fostering understanding between partners rather than
helping couples find an agreement. Israel (2016, May 6) affirmed that, although
facilitative and evaluative mediators referred to caucuses, it is not recommended in
marital mediation. Caucuses consists of meeting with each party separately when the
couple gets stuck. For Israel (2016, May 6), using caucuses could hinder parties’
openness to each other. She argued that transformation occurs in facilitative and
evaluative mediation if the process allows the couple to change something in their
patterns or find a solution about an issue. Unlike transformative mediation which could
bring up emotional issues, marital mediation is present-focused and marital mediators
could avoid past and emotional issues.
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Parallel to these theories, Winslade and Monk (2000) discussed narrative
mediation, but the latter approach is almost non-existent in most writings of marriage
mediation practitioners. Further, Becker-Haven’s (1990) suggestion of the educational
mode is also rare in the literature and in marital mediation practitioners’ reflections.
Besides the reflection of Israel (2016, May), little to no studies investigate how marital
mediators are using theories of mediation hence the importance of this research to fill the
void.
Transformative Teaching and Learning
From the analysis of data emerged the concept of transformative teaching theory.
Transformative teaching is based on the transformative learning approach, informed by
several other theories such as constructivism, social cognitive theory, intentional change
theory, and transformational leadership (Slavich & Zimbardo, 2012). Transformative
learning occurs when new information challenges previously held beliefs and
assumptions leading to a profound change in perspective (Cranton, 2011; Mezirow,
2000). It occurs when adults engage in the process of meaning-making through critical
reflection and questioning unexamined beliefs and actions (Sockman & Sharma, 2008).
Mezirow (1998) discussed several levels of self-reflection, such as narrative, systemic,
organizational, moral-ethical, and therapeutic cognitive. Although the concept of
transformative learning and teaching was developed in western literature by Mezirow
(1997), it was embedded in many cultures, like the slave narrative, as a teaching and
learning core value of African descendants (Johnson-Bailey & Alfred, 2006; William,
2003):
Traditionally, African people have had systems of education that were
transformative. Rites of passage and rituals are among the many forms Africans
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have created to nurture the consciousness of every member of society into a
greater connection with the Self, the Community, and the Universe. (Williams,
2003, p. 463)
The role of transformative education is then, according to Williams (2003), to foster and
develop self-awareness and relation with others. There could be several means to reach
that goal. The theory of transformative learning has evolved throughout the years with
various emphases, from an emphasis on cognitive and rational processes (Mezirow,
2000), to awareness of the unconscious (Boyd & Myers, 1988), to a focus on emotion and
intuition, and the role of spirituality (Dirkx, 2001a, 2001b). It has also included socialcultural context transformation (Taylor, 2017), race (Johnson-Bailey, & Alfred, 2006),
and more. According to Mezirow (1998), adults are prompted to learn when faced with a
situation that does not fit their usual frame of reference. Therefore, transformation arises
when an individual explores and evaluates their frame of reference, like their habits of
mind, thinking patterns, feelings, actions, and perspectives, including attitudes, values,
beliefs, and judgments (Fazio-Griffith & Ballard, 2016; Mezirow 1998; Mezirow, 1996).
Transformative teaching then “involves creating dynamic relationships between
teachers, students, and a shared body of knowledge to promote students learning and
personal growth” (Slavich & Zimbardo, 2012, p. 569). Furthermore, it promotes selfawareness, personal learning, and the opportunity to not only acquire content but also to
gain practical experience. Group activities and shared visions are examples of practical
experiences (Slavich & Zimbardo, 2012). Besides, the process of transformative teaching
allows the transformation of “learning-related attitudes, values, beliefs, and skills”
(Fazio-Griffith, 2016, p. 576). In addition, for Rosebrough and Leverett (2011),
transformational teaching has a social, spiritual, and academic impact on learners.
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In the context of a classroom, Fazio-Griffith and Ballard (2016) reported six-core
methods for teaching strategies
(1) Establish a shared vision for the course; (2) Provide modeling and mastery
experiences. (3) Intellectually challenge and encourage students. (4) Personalize
attention and feedback. (5) Create experiential lessons that transcend the
boundaries of the classroom. (6) Promote ample opportunities for preflection and
reflection. (p. 226)
These core methods can be extended to every environment where teaching and learning
occur, including that of interpersonal relationships. Teachers share the vision of the
course with learners at the beginning to ensure that they are working toward the same
vision. Through different activities the teacher practices the concept and create a context
for students to practice the concepts. The phases of preflection and reflection engage
learners’ cognition. Slavich & Zimbardo (2012) clarified that pursue: “Preflection
generates an awareness of preconceived ideas that may be dispelled or confirmed,
whereas reflection invites an awareness of the transformation of those ideas” (p. 232).
Teachers are encouraged to expose students to materials that will allow them to wrestle
with preconceived ideas for the goal of strengthening of forsaking the preconceived
concepts.
Moreover, three principles are foundational to transformative teaching: (1) to
facilitate students’ acquisition and mastery of key course concepts; (2) to enhance
students’ strategies and skills for learning and discovery; and (3) to promote positive
learning-related attitudes, values, and beliefs in students (Slavich & Zimbardo, 2012).
Furthermore, transformative teaching and learning also aims at understanding the context
shaping the teacher and the learner.
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Previous Research on the Practice of Mediation
A plethora of literature exists about the practices and theories of mediation, but
there are only a few empirical studies. Picard (2000), using open-ended questions and a
survey, examined how Canadian mediators viewed their work, their roles, the growth of
mediation, and its impacts on mediators. The study was based on a sample of 88
mediators who were trainer-practitioners. Picard (2000) explored patterns of mediation in
Canada and how those patterns were related to contextual factors such as gender,
background education, and the number of years in practice. Picard (2000) reported the
plurality of definitions and approaches to mediation, to signify that mediators did not
share the same meaning for the same concept. For instance, “in some cases facilitative is
connected to the management of the process, in others, it is about enhancing
communication between the parties, and in still others, it has to do with resolving a
dispute” (Picard, 2000, p. 141). Findings from the study revealed that mediators became
diversified in their theories and practices the longer they mediate, and such diversity in
practice varied depending on their training, backgrounds, gender, education, years of
experience, and operational philosophy.
To depart from the dichotomy of facilitative versus transformative, Picard (2000)
suggested an integrative framework of socioemotional, pragmatic, socioemotionalpragmatic, and pragmatic-socioemotional. According to Picard (2000), pragmatic
mediators focused on settlement, and are evaluative, directive, task-focused, problemoriented, and interested in achieving resolution. While socio-emotional mediators are
humanistic and people-centered, as opposed to issues-focused. They used transformative
and relational words intending to foster constructive communication between parties.
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Furthermore, “mediators with socioemotional patterns are attentive to emotions. They say
they rarely caucus, and they attend to social norms in mediation” (Picard, 2000, p. 196).
Socioemotional-pragmatic mediators are more socioemotional than pragmatic.
Pragmatic-socioemotional are more pragmatic than socioemotional. A model that
combines socioemotional and pragmatic are hybrid approaches.
Another study examined the effects of transformative mediation. It was based on
an experimental design with a sample of 60 Mexican American families (Ali, 2010).
This study compared the outcomes of two treatment groups. One group experienced
traditional transformative mediation, and the second group experienced an enhanced
version of transformative mediation, which integrated relationship enhancement and
interpersonal feedback. Relationship enhancement constitutes interventions that educate
clients in respectful and transparent communication as well as emphatic listening
(Guerney, 1977). Results showed no significant difference between the groups. However,
further analysis using Mancova and Ancova showed significant improvement from pre to
post-testing. Ali (2010) concluded that transformative mediation improved families’
empathic listening and interpersonal learning no matter the form of transformative
approach (traditional or enhanced) used by the mediator.
A third study on mediation processes used grounded theory. Washington (2017)
interviewed 11 managers to examine how managers of organizations handle culturecentered workplace disputes. Results found that managers’ strategies are informed by the
culture of the organization (policies, practices, and guidelines) rather than the workers’
culture. Participants in Washington’s (2017) study used relational strategies to help their
clients to align with the organization’s values, thus developing a social identity. Although
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this study focused on workplace disputes, it was included here because it was one of the
few studies that focused on managers/mediators. Washington (2017) referred to social
exchange theory, values theory, social identity, and justice theory in the analysis.
Mediators’ Beliefs and Assumptions
In the USA, beliefs and assumptions informing specific areas of mediation, like
custody mediation and mediation in general have been examined. Research showed how
changes in discourse and values within the society impacted and shaped the orientation of
mediation in the USA. Fineman (1988), for instance, examined custody mediation and
concluded that the contemporary shift from solo to joint custody affected the process and
orientation of divorce mediation. The author analyzed the situation of mediating foster
families’ situations, noticed that most foster children placed with relatives are African
American, and argued that the kinship foster care in the USA today is like the kinship
care practiced throughout the history among African descents in the USA. This was an
illustration of how the kinship values of African American shaped the practice of foster
care mediation.
Moreover, Evans and Havercamp (1994), beyond the focus on a specific area of
mediation identified and discussed 12 assumptions/beliefs informing mediation in
general, such as (1) all agreement is equal; (2) all agreements are good; (3) all parties are
truthful; (4) mandatory mediation is better than court; (5) mediation builds cooperation;
(6) children do not need to be included in the mediation process; (7) mediation is fair; (8)
joint custody is beneficial; (9) long-term relationships are improved through mediation;
(10) mediation is rational, non-emotional process; (11) mediators are neutral; and (12)
mediation offers a safe, protective environment for resolving disputes. Evans and
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Havercamp (1994) explained how each of these beliefs informed what mediators do, the
connection of those assumptions with other theories, and how each of these beliefs could
be problematic. For instance, Evan and Havercamp (1994) explained that the belief of
equal agreement was rooted in the family system beliefs of shared responsibility. They
also argued that depending on the context of mediation, “a belief of shared responsibility,
could promote a sense of false sense equality” (p. 232). Further, they challenged the
assumption that mediation is fair and they argued that such a belief does not consider the
impact of “gender, cultural, sociopolitical, and economic, inequities on parties' ability to
negotiate, skewing the balance of fairness to the most powerful. Such inequities may lead
to unfair but agreed-on settlements” (Evans & Havercomp, 1994, p. 234).
Although Evans and Havercomp (1994) called these 12 statements, assumptions,
and beliefs, they seem to focus on characteristics of mediation. However, the work of
Alberstein (2007) revealed a broader understanding of keys beliefs and worldviews
informing mediation in general (See Table 3). Alberstein (2007) identified three major
theoretical perspectives: Pragmatic, transformational, and narrative. These perspectives
are each respectively linked to philosophical discourses of the society that have shaped
the history of mediation. Those philosophical discourses are: Liberalism, a critique of
liberalism through relational ideas, and postmodernism. The pragmatic approach emerged
from the study of negotiation during the 1980s. It emphasized collaboration, equal share,
and it is a shift from the competitive battle during the litigation process to the “emergence
of modern mediation discourse” (Alberstein, 2007, p. 7).
The pragmatic discourse defined a human being as a rational being needing
problem-solving skills to deal with conflict. Whereas the transformative approach, a
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product of the critique of liberalism, defined conflict as alienation and saw the need for
empowerment, recognition, and change in interactions as a solution to such a conflict.
Meanwhile, during the postmodern era, the emphasis was placed on deconstruction.
Disputants were perceived as people who defined themselves by some saturated stories,
and the solution to a conflict is to challenge, to deconstruct, and to create alternative
stories (Winslade & Monk, 2000). For Alberstein (2007), each of these discourses
reflecting the perceptions of the society during a given time and circumstances informed
different aspects of mediation. In the words of Alberstein (2007), mediation:
represents a rich context in which various styles of mediation develop in response
to changing ideas in society and culture. Each style has its own theoretical and
ideological background, and adopting anyone carries a set of assumptions
regarding the nature of human beings, the causes of conflict, the ethical
commitments of the mediator, the mediation process, the worldview underlying
the process, and other factors. (p. 328)
Discussion of each of these philosophical discourses is beyond the scope this paper.
Nevertheless, Alberstein (2007) summarized each philosophical debate and its
implications which are presented in Table 3 below. Reflecting on Evans and
Havercamp’s (1994) assumptions considering Alberstein (2007) indicated that most of
Evans and Havercamp’s (1994) assumptions could be classified under pragmatism
ideology. For instance, the beliefs of equal, cooperative, and fair agreement (assumptions
1, 5, 7), the assumptions of neutrality of mediators, and the safe and rational nature of
mediation (10, 11, 12) are characteristics of pragmatism.
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Table 3: Cultures of Mediation Basic Concepts (Alberstein, 2007, pp 341-342)

Perception of
Parties

Conflict
Definition

Pragmatic
Mediation
• Separate
individuals
• Rational
maximizers
•
•

Process
Definition

•
•

Worldview

•
•

Transformative
Mediation
• Relationallyembedded
• Ethicallycommitted

Satisfaction of
complementary
needs
Masked by the
declaration of
positions (a
formula
influenced by
American
pragmatism)

•

Problem-solving
based on
principles
A search for
win-win so
solutions based
on interests or
needs

•

Liberalism
Economicutilitarian

•

•

•

•
•
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A rift in the
relational
texture of the
parties
An opportunity
for moral
growth in the
dimensionsempowerment
and recognition
A positive
notion of
conflict.
Improving the
relational
context of the
dispute
A process of
strengthening
the self and
improving the
response to
others

Relational
Critique of
liberalism

Narrative
Mediation
• Sociallyconstructed
• Multiple
identities
•

•

A closure of the
dominant
discourse of
conflict
A clash of
entitlements
based sometimes
on unearned
privilege or a
conservative
ideology

A shift from the
dominant
discourses of
conflict to
alternative
discourses of
mediation
• An educational
process from
taken-forgranted
positions to
chosen ones
• Postmodernism
• Social
constructionism
•

Table 3 (Continued)
Definition of
•
Success
•

Role of the
Mediation

•

•

Sequence

•
•
•
•
•

A Pareto optimal •
solution
Addressing all
•
involving
interests

Relational
•
growth
Empowerment
and recognition •
in any dimension

Alternative
narrative of
relationship
“Unique
outcomes” which
reflect weaving
of meaning and
actions

Efficient rational •
management of
interests and
needs
An intersubjective
•
balance of
inherently biased
perceptions

Empowering the
parties and
improving their
conflict
management
skills
Enabling the
parties to solve
their conflict
“outside the
room”

•

Co-authoring the
alternative
narrative with the
parties
Offering
interpretive
reading while
remaining
curious and
assuming a
storytelling
position

Listening to
positions
Depersonalization
A shift from
positions to
interests
Inventing options
Agreement

Listening
Reflecting
Summarizing
Moving from
weakness and a
self-embedded
situation to
strength and
responsiveness

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Engagement
Deconstructing
the conflictsaturated story
Constructing the
alternative story

Marriage mediation is recent and has had little reflection of its assumptions and
beliefs. Marriage mediation as a subfield of family mediation could also be informed by
many assumptions and worldviews. However, we do not know, as there has not yet been
a study exploring underlying assumptions and beliefs informing marriage mediation in
the USA. Hence, utilizing a grounded theory approach, the present study explored the
following questions:
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(1) How do marriage mediators perceive their practices and the process of marriage
mediation?
(2) Which approach to marriage mediation have mediators involved in marital
mediation found helpful or problematic?
(3) What are the underlying values, assumptions, and beliefs informing marriage
mediators’ approach and process in the USA?

Copyright © Djidjoho C. Y. Akloubou Gnonhossou 2020
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) approach to grounded theory informed the
methodology of this research on marital mediation. That approach of grounded theory,
among several, was deemed appropriate given its root in pragmatism and symbolism
interaction, which resonates with the pragmatic nature of mediation. Corbin and Strauss
(2008) offer several analytical tools that are helpful and necessary to the aim of this
research. The study advanced knowledge on the practice of marital mediation in
interaction with the vital experience of participants involved in the research. The
following paragraphs briefly explain the qualitative tradition used with a detailed
description of the site, sampling/participants, procedure, and analysis. The strategies of
trustworthiness to ensure the quality of the present research, the researcher’s role, and
ethical considerations, will be addressed. The chapter ends with a thorough description of
factors leading participants to embrace marital mediation. The study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Kentucky (See Appendix A). It
was the first part of a larger research project on Cross-Cultural Models of Helping
Couples Stay Married: Mediators’ Perspectives and Underlying Values.
Qualitative Tradition
Many scholars acknowledged the importance of grounded theory in studying
social phenomenon (Hunter, Murphy, Grealish, Casey, & Keady, 2011; Strauss &
Corbin, 1998). The sections below describe the important of grounded theory for this
research, and specifically several criteria of Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) method used in
this research. Grounded theory is useful for exploring and understanding the ‘what’ and
the ‘how’ in social settings, especially for topics and subjects that have not been
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exhaustively studied. Grounded theory helps to study or explain a process, an interaction
among people, and people’s actions (Cresswell & Brown, 1992; Creswell, 2012). The
present research aims to investigate the process of marital mediation, seeking to
understand marriage mediators’ perspectives of their interactions with couples. Few
studies explored mediation using grounded theory as mentioned in Chapter 2. For
example, Picard (2000), using grounded theory, examined how mediators in general
(family, divorce, and workplace mediators) and mediation trainer-practitioners perceived
their roles. Picard (2000) asked questions related to concepts and factors affecting the
context of their practices. Washington (2017) studied managers’ experiences in mediating
cross-cultural disputes at a workplace using grounded theory.
There are multiple approaches to grounded theory (Allen, 2010; Creswell, 2012).
Allen (2010), reviewing four grounded theory methods: Straussian, classic,
constructivism, and situational analyses, explained many techniques such as simultaneous
data collection and analysis, constant comparison, theoretical sampling, memo writing,
followed by the emergence of a theory. However, each approach differs in the use of the
literature, the process, and their perception of emerging theory. Each approach also
carries a unique coding process, philosophical framework, or ontological, and
epistemological assumptions (Aldiabat & Le Navenec, 2018; Allen, 2010).
The particularities of Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) approaches, called systematic
design, was appropriate for application in this study as it “[embraces] the symbolic
interactionist perspective and depicted humans as active agents who reflectively act and
interact with one another based on interpreted meanings” Kenny & Fourie, 2015, p.
1283). Further, Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) distinctive approach involves three steps
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coding: Open coding, axial coding, and selective coding, including the suggestion of the
use of a conditional matrix to explain the relationship between emerging concepts and
contexts affecting participants (Allen, 2010; Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Packer-Muti, 2009).
The authors also discussed the use of literature at every stage of the study.
Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) interpretative approach helped uncover mediators’
interpretations of their process as they work with couples in conflict. It is useful to
identify a collective framework that renders participants’ perceptions - bringing data into
a conceptual level (Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Suddaby, 2006). Using Corbin and Strauss’
(2008) approach of grounded theory for this research was also helpful in explaining and
articulating relationships within emergent concepts and categories related to mediators’
models of helping couples (Hunter, Murphy, Grealish, Casey, & Keady 2011). Analysis
of the data led to findings that may “offer insight, enhance understanding, and provide a
meaningful guide to action” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p.12) for training marriage
mediators and advancing knowledge in the field.
Site Selection
Thousands of mediators practice across the USA. National and local organizations
of family/divorce mediators abound, but none of them have solely marriage mediators as
members. The Academy of Professional Family Mediators (APFM), the Family Mediator
Council (FMC), Mediate.com, and the Mediation Center of Kentucky Inc (MCK) are a
few examples of such associations. In addition, I came across several websites of private
mediators who have started helping couples to stay married. Participants in this research
were recruited through the APFM and private mediation practices.
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APFM was the premier national organization that focused on marriage mediation
during their 2017 annual conference. APFM started in 2011 with a dozen family
mediators who decided to depart from the Association of Conflict Resolution (ACR) to
focus more on mediation related to families. At their 2017 annual conference, most of the
family mediators I had an informal conversation with had at least one couple who thought
of reconciliation in the process of divorce. Some mediators referred them to marriage
mediators and others to marital counseling. APFM members can be found across the
USA from California to Washington, DC. Besides members of APFM, many selfidentified marital mediators on personal websites were also invited to participate in the
research through emails that I sent them.
Sampling
I used theoretical sampling, wherein analysis of the first and follow-up interviews
informs the choice of additional participants and the orientation of the following
interviews (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Corbin & Strauss (2008)
rightly explained that “[t]he purpose of theoretical sampling is to collect data from
places, people, and events that will maximize opportunities to develop concepts in terms
of their properties and dimensions, uncover variations, and identify relationships between
concepts” ( p. 143). Before the data collection for this study, there was no consistent way
to purposely identify marriage mediators with different styles, various professional
backgrounds, years of experiences, including different approaches, because of the
newness of the field. However, since theoretical sampling focuses on concepts and not on
sampling people, emerging concepts in initial analyses guided me in follow-up inquiry
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008). I then probed to see how newer participants were experiencing
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previously discussed concepts (See Analysis section, for example). Inclusion criteria for
the present study included:
(a) Practicing as a family or divorce mediator (or preferably as a marriage
mediator),
(b) Having worked with at least one couple (or couples) in conflict to help them
stay married,
(c) Having a membership in APFM or working as a self-identified trained
marriage mediator, and
(d) Living and working in the USA.
I first emailed a dozen mediators, found through an internet search for marital
mediators, who mentioned in their profiles that they offered marital mediation, but I
received only one response. A follow-up phone call with many revealed that the
invitation was declined for reasons such as a lack of interest, the transition to a new
practice, or a loss of emails via spam filters. Then emails were sent to leaders of three
mediation organizations (APFM, Mediate.com, and Mediation.com) with the letter of
recruitment (See Appendix B). Twenty-eight mediators responded and filled out the
initial Qualtrics questionnaire. I emailed all to schedule follow up interviews.
Unfortunately, four emails were returned due to spelling errors in the contact that I
received, and there was no other way to re-contact those potential participants. Four
respondents did not reply for a follow-up appointment. Eight participants did not fit the
selection criteria. Ultimately, I was able to secure an appointment for interviews with 12
mediators.
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Participants (Males =5 and Females = 7) ranged in ages from 41 to 77, with 7 to
33 years of experience as mediators. The number of marital mediation cases experienced
by mediators ranged from 2 to 400. Participants had a variety of professional
backgrounds and have worked with a variety of theoretical frameworks. They all had at
least a graduate level of education. Although some participants had law backgrounds and
certifications, only one was a former attorney, and none of them was currently involved
in litigation. Table 4 presents detailed information on participants’ background.
Participants worked with economically diverse clients with diverse ethnicities;
however, most participants were non-Hispanic white serving mostly non-Hispanic white
couples. Further, the cases of marital mediation that they discussed were only nonHispanic white except for 4 to 6 cases wherein the spouses were Hispanic or African
American. Table 4 gives details on the ethnicity of clients served, including participants’
age, sex, and education level.
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Table 4: Demographic Information: Professional Background and Ethnicity
Identifier

Sex

Age

Primary
profession
Mediator
Facilitator

Certification

Background

Ethnicity

Clients ethnicity

68

Education
Level
MS

Bueno

M

Donaldo

Years
. Exp.
17

N. of
cases
2

Certified
Professional
Facilitator

Engineer,
Organization
development

N-H
White

Asian A5%;
Hispanic 5%;
N-H white 90%

M

77

J.D MBA

Mediator
Arbitrator

Law

Business and
law

N-H
White

Not mentioned

N/A

3

Frida

F

64

MS/Mdiv

Life
Coach
Minister
Mediator
LSW

Ordained
minister
Mediation
LSW

Social work
World mission
Family, Civil
mediator

Black

African A 40%;
N-H White 50%,
Caribbean, 10%

7

30

Josh

M

64

MS

Mediator
Conflict
coach

Not
available

Education
Psychology
Interpersonal
communication

N-H
White

African A 10%;
Asian A:5; Native
A 5; Hispanic 5
N-H White 75

31

20

Kelly

F

57

Master

Mediator
conflict
coaching

Mediation

Conflict
management
NVC training,

N-H
White

African A 1;
N-H white 99

9

Not
Sure

Levi

M

67

Some
Graduate
work

Marriage
Mediator

Divorce
Mediation

Computer
Programming

N-H
White

African A 10%,
N-H white 90%

15

400
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Table 4 (Continued)
Identifier Sex Age

Education

Primary Certification
Profession
Family
Mediation
mediator
training,

Background

Ethnicity

Clients ethnicity

Law

N-H
White

African A 3%;
Asian A 1%;
Hispanic 2%;
N-H white 93%

Years
Exp
28

N. of
Cases
26

Loyal

F

47

J.D

Patience

F

49

MS/JD

Family
and small
business
mediator

Law,
Divorce
mediation
training

Spiritual
Psychology
Transformation
al work
Interpersonal
communication
Anthropology

N- H
White

African A 5; Asian
A 5; Hispanic 5;
N-H white 80
Middle eastern 5

16

15

Peace

F

61

MS/JD

Family
mediator
and trainer

Attorney
Mediation
certificate

Speech and
hearing Health
Administration,
Law degree
with
specialization in
mediation

Asian
American

African A 1; Asian
A 1; Native A 1;
Hispanic 1;
N-H white: 96

26

4 and
more

Prince

M

41

Graduate

Pastor
Mediator

Mediation

Conflict/ coach
mediation
Conflict
Resolution

N-H
White

African A 5;
Asian A 5;
Hispanic-5;
N-H-White 80

13

15
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Table 4 (Continued)

Serena

F

54

MBA

Divorce
financial
mediator

CDFA,
AFC

Sale, financial
educator.

N-H
White

African A 10;
N-H White 90

10

10

Susan

F

49

PhD

Professor
Mediator

Registered
mediator

Family law
mediation

N-H
White

African-A 30%;
Asian-A 5;
Hispanic 20;
N-H White 45

20

15

Note: F= Female, M=Male. N-H-White: Non-Hispanic White; African A: African American; P-Ethnic: Participants’ Ethnicity; CEthnic: Couples’ Ethnicity; MS: Master of Science; PhD: Philosophical Doctor; J. D: Juris Doctor; M.Div: Master of divinity
Years/Exp: Number of years of experience in mediation
N. of cases: Number of marital mediation cases
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Procedure
Following approval from the institutional review board at the University of
Kentucky (See Appendix A), data collection and analysis happened simultaneously over
the course of the study, but it was described separately for clarification purposes. Data
constituted of participants’ general information, transcribed interviews, researcher’s
analytical memos, fieldnotes that I took during interviews, and other documents. A
background questionnaire, an interview guide, and non-technical literature were the main
instruments for data collection. Each of the materials used shed light on participants’
collective perspective of the practices and principles of marital mediation.
Qualtrics questionnaire.
Invitation emails explaining the goal of the research were sent to all potential
participants with a link that had access to a Qualtrics background questionnaire (See
Appendix B). Participants were asked in the Qualtrics background questionnaire
questions related to their professional and education background, their years of
experience in mediation, the number of cases of marital mediation, their ethnicity and
that of their clients, their theoretical framework including the list of theories of mediation
that they heard of. Participants who were interested in the study filled out the form. They
were then contacted to discuss details related to internet interviews, like confirming
participants’ preferred means for internet interviews and a convenient time to meet, as
mentioned in the questionnaire. Such pre-conversations (via email or phone) helped
establish a bond with participants and prevented eventual challenges related to distance
interviews. Answers to the background questionnaire were helpful to describe the
characteristics and contexts of participants.
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In-depth interviews.
Data were collected via in-depth internet (Skype and Zoom videos) and phone
interviews to remove geographic constraints on participants. Internet apps like “Skype
appears to have a number of significant advantages for qualitative interviewing” (Seitz,
2016, p. 230). Several studies investigating the use of telephone and internet technologies
such as Skype for collecting qualitative data revealed its effectiveness and benefits,
including few consequences. For instance, it was found that it reduced the cost of a study,
reduced the time in collecting data, and allowed data collection to reach many
geographical areas (Hanna, 2012; Sturges & Hanrahan, 2004). Despite those advantages,
literature revealed some drawbacks related to telephone interviews such as potential
distraction during telephone interviews, necessity to have a shorter time on phone as
opposed to a face to face interview, loss of contextual data, including data distortion
(Creswell, 1998; Novick, 2008) due to the absence of visual cues. The present study does
not require observing mediators in session. Consequently, the absence of non-verbal and
visual cues had little to no effect on the quality of the data collected. Moreover, unlike
telephone interviews, video interviews added the advantage of seeing each other and
observing each other facial expressions.
Interviews were collected via phone from three participants because of personal
choice or problems with technology. I used the techniques of reframing to double-check
my understanding of participants’ experiences. For instance, after listening to a
participant’s description of her work, I restated what I heard and said “So you were using
your background in spiritual psychology” then the participant nodded and continued
sharing. During the interviews, keeping participants involved, maintaining clear
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communication, and allowing participants the time to share, while also paying attention
to the tone of voice enhanced a better understanding of participants’ perceptions
(Musselwhite, Cuff, McGregor, & King, 2007; Seitz 2016).
Interviews were based on open-ended questions, using a semi-structured interview
guide. The questions were slightly adjusted throughout the research based on the analysis
of initial interviews (See Analysis). Discussion during interviews focused on mediators’
career history and experience, perception of marital mediation, and discussion of specific
cases of working with conflicted couples, including probing questions related to
assumptions informing their practices. For instance, participants were asked to share what
comes to their minds when they think of marital mediation. I also asked them to share
with me a case of a couple who wanted to stay married, followed by questions to
understand step by step how they worked with the couple (See Appendix C). The first
round of interviews lasted 38 to 75 minutes and they were audio-recorded on Zoom and
window recorder. One interview was 24 minutes because of time constraints, and the
participant was willing to send the rest of his responses via email. I transcribed all the
interviews verbatim using pseudonyms with the inclusion of “pause and ums” with the
help of a foot pedal and Express Scribe Transcription Software. Transcriptions were
double-checked with the audio.
Interview procedure in this study differed from Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) style
of data collection, which does not begin with an interview guide and considers such a
guide as provisional to be discarded once data collection began. I remained close to the
research questions and the approved interview guide, yet I used probing to allow
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participants to elaborate on issues and concepts that mattered to them. I also explored
new participants’ emerging concepts via the analysis of previous interviews.
The research was based on two rounds of interviews with the same participants.
The first round took place from May 2018 to July 2019. The second round of interviews
(from January 2020 to March 2020) was collected with member checking feedback
around the same time. The choice to combine the second round of interviews with
member checking was made to be mindful and to make good use of participants’ time.
The lapse of time during the first round and between the first and the second round of
interviews was due to difficulty finding participants as I was still trying to recruit more
participants without success. However, it allowed me to deeply invest in the data
analysis, and literature reading. Being immersed in the data provided rich and in-depth
material for a deeper conversation with participants in the second interview. The second
round of interviews permitted for more clarification, probing of concepts and categories
that were not yet fully developed, and giving and receiving participants’ detailed
feedback on the model which are discussed below.
Member checking interviews.
Member checking followed Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell, and Walter’s (2016)
approach of synthesized member checking (SMC) where participants received
synthesized data or analyzed data with inserts from interviews data to illustrate findings.
The member checking process was in two phases. Synthesized data was presented in the
form of multiple choices and an open-ended questionnaire in Qualtrics and each
participant received the Qualtrics summary of the findings (Appendix D) followed by the
internet or a phone interview (See Appendix E).
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The goals of the member checking interview were: (1) To receive feedback from
participants on the findings; (2) to give participants an avenue for personal reflection; and
(3) to probe for further clarifications on categories allowing them to add data. Participants
were asked how well each point of the findings reflected their personal experience and
collective experience in the emerging field of marital mediation. The member checking
“gives participants an opportunity to consider whether any of the experiences or
perceptions of others also applied to them” (Harvey, 2015 p. 30). Moreover, participants
were asked to share any changes and/or comments they wished to add, and finally, they
were asked to share any impact that the process of this study had had on them. Besides
Koelsch’s (2013) questions, participants also received an explanation of the model that
emerged from the data. They were invited to share their feedback and any updates related
to their caseload after the first interview. The second-round of interviews lasted 20 to 35
minutes.
Member checking questions were asked considering Koelsch’s (2013) suggestions
of transactional and transformational validity. According to Koelsch (2013), member
checking is useful to confirm valid representation of participants (transactional validity)
but also to report impacts or changes that occur in both the researcher and participants
during the process of the study (transformational validity). The flow of the second
interview depended on what participants shared in the first interview and on their
feedback via Qualtrics member checking questionnaire. A brief interview guide for the
second interview is in Appendix E. The second interview was helpful to clarify
differences I noticed between participants’ first interview and their feedback on the
Qualtrics summary of findings. It was also an opportunity to ask them to expand on
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categories that I wanted to double check with them. For instance, I had a wonderful
conversation with a participant whose practice resembled a transformative approach, but
he did not mention it in our first interview. The second interview brought his practice into
perspective. Eight participants responded to the Qualtrics member checking
questionnaire, and 6 people participated in the member checking interviews. The ideal
expectation was to see all 12 participants initially interviewed to participate to the second
round of interviews. However, the rate of participation in this study was higher than the
rate reported in some qualitative studies. In fact, Thomas (2017) did a narrative review of
44 qualitative articles and book chapters published between January 2000 and December
2015, that used member checking. The study found that the rate of participation in
member checking was very low and only 3 out 19 responded in Goldblatt, KarnieliMiller, and Neumann’s (2011) study, 22 participants out of 51 for Hagens, Dobrow, and
Chafe’s (2009) study, and 5 out of 16 for Mero-Jaffe (2011). Although not all participants
to the first interview responded to the second interview, receiving feedback through
Qualtrics and interviews enhanced the quality of the member checking especially because
respondents to the second round of interview reviewed the findings from all 12
participants.
Gathered feedback and new data were integrated into the data for analysis.
Participants confirmed the findings and felt very encouraged by the findings. After
hearing the report of the study, participant Prince replied for instance “There is a lot of
commonalities, which is really encouraging; the overall things that we think come from a
good mediation process were consistent.” Prince saw similarities between his views of
mediation and the findings on marital mediation. Loyal, another participant said “I was
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actually humble. I was amazed to see how much structure is out there from professional.
It helped me realized that If I want to do more of this, I probably need to do more
training.” Findings were not only a confirmation of what participants knew but also an
opportunity to enrich them. Many were amazed by the various approaches used to help
couples that emerged from this study.
Use of literature.
Data collection also included the gathering of technical and non-technical
literature following the example of Corbin & Strauss (2008). Technical literature on
marital mediation served as a “source for making comparison” during analysis, to
“enhance sensitivity” to concepts related to the study, to "provide questions for initial
interviews” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 37) and this was useful to understand some of the
participants’ words, while double-checking their meanings with the context of the data.
For instance, the literature on neurolinguistic programming (NLP) techniques,
appreciative inquiry (AI), peacemaking model, and conflict transformation, provided me
with questions and elements of comparison for probing during interviews and analysis.
Further, a few participants evoked an uneasiness in the relationship between mediators
with a law background and mediators without. Such concern raised a few questions that
were not addressed by the data leading me to think about the context of marital mediation
and its connection with the macro system of the helping profession.
While “technical literature cannot be use as primary data, non-technical literature
can be use as primary data (letter, biographies, diaries, reports, videotapes, memoirs,
newspapers, catalogs, memo” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 39). Some participants shared
with me written materials related to mediation models that informed their practices, thus
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enriching my understanding of participants’ perspectives. Non-technical material
gathered during the research comprised of: A webinar, Fiske (2015, January 15),
literature from a few mediation organizations and mediators’ websites, as well as samples
of mediation models from a few participants. Technical and non-technical literature
allowed me to return to the data with a fresh look while checking with participants, to
capture detailed contexts that informed participants’ perspectives (El Hussein, Kennedi,
& Oliver, 2017).
Analysis
The analysis started with data collection after the first interview. Transcribed
interviews were coded and analyzed using open coding, axial, and selective coding. I
utilized the three steps, particularly open and axial coding, as an iterative process because
throughout data collection, analysis, and write up, connections among concepts and
categories emerged from data and researchers cannot help but notice them (Corbin &
Strauss, 2008), however, each step was presented separately for clarification purposes.
Open coding.
In open coding, I identified concepts and categories related to mediators’
approaches and practices of marriage mediation, including the sub-categories or
variations (meanings and different ways each concept was used) called “properties and
dimensions” (Stauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 101). Grounded theory requires an iterative
approach wherein data collection informs analysis, and preliminary analysis informs how
newer data are collected to the point of data saturation (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Rich,
2012; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Suddaby, 2006). Coding started using in-vivo and line-byline coding, thematic analysis by statement and by section, then a constant comparison
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between concepts within the same transcript, between transcripts from different
participants, and comparing codebook and coded transcripts.
Emerging concepts were compared to new data, and codes were modified based
on ongoing observations of the data. For instance, from the first interview emerged
concepts such as the resolution of marital conflict, race and couples’ responses to marital
mediation, and intervention in the case of substance abuse. Those concepts were added to
the interview guide and probed with the following participants. The concept of race was
dropped from the code list after the 5th interview because it was the concern of only one
participant. The concept of faith occurred after the 4th interview leading me to invite
mediators affiliated with religious organizations or a pastoral or religious background, but
I was able to secure interviews with only two such pastor/mediator participants. Several
tools were useful during this phase, such as the flip flop technique, comparing extreme
cases, like the difference between the process of a mediator with 2 cases to that of a
mediator with 400 cases. Other techniques included paying attention to participants’
metaphors (“peeling the onion” or the image of “silly putty”) to explain the process of
marital mediation. Major concepts included: Coaching, marital mediation settings,
beliefs, family background, theories, commitment, timing, responsibility, communication
patterns, listening, life vision, view of conflicts, teaching, and feeling heard.
Axial coding.
Axial coding consisted of moving from labeling concepts to identifying
interconnections between concepts and finding links between categories and emerging
sub-categories (Kenny & Fourie, 2015; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). For instance, the code
of the impasse: A matter of accident and mediator’s journey were combined into a path to
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the marital mediation category. Theoretical links among different categories were
explored using Scott (2004) and Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) conditional relationship
guide. The conditional relationship guide contextualized the major issue of marital
mediation and relates the structure with the process by answering the investigative
questions “what, when, where, why, how, and with what consequence” (Scott, 2004,
p.125). In other words, questions such as: What is marital mediation? When does it
occur? Why does it occur, and what led to the need for such a phenomenon? In which
context does it occur? What are the actions and process mediators used? How does it
occur? became tools to examine and understand the context and implications surrounding
major categories (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Here, emerging links between mediation
concepts were compared. Far from defining the findings of the analysis, technical and
non-technical literature helped to test, and question emerging frameworks as suggested
by Strauss and Corbin (1998).
Selective coding.
Selective coding consisted of building the storyline that connected the central
categories resulting in developing propositions about approaches and practices of
mediators in helping couples stay together. At this phase, the focus was the overall
emergent category called the “central phenomenon of interest” (Creswell, 2013, p. 196).
Relationships between categories and sub-categories (dimensions and properties) were
examined, including reviewing and refining categories.
The concept of data saturation in a qualitative inquiry called theoretical saturation
in grounded theory has been discussed in the literature. Discussions ranged from types of
saturation, factors affecting saturation, as well as how saturation is achieved (Aldiabat, &
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Le Navenec, 2018; Hennink, Kaiser & Marconi, 2016; Morse, 2015a; Morse, 2015b;
Corbin, & Strauss 2008). For instance, Hennink, Kaiser, and Marconi (2016) suggested
that code saturation or no new information and meaning saturation, or no new
comprehension, was achieved respectively in their studies at 9 and 16-22 interviews.
Guest, Bunce, and Johnson (2006) stated that data saturation could be achieved with 12
interviews. But for others, data saturation depends not only on the number of participants
but also on power information achieved through the number and length of contacts with
each participant (Onwuegbuzie & Leach, 2007, as cited by Aldiabat & Le Navenec,
2018). In other words, many authors focused on the thick descriptions and density of the
data instead of the number of participants. This was echoed in Corbin & Strauss (2008),
who indicated that “only when a researcher has explored each category/theme in some
depth, identifying its various properties and dimensions under different conditions can the
researcher says that the research has reached the level of saturation” (pp. 148-149). This
research was based on 18 in-depth interviews.
A few emerging concepts left me with some questions about religious groups and
higher outcomes in marital mediation which were not fully investigated to enrich their
dimensions and properties. The limited number of participants with religious
backgrounds did not allow me to explore those questions fully. Yet, the paradigm of
relationships between different concepts had emerged after 9 interviews, as indicated in 2
memos below. The last 3 interviews, the 2nd round of interview and member checking
confirmed the paradigm leading me to suggest that saturation was achieved. Here were 2
memos:
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The more I think about the data, the more I wonder how all these would come
together. Each participant is different, with his or her theory, background, and
approach. I see concepts like “Partners feeling good” in most participants” stories.
It occurred with the cautions from mediators: I cannot guarantee you will stay
together and the caution: I am not a therapist. It occurred even when couples
ended up divorcing. It occurred within each participant’s processes. It occurred
during the first session and constituted as a breakthrough, giving hope to people.
It occurred no matter the participants’ backgrounds. Each participant had a goal
for couples to understand each other. Could this be the central phenomenon?
(Memo, January 17, 2019)
Later I entered:
I think “Partners feeling good” is more of the outcome. This week as I pondered
on Scott (2004) and Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) questions of what? Why? How?
For which consequences? Moreover, how those consequences affect the central
phenomenon, I am having an aha moment. Yes, “Partner feeling good” is more of
the outcome of the central phenomenon “marital mediation”. I can visualize how
different concepts are coming together as a response to the conditional questions
(See Matrix) (Memo, February 2019).
Throughout the analysis, I took fieldnotes right after each interview, wrote down
analytical notes to elaborate concepts, indicate emerging ideas, and to keep track of my
interactions with the data in forms of reflective journals and memos (Miles, Huberman, &
Saldaña, 2014). Given that the researcher’s backgrounds (knowledge, training, and
experience) allow to be sensitive to the emerging themes and to identify connection, I
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grew in my sensitivity to the data as I constantly brought my background into dialogue
with the findings (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
Strategies for Trustworthiness
Several techniques of grounded theory such as constant comparison, as explained
above, use of the literature to stimulate thinking and questions during analysis, and
member checking were useful to maintain trustworthiness. Lincoln and Guba (1985)
suggested four criteria for a rigorous qualitative study that were credibility,
dependability, confirmability, and transferability for a rigorous qualitative study.
Credibility and dependability.
Credibility was enhanced, among many techniques, through member checking
with participants confirming that the findings reflected their experiences. During data
collection, I utilized a built-in technique within the interview process using “reframing of
questions, repetition of questions, and expansion of questions on different occasions”
(Krefting, 1991, p. 7). For instance, participants were asked to share key elements that a
marital mediator needs to consider when working with couples (question 11 in Appendix
C) and later in the interview, participants reflected and shared examples of worse and/or
best marital mediation practices (question 13 in Appendix C). All participants’ responses
to the question 13 confirmed what they had said in the question 11. The use of external
audit through a constant consultation with the director of my dissertation and another
member of the committee enhanced conformability and dependability
Rich and thick description.
Diversity of background and practices among participants allowed the collection
of multiple viewpoints on the subject, which led to a rich, in-depth, and thick description
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of the data. Using several data collection means and two rounds of interviews contributed
to the collection of dense data. Further, careful documentation of the process using tables,
analytical notes, and statements from participants were helpful.
Researcher as Instrument
Positionality.
As the main researcher, I collected and analyzed the data as a heterosexual, a
married woman with four children, who values marriage. I grew up in South Benin in
West Africa, but I have lived in the USA for about 17 years. My training in interpersonal
communication, marriage and family therapy, and family sciences has exposed me to
several theories of relationships. Besides my passion for relationship dynamics, I have
developed an interest in cultures, trying to understand the interconnection among
worldviews, cultural practices, implications for marriage and family, and the helping
professions. I worked with couples in the past as a therapist intern, a marriage enrichment
seminar leader and co-leader with my husband, including mentoring young adults and
couples on marriage-related issues. I continue to interact with individuals and couples for
the well-being of their relationships.
Beyond academic reasons - scarcity of literature on the subject, for example, this
project is of personal interest. The need to learn more about marriage mediation arose
from the courses I took and the findings of my qualifying exam research on marital
conflict strategies among African immigrants in Central Kentucky. Most of the
participants in that research mentioned the need to make mediation available to African
couples before any court action. Further, during a pilot study for a class paper where I
interviewed divorced individuals who went through divorce mediation, I realized the
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importance of hearing from mediators. As a trained professional in the helping
professions, I desire to see marital relationships and families restored.
My interest in the subject has also been informed by my African cultural and faith
backgrounds, which tend to emphasize reconciliation and healing. Yet my background in
both Marriage Therapy and Christian Education prepared me to be aware of the danger of
a blindfold reconciliation which could fail to guide toward wholeness and rather fosters
destructive patterns of abuse. My life and identity have been shaped by my culture, my
training, and my faith. Therefore, I approached this research with a background that could
have affected different aspects. With this in mind, I carefully framed my interview guide
in a way that allowed participants to share their perspectives and the meanings they
assigned to them. Several principles of grounded theory, such as questioning, analytical
memo, and constant comparison, enhanced my ability to critically analyze participants’
perspectives. The technique of member checking greatly helped to make sure the findings
reflected participants’ views. Although I read a lot about mediation and took two
graduate courses on mediation, including attending a national conference on the subject, I
continued to increase my familiarity with the subject by becoming a certified mediator
during the process of this research. That involvement has kept me immersed in the site of
data collection.
Researcher and reflexivity.
Reflexivity and theoretical sensitivity are key concepts in grounded theory
analysis. Reflexivity is the process through which the researcher explores and manages
their bias to make explicit their interactions with the data, and with participants. It
includes their position and how their interactions and bias impact analysis (Gentles, Jack,
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Nicholas, & McKibbon, 2014). Theoretical sensitivity “reflects researchers’ ability to use
personal and professional experiences and knowledge to see data from different angles
and think abstractly about it in the process of construing theory” (El Hussein, Kennedi, &
Oliver, 2017, p. 1203). I indeed engaged in such reflections.
Qualitative researchers are expected to practice bracketing their beliefs and biases
(Tufford & Newman, 2012). However, I clarified my positionality, beliefs, and any
biases, and brought them into dialogue with data to probe and explore different aspects
(properties and dimensions) of identified categories, as suggested by Corbin and Strauss
(2008):“to acknowledge our biases and experiences and to consciously use experience to
enhance the analytic process” (p. 85). For instance, I compared my perspective on
reconciliation of couples to mediators’ perspective on marital mediation outcome, which
led me to ponder various ways participants experienced and defined success in marital
mediation. Given my marriage therapy background, I found myself sensitive to marriage
and family therapy concepts such as Bowen’s self-differentiation, childhood experience,
and the process of challenging beliefs that participants mentioned. Such reflection led me
to constantly challenge myself while probing for a clear understanding from
participants. Keeping a reflective journal and maintaining flexibility and openness to
helpful feedback from my dissertation mentor and members of my committee was
extremely helpful (Suddaby, 2006).
Ethical Considerations
Issues of power and authority between a researcher and participants could be an
ethical concern during interviews in qualitative inquiry (Creswell, 2012). Corbin and
Strauss (2015) focused on ethical considerations about different aspects of grounded
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theory research in the 4th edition of their book. They discussed ethical issues related to
implications of pragmatism and interactionist framework, overall methodology, analysis,
participants, research, and researcher. In this research, I carefully considered ethical
issues related to each of these aspects.
The research was approved by IRB of the Office of Research Integrity of the
University of Kentucky before data collection. The initial invitation email has a Qualtrics
link to a cover letter that was put together using IRB guidance. At the end of the cover
letter, participants were given the option to exit the research or continue by filling out the
background information. The cover letter has detailed information about the research to
help potential participants make informed decisions. There was no timeline between
when participants received the email and when they chose to respond, and no participants
were rushed into participating to this research. Participants’ identities were protected
using a pseudonym. All data collected was transferred into Word documents kept secure
by password-protection. Steps to ensure the credibility of the research were also helpful
in maintaining the research method’s integrity.
Moreover, Corbin and Strauss (2015) raised the importance of ethical standards
while conducting internet interviews. In this research, interviews happened in a private
setting. Participants were in control of their settings on their end. Only public contact
information and preferred contact information suggested by participants were
used. According to Corbin and Strauss (2015), “once a research project is undertaken, the
researcher has an ethical responsibility to self, to participants, and to the profession to
produce the highest quality work that he or she is capable of” (p. 14). Given the
pragmatic and interactionist ontology informing this research method, the role of
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participants and researchers were crucial to the process and to the outcome of the
research. Participants’ information and experience were treated with care and respect.
Further, the comparative analytical tools, journaling, memoing, member checking, helped
to ensure that findings were checked against data and reflected participants’
perspectives. No participant was unduly pressured to remain in this research after
agreeing to participate.
Participants’ voluntary and engaging contributions in this research led to the
formulation of a grounded theory. Grounded theory approach requires that one pays
attention not only to the event being investigated but also to the context in which it occurs
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Participants were asked questions related to their background
and motivations to offer marital mediation, to situate their practice. Participants were also
asked to share in detail examples of marital mediation cases. They indicated several
reasons leading them and their clients - couples in conflict- into marital mediation. In
most of the cases, marital mediation occurred by accident (See the section of: The
impasse! A matter of accident, below), except for a few situations where couples
intentionally requested mediation for an attempt to repair their marital relationship.
Path to Marital Mediation
The path that participants followed to arrive at marital mediation included
personal and professional circumstances, as well as instances of impasse that occurred
during their regular practices.
Mediator’s journey toward marital mediation.
Participants had various motivating factors leading them to marital mediation.
However, the concept of marital mediation was new to some. Personal and professional
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experiences and a willingness to respond to clients’ needs were the main factors
motivating participants to embrace marital mediation. Participants’ first motivations in
the field of mediation in general continue to lead them to offer marital mediation,
whether intentionally or unintentionally. However, a few participants had never heard of
marital mediation.
Practicing marital mediation without the label.
Three participants never heard of marital mediation until this research introduced
them to the concept, yet they shared cases where they mediated marital conflict on the
edge of divorce or separation and could recall the outcome of couples remaining married.
“I've never heard of couples ‘mediation’ [showing the quotation marks with her hands].
When I think of mediation, I think of big M-mediation involving a court process,” said
Kelly. The concept of marital mediation was new to Kelly. She had a different
understanding of mediation. Patience also commented: “I never set out specifically to do
marital mediation or marriage mediation, it was more, I see conflict can be a source of
information, like a fire under people to do something different.” Patience worked with
couples yet had never began with the intention to offer marital mediation. In other words,
her emphasis was more on her work than on how she characterized it. She focused on
how conflict could lead clients to make changes.
The more participants engaged in sharing different cases, the more they realized
how marital mediation was embedded in their overall practice. Loyal explained:
It [marital mediation] is a natural outcome of family mediation. It's all under the
same umbrella, whatever family needs to help them do better, that’s what I offer.
Wherever they are, and it is not unusual for people to be positive about what
outcome they want when they first come in. Sometimes people think when
they’ve come in for separation or divorce, and they may end up wanting
reconciliation. It depends so much on what they wanted to do.
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Loyal perceived marital mediation as a component of family mediation. It is clients or
needs-driven, based on the demand. This says a lot about the nature of marital mediation.
It is often embedded in the work that participants have been doing without a label.
Personal and professional journey to marital mediation.
Reflection on their professional experiences prompted several participants to
consider mediating marital conflict. Unsatisfied with post-divorce parenting outcomes in
his work with the court, Josh indicated, “I just wanted to help couples remain married if
possible. I was never a real proponent of divorce […] so, the reason I started doing
marriage mediation was to help people address the issues before they became too major.”
Through his professional experience, Josh realized that couples could benefit from help
sooner rather than later. He was intentional about marital mediation. Further, seeing the
impact of mediation led some participants to welcome cases where couples were
undecided regarding their relationship, yet were willing to try mediation.
I can see that mediation works. I have people reaching out to me and talking to
me and say, “Hey! Would you be interested in mediating a case where the parties
are not sure they want to get divorced, they are thinking about divorce. They said
they want to stay together; they think mediation may be helpful.” So that is how I
kind of accidentally came into these kinds of mediation. I am always happy to do
that. (Susan)
Susan confirmed the accidental nature of marital mediation. She was offering marital
mediation out of the conviction that “mediation works.” Further, those cases were coming
to her as an inquiry “would you be interested?” In other words, most couples in her area
did not yet know her interest to offer such mediation; at least in this statement, it was not
clear. Nevertheless, she was known as a skilled mediator who worked with struggling
couples.
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Besides professional experience, personal stories of high conflict in childhood,
experiences of personal divorce that were “awful”, “unappealing”, “gross", experience of
re-partnering with a divorcee, or reaping personal benefits of mediation led some
participants to want to learn about interpersonal communication and conflict
management. Thus, they embraced the field of mediation and have been helping
struggling couples. For instance, after a participant experienced the benefits of mediation
training in his relationship with his wife, he thought about using mediation to help
marriages.
We [My wife and I] took a community mediation program, 30 hours training for
small claims court, and even that changed our relationship quality of
communication. We decided that we should be mediating relationships to save
them instead of [ending them]. We both were trained in divorce mediation. It
seems like they were waiting for the house to burn down, and then call the fire
department. (Levi)
While Susan, cited previously, saw the benefits of mediation with her clients, Levi shared
a personal benefit: A change in the quality of his communication with his wife became
the motivating factor changing the direction of his practice from divorce mediation to
marital mediation. More will be said in the findings (Chapter 4) about participants’
perception and meaning of marital mediation. Levi was one of the participants in this
research who explicitly offered marital mediation to couples.
A few participants introduced marital mediation to their clients during their first
free introductory session. To assess his clients’ willingness to work together in mediation,
Donaldo discussed with them three options:
One was the usual reason one of the parties came to mediation: To get help with
divorce. The 2nd choice was having them meet with me for one session to decide
on whether they wanted to get a divorce or try to stay together. And then the 3rd
option was trying to use my mediation skills, [...] to help them stay together if that
is what they wanted to do. (Donaldo)
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Donaldo’s 1st mediation session with couples helped them clarify their uncertainties
about what they want. He was willing to lead them through a discernment process or
helped them work on their marriage. He explicitly brought to his clients’ awareness of the
concept of marital mediation.
The impasse! A matter of accident.
Besides the participants’ experience, the accidental nature of marital mediation
was even more pronounced with the cases that participants discussed. The accidental
occurrence tells a lot about the unknown nature of the marital mediation field. The
concept of an impasse situation emerged in the collective cases that participants shared.
In those cases, couples in conflict experienced gridlock, and marital mediation occurred
in many cases by accident. Pain, conflict, misunderstanding, and related struggles
brought couples to seek help. Couples felt stuck, unable to deal with differing relational
challenges, such as difficulties related to finances (out of control spending, debt, loss of
house, etc.), lack of trust, betrayal, infidelity, intimacy issues, trauma issues, addiction
issues, (sex, pornography, drugs, alcohol, gambling, etc.), communication issues
(mediocre relationship, unhealthy patterns, etc.), parenting issues, child suicide, postmilitary service adjustment, and separation. Some couples came to mediation through a
referral from their therapists, divorce mediator, or religious leaders; others self-referred
having heard about participants’ practices.
Given couples’ inability to move forward, participants encountered three
categories of conflicted couples: Couples seeking a divorce, couples wanting to
strengthen their marriage, and the undecided. In all three categories that participants
discussed, no couples in conflicts began mediation intending to receive marital
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mediation. Several participants shared that some couples came to mediation seeking
divorce because of great conflicts, but they decided to work on their relationship after the
first few sessions. Susan reported, “sometimes they come to me for divorce mediation,
but in the course of the mediation, they decided they were interested in reconciliation.”
Further, another participant’s account summarized well the uncertainty and the impasse
of many couples as they entered mediation. Regarding a couple who acknowledged they
cared about each other yet were for many years in a vicious circle of a difficult
relationship “mediocre relationship”, Patience explained:
They love each other, but they were really unhappy because they were in these
patterns that no matter what they did, they just felt they could not get out of those
patterns. I usually think in mediation, marriage mediation, at least in my
experience, I never had a couple that came in and said, “We 100% want to stay
together, and we want to come here.” It is never the case. (Patience)
In this statement, Patience never had a case where a couple came with the certainty to
enter a process of marital mediation for the purpose of staying together. Her clients came
in "really unhappy," miserable, trapped in messy patterns and situations of conflict. They
sought help and were unsure about what mediation could offer them. Patience did not
describe in that specific statement what she meant by couples being “really unhappy,” but
Prince's statement shed light on the types of cases that he encountered:
This couple, they have tried everything. I am like the last effort. They’ve been to
marriage counseling; they have been through all these different processes.
Someone suggested to them to see me. This one was complex, right? [...] they had
a suicide of one of their children. They’ve been financially stuck. There’s been
harm after harm. They haven’t lived together; I want to say in three years. It’s
complex. (Prince)
Prince’s statement showed a difficult situation of financial struggles, harm, hurt, and even
grief (loss of a child). I was not expecting to hear such a case being referred to mediation
sessions. However, seeing Prince was the last hope (the last effort). Being separated for
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three years and after searching for help from other helping professions, this couple was in
session with Prince because they heard of his mediation practice with couples.
The 2nd category of couples, as shared by participants, came with prior knowledge
of marital mediation and with the intention to receive help to strengthen their
relationship. The following statement from Levi illustrates such cases:
On every anniversary, they had the same fight. So, they came to me two weeks
before their 23rd anniversary and said, “we don't want to have this fight again.
Either you fix it, or we're gonna [going to] get a divorce before our anniversary.
“Either you fix it, or we're gonna get a divorce,” an expression that implied that this
couple knew that Levi could work with them to help them have the fight no more. This
couple was stuck, desired to work on their marriage, and yet they were uncertain about
outcomes of their mediation sessions. Contrary to Levi’s case was an example from a
participant who had a couple entering mediation with hope. Serena said:
What brought them to me was a referral from a therapist. They didn't want to get a
divorce, but the conflict over the debt was just really causing serious problems in
the relationship. So, they came to me because I wanted to address the financial
problem so that they could stay married.
Serena’s example was a case of a couple entering marital mediation with the expectation
to remain married. They had no plan to divorce because of the financial struggle. It seems
like they knew what they wanted.
In cases discussed by participants, clients were not satisfied with the state of their
relationships. They wanted something different, yet most were uncertain about what to
expect from marriage mediation. In each of the cases mentioned above, conflicted
couples were unable to move forward in their marital relationship. Besides a few cases,
most couples did not know what to expect. Most people know when they are going to
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counseling, but in these cases, most of the couples, as explained by participants, did not
know they were going to experience marital mediation.
In conclusion, several factors led couples and participants to experience marital
mediation. For couples in conflict and in an impasse, marital mediation occurred as an
accident. However, a limited number of couples (from the cases discussed by
participants) were aware of the process. For participants, personal, and professional
experience of conflict or mediation motivated them to offer marital mediation. Although
a small number of participants had never heard of the concept of marital mediation, they
all had it intertwined with their practice. Many participants happened to offer marital
mediation by accident, while others were intentionally inviting couples in conflict to
consider such an option.
Findings related to the path to marital mediation show evidence that the practice
is known neither by couples in conflict nor by many practitioners. However, all
participants acknowledged the importance of marital mediation and the urge to make the
field known within the helping professions and vividly available for couples. They all
wished they had had more marital mediation cases. The impasse in couples’ relationships,
the accidental occurrence of the phenomenon, and personal as well as professional
motivating factors of the mediators were some of the precipitating events leading
participants and couples to choose marital mediation.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
Overview
Following a grounded theory approach the goal of this research was to identify a
model of participants’ approach to marital mediation and the results are presented as a set
of interrelated concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2008) (See Figure 1). Data were collected
from 12 participants through two rounds of in-depth semi-structured internet and phone
interviews, a Qualtrics background questionnaire, and a Qualtrics member checking
questionnaire. Three research questions guided this investigation: (1) How do marriage
mediators perceive their practices and processes of marriage mediation? (2) Which
approach to marriage mediation have they found helpful or problematic? And (3) What
are the underlying values, assumptions, and beliefs informing marriage mediators’
approaches and processes in the USA?
The overarching theme from the data was didactic mediation (See Figure 1). With
various backgrounds, training, and expertise, participants worked with couples in
conflict, providing a mixture of mediation and education /training which occurred
throughout the process. Didactic mediation happened before, during, and after marital
mediation sessions. It took a variety of forms of instructions (sharing and receiving
knowledge), modeling, experiential learning, and reflection. Its practical aspects were
informed by mediators’ contexts which permeated the way marital mediation was
perceived, including its detailed processes. Consequently, participants reported several
outcomes that they experienced and observed.
A cohesive story of how various emerging categories of the didactic mediation
model captured participants’ perspectives of marital mediation is described in this
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chapter. The model involved: (a) the many meanings and settings of marriage mediation;
(b) interventions that occurred throughout the process; (c) multi-faceted contexts
informing the practice, and (d) stated benefits that mediators experienced and observed.
The findings also included technical and non- technical pieces of literature that
participants supplied during data collection. They were included, as Corbin and Strauss
(2008) also used such literature, during analysis to better question how participants
understand and apply some concepts.
As indicated in Chapter 2, the word participant refers to mediators who
participated in the study. The words couples, partners, or spouses are interchangeable in
this manuscript to refer to married clients or couples in committed relationships in marital
mediation sessions. Although findings in this study could apply to any couples, all cases
that were discussed here were with heterosexual couples. The focus on mediators’
perspectives sets the scope for discussions, although themes related to couples occurred
in the data.
Didactic, in this research, refers to the art and science of learning and teaching
(Chevallard, 2007), contrary to the negative connotation, which focuses on the dogmatic
method. Such a definition considers Klafki's (1975, as cited by Meyer & Rakhkochkine,
2018) view of didactics and John Amos Comenius’s Didactica Magna. The authors
advocated for "the whole art of teaching all things to all men, and indeed of teaching
them with certainty so that the result cannot fail to follow (Comenius, 1657/1967, 5)”
(Pätzold, 2011, p. 69). Several views of didactic have pointed at teaching for human
improvement, including educational practices, and formations.
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Didactic Marital Mediation

-
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Instruction

Many meanings of MM:
• Settings
• Meanings
- From Prevention to
Transformation
- MM versus coaching?
- MM versus therapy?

Multi-faceted Contexts:
Locating Self
Family/professional background
Theoretical framework
Beliefs/assumptions
Factors related to couples
Timing,
Commitment,
Other factors

Modeling

Reflection

Experiential
•

•

Benefits:
Interpersonal changes
Marital stratus
Intrapersonnels
changes : Perception,
Identity issues,

Couples/Mediators interactions
• Interpersonal process
• Intra-personal process:

Figure 1: Matrix: Didactic Marital Mediation Model

The Many Meanings of Marital Mediation
Concepts under the category of many meanings are connected to the first research
question and were gathered as participants explained in detail practical steps in working
with marital mediation cases. The concepts also emerged from participants’ answers to
questions such as: What comes to your mind when you think about marital mediation?
What do you think should be included in training marital mediators, and what would you
say constitute the best or worse marital mediation practices? The meaning of marital
mediation herein constructed relates to the settings of its occurrence and it depends on
participants’ own discourse on how they experienced it as a preventive tool,
transformational tool, as coaching, and as a non-therapy means for therapeutic ends.
Settings of marital mediation.
Participants in this research came from various backgrounds and various trainings
as detailed in the sample description (See Table 4). Marital mediation was then offered
amidst several other types of mediation: Family (land, senior, siblings, etc.), financial,
possession, business-related, divorce, premarital mediation, neighbors, and community
dispute. As shown in Table 4, only one participant identified himself as a marriage
mediator. The rest of the participants offered marital mediation within divorce mediating,
financial mediation, family mediation, pastoral care/mediation, therapy, life, or conflict
coaching. I approached several self-identified marriage mediators that I found online, but
they declined to participate in the research for personal reasons.
Most participants were Caucasian serving mostly Caucasians clients. Participants
thought this finding was reflective of the population served (See Table 4). Nevertheless,
two participants discussed their lack of success in working with a Hispanic and an
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African American male. The category of race and ethnicity was dropped as it was not
recurrent.
Each participant shared several cases (at least 2 to 5) during the interviews. The
percentages of their caseload that was marital mediation cases varied from 1%, 2%, 15%,
to 33%, and 100% (one participant) of their total caseload. It was difficult for participants
to identify their marital mediation cases since several of their clients flipped back and
forth from divorce mediation to marital mediation and vice versa. Given the limited
marital mediation cases received by most participants and the infancy of the field, it was
quite impossible for many to only offer marital mediation. Peace explained this well
when she said:
This north-western state has only about a million people in the entire state […].
So there really isn’t room for a marriage mediator versus a family mediator. I
don’t see how you make a living just being a marriage mediator. I pretty much do
family mediation.
For Peace, there is a clear distinction between marital mediation and family mediation,
yet the lack of marriage mediation clients does not allow for a sustainable income. This
limited number of cases could also be connected to the infancy of the field. Since marital
mediation is an emerging field within family mediation, she referred to family mediation
as one of the different types of mediation that she was doing.
Beside Peace’s assertion on the distinction between marital mediation and family
mediation, for many participants, marital mediation shared similarities with the general
field of mediation. For instance, the length of marital mediation sessions (like other
mediation sessions) varied from 1-hour sessions, 1.5 half, to 2, 4 hours or even half day
or full day. The frequency of such sessions varied from weekly meetings (in case of a
crisis) to every other week, or 4 to 6 weeks apart. The duration and frequency of the
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sessions also depended on whether it was a regular mediation meeting or a follow up. The
number of sessions was contingent upon the couples’ availability and the participants’
preferences. Some participants preferred shorter sessions for fear of fatigue while others
preferred a comprehensive longer session with snacks and break time for clients. Clients
received mediation during face-to-face session and/or via Skype.
Meanings of marital mediation: Participants’ views.
To the question: What comes to your mind when you think of marital mediation?
Donaldo replied: “I don’t know if you’re going to find an agreement on how you would
define it […] because, realize that the background of the mediator is going to have a huge
difference on how they perceived it.” His response captured well the multiplicity of
definitions that I collected. Participants’ definitions of marital mediation occurred
throughout the data as I examined the questions: What is marital mediation? When does
is occur? How does it occur? Concepts such as teaching, agreement, prevention,
negotiation, resolution, transformation, coaching, and problem solving emerged as
participants explained words that they associated with marital mediation and the key
elements that marital mediators need to consider while working with couples in conflict.
Those concepts also occurred when exploring what participants found helpful for
couples, including the process and outcome of marital mediation.
Further, the meanings occurred in participants’ struggles to clarify the boundaries
between coaching and marital mediation, and between marital therapy/counseling and
marital mediation. However, for the purpose of clarification, this section focuses on an
overview of how participants perceived marital mediation and the subsequent sections
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explore in more depth the process/interventions, contexts, and outcome/benefits of the
practice.
Marital mediation, a preventive and transformational tool.
Participants unanimously perceived marital mediation as a tool and a process that
provides couples with a context via which to work on their relationship. It was perceived
as a process to help couples prevent the breakdown of the marital relationship,
strengthen, or even save it. Analysis of participants’ motivating factors, which led them
to offer marital mediation, revealed the preventive nature of marital mediation. Some
participants perceived conflict as a fire and divorce mediation as the intervention of a fire
department after the house was already burnt down. Although only two participants used
the metaphor, the fire and fire department metaphors shed light on the role of marital
mediation and captured the perception of many. “I see conflict can be a source of
information, like a fire under people to do something different,” stated Patience.
Participants perceived the fire as the marital conflict that invites a couple to act swiftly, to
seek help, and use the condition of being at an impasse as an opportunity to work on their
relationship.
Like fire fighters, marital mediators could intervene at any level of marital
conflict to save the relationship; “We should be mediating relationships to save lives”
said Levi. Levi, here referred to marital mediation as a preventative tool useful for
sparing people from the hurt and pains of broken relationships and its related
consequences. Fire fighters’ interventions are short term involvements of an outside
party, depending on the nature and the intensity of the fire. Fire fighters focus on the
current fire, act rapidly, and collaborate with other professionals such as medical
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personnel and police officers on the scene to help the victims. Likewise, participants
described marital mediation as a short-term intervention, focused on the present, with the
occasional use of referral to therapists, psychiatrists, or other helping professionals as
needed.
The preventive nature of marital mediation occurred in at least three forms: To
prevent the escalation of issues, to prevent the destruction of the marital relationship, and
to work toward helping couples acquire new skills in their interactions through helping
the couple make agreements, resolve issues, and build trust. Bueno’ statement illustrates
those emerging categories:
Marriage mediation to me as opposed to divorce mediation is what happened to
me on Friday, which is resolving some of the problems that are keeping people
from being able to live together. It involves communication, process, possession,
inclinations, and motives. However, it’s all in real time, in the present and it
focuses on making a better future as opposed to solving or diagnosing past
problems.
For Bueno, marriage mediation is different from divorce mediation and different from
any helping professions that involves a diagnostic of past issues. It consists of removing
current roadblock from marital relationships. Bueno’s definition also includes addressing
communication, motivations of partners, helping couples prepare for a “better future.”
Another participant agreed with Bueno’s thoughts of focusing on the future. However,
she went further:
I would describe marital mediation as a process designed to help the parties
explore the possibility of remaining married or together. [It is a process to] guide
them to come up with an agreement that will help the parties stay married in a
better more successful way than they have been experiencing. (Susan)
Susan thought it was not enough for couples to make an agreement, mediators needed to
help couples to envision, name, and acquire new ways to relate with one another that
enhance the quality of their lives. She expressed that as “more successful than.” In other
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words, the after-marital-mediation-session should leave partners better than they entered.
Susan’s insights to prepare couples for the future is crucial because without such a step
they could be at risk for divorce:
Offering parties, the opportunity to work toward an agreement before things get to
the point where they get positional and so invested in their feelings that they could
not let go of them. At that point, even if they didn’t like it, the only option was
divorce. (Josh)
The importance of marital mediation as a conflict resolution tool to make an agreement is
evident in these inserts, as the failure to help couples soon enough can reinforce their
antagonistic attitudes toward one another. Josh not only stressed the importance of
agreement but also reinforced the preventive nature of marital mediation.
Each of these statements is full of meanings. Participants defined marital
mediation by comparing it to divorce mediation which occurs during or after the marital
relationship has ended and to therapy perceived as diagnosing and solving past problems.
There is a presumption here of stopping an issue before it gets worse, just like in the case
of fire, and removing obstacles to marital unity. The process must bring couples to
acknowledge old ways of responding to conflict while providing them with better and
more successful tools for the future. Marital mediation requires the intervention of a third
party. It is agreement and process-driven, but it also has a content. Further, marital
mediation provides a setting for couples to reflect on their conflict and to decide on a
future that could transform the marital relationship. Changes in the relationship happen
through practical steps such as building trust: “So it’s a process of someone helping them
to make and keep agreement so that trust can grow” said Prince. Another participant
stated:
Marriage mediation, in any kind of mediation, they are suffering right? They are
suffering; they are in pain; they are confused; they don’t have direction about
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where they’re going. Little shift in saying, okay here is an opportunity to take
everything you’re experiencing right now, and all here, don’t deny any part of the
experience but allow it to come in so that we actually can understand and sort of
sink our teeth into it. (Patience)
Patience saw marriage mediation as a context via which to help couples to welcome
painful experiences “don’t deny any part” and to ponder, examine, and understand them
more fully. The situation of suffering becomes an opportunity for couples. For Patience,
this process occurs in “any mediation” which is an interesting statement. So marital
mediation is different from other mediation like divorce mediation as stated by other
participants, yet it shares some features with other types of mediation.
Marriage mediation is then an opportunity for the couple to examine what they
have been experiencing, a process that is common to many other helping professions.
Participants constantly referred to coaching and therapy to explain their work with
couples in conflict. I next examine how participants viewed the difference between
marital mediation and coaching, and the difference between marital mediation and
therapy.
Marital mediation and coaching.
Three perceptions of coaching emerged from the data: Those who identified their
process of marital mediation as coaching, those who viewed the concepts as different,
and those who viewed them as complementary processes. Levi explained his practice of
marital mediation with the following statement:
It is really coaching couples to learn conflict resolution […]. So that’s basically
my practice of marriage mediation, coaching couple in what I called teamwork
method which is self-mediating using what I called embodied NVC (Non-Violent
Communication).
Levi used coaching as a tool to teach and help couples learn skills. In his process, marital
mediation is the same as coaching. Within this category were a few participants whose
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view of mediation sometimes shadowed their perspective of marital mediation. My
conversation with Kelly was a perfect example:
Kelly: I worked with couples on my coaching side, but on my mediation side, I
would usually work with divorcing couples. So, as to separate those two because
the coaching side of “how do we stay married,” I’ve never called that mediation.
Does it make sense? So, I am looking at the two separate things,
Researcher: I see, while you are helping couples to remain married, you like to
call it coaching.
Kelly: Yes, conflict coaching. Because typically they go to a therapist or they go
to a lawyer. So, I am in-between those two.
Kelly did not associate mediation with her work of helping “couples stay married,” yet
she was willing to participate in this research on marital mediation because she worked
with couples who desired to stay married. Instead, she called it coaching. She viewed her
work as different from therapy and as filling the gap between therapy and the process of
divorce with a lawyer. As I probed for Kelly to clarify the difference she saw between
marital mediation and coaching marriage she replied: “No, no, no! When I say coaching,
that’s what I am doing. I am mediating their dialogue; I am mediating what they want
how they’re going to stay together. What they need, yes, it is the same thing” (Kelli).
Until that moment of our conversation, Kelly referred to mediation as a big M with the
involvement of lawyers, implying a difference between marital mediation and coaching.
However, as we moved forward into the conversation, she found similarities between
coaching couples and marital mediation like many other participants.
Contrary to the tendency of equating coaching with marital mediation, some
participants viewed their mediation process with couples as different from coaching. I
heard expression such as:
A lot of what I am doing now is conflict coaching. I am dealing with one party.
They know that something could go wrong, and they don’t want it to occur.
Therefore, we develop a plan on how they can work with the other party or parties
involved to minimize the amount of conflict that could happen. (Josh)
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Consistent with the traditional perspectives in the coaching field, Josh viewed coaching
as a dyadic process of working with one party (not both together). In this case coaching
helps to prepare one party to work with the other party they have a conflict with. For
Josh, coaching is not marital mediation. His cases that were included in this research
were cases he received before embracing conflict coaching.
The last tendency that participants discussed was the view of coaching and marital
mediation as complementary.
I also see mediation and coaching as complementary so my idea of working with
couples who want to stay together or siblings who want to be great siblings is two
hours session a month and then together, and one hour session individually
because this reminds people that they are doing their own work. The purpose of
coming together becomes witnessing each other journey and each other’s process
as opposed to convincing or working on or focusing on the other. (Patience)
With the notion of complementarity as explained by Patience there is a movement from
working with individuals to bringing back the couple together for marital mediation.
There is a complete separation between the practices involved in coaching and marital
mediation, yet both are happening in the same setting. Patience experienced how such
dynamic enabled the shift from the blaming game, “convincing or focusing on the other,”
to observing each other’s progress “witnessing each other’s journey.” Patience’s view of
coaching resembles that of Josh’s with coaching as a dyadic process used together with
marital mediation.
In sum, data revealed three tendencies: Marriage mediation as coaching, marriage
mediation as a process that is different from coaching, and the complementary nature of
both marriage mediation and coaching. The literature on coaching sheds light on how
participants are using coaching and marital mediation. The discussion in Chapter 5 will
include such reflection on coaching and marital mediation.
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Incredibly therapeutic, but it is not therapy.
Most participants acknowledged that the process of marital mediation resulted in
a therapeutic outcome: “There was therapeutic happening, but it was not therapy. It was
completely using mediation techniques to help them resolve their conflict and put up
common goals that they can both believe in to work toward” (Donaldo). Participants’
description of such therapeutic impacts is below in the section of Benefits.
Participants recognized that they borrowed skills from the field of therapy. They
stressed the importance of addressing the difference between therapy and marital
mediation in this research, to help clients understand what to expect once in marital
mediation. Although not exhaustive, participants elucidated some differences between
marital mediation and marital therapy, which are summarized in Table 5. Differences are
related to the focus, duration, strategy, and outcome.
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Table 5: Marriage Mediation versus Marriage Therapy in the Data

Focus

Marital mediation
Resolution of conflict
(agreement and
consequences)
Symptoms to symptoms
basis
Actions oriented (Address
specific needs of couples)
Presence

Therapy
Investigation of root causes of
psychological problems
Less action oriented
Past, history, and childhood
experience

Duration

Short term

Long term and short term

Professional

Cannot do therapy

Trained therapists in mediation can
offer marital mediation services

Awareness

Rare cases, not well known

Well known, most couples referred
to therapists

Strategy

A different code
Agreement
Renegotiating agreement

Outcome

Faster result

Use of DSM for diagnosis
Treatment plan
Result could take longer to be
evident

For participants, the process of marital mediation helps to resolve conflict, as
opposed to the process of a psychological search in therapy:
I made that very clear that I am mediator, that I am a resolver of conflict, and not
someone who goes into root causes of the problem, that I do not explore
psychological bases and motivations. I tried to keep it on a symptom to symptom
basis. (Bueno)
Bueno saw the difference between marital mediation and therapy at the level of
intervention. This distinction echoed the perception of many participants. For them,
therapists usually explore the history of the presenting problem, including childhood
experience, that could be connected to the present issue. In contrast, a marital mediator is
focused on the symptoms.
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As a further distinction, therapy might not involve the process of making and
keeping agreements, like in the case of mediation:
Therapy is not usually action oriented. Mediation is, and that is the benefit that I
am talking about. We are going to talk specifically about what you’re going to do
differently. What are the agreements you’re going to make, and where are the
consequences they are violating? (Susan)
Susan helped here to highlight the practical or pragmatic nature of marriage mediation.
These actions include agreement, new practical steps, and even ways to discourage
violation of agreements.
Along with the action-oriented concept, participants viewed marital mediation as
a process that allowed mediators to tackle conflicting issues faster, resulting in quicker
progress as compared to therapy’s slower deliberation:
In 4 to 5 sessions, mediation would really fast forward a lot of their progress,
sometimes even more than a year of counseling might do because of what we will
do. They are working together on a cooperative process where sometimes
marriage counseling depending on the person can feel like very much of the kind
of back and forth and never really moving to something; they’re working together
to build interest. (Prince)
Couples in marital mediation with Prince were able to handle issues faster than they did
in counseling. Those issues that Prince mentioned were not trivial issues, he called them
“massive”. In other words, they were critical and serious marital issues. He also
emphasized the collaborative aspect of a marital mediation session: “togetherness.”
Furthermore, for participants, therapy involves the use of the DSM (Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual), with the therapist stating a diagnosis followed by a precise
treatment plan. Marital mediation does not have such a manual:
We are not therapists because we are not working according to the DSM, or to
another code of conduct. We have our code of conduct and ethics and
responsibility […]. I am not prescribing medicine, I am not prescribing behavior
modification, but I am certainly inviting people into a different way of thinking
about how they are operating. (Patience)
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Unpacking Patience’s statement from the perspective of different therapy theories would
create a complex debate. For instance, a different way of thinking during marital
mediation could lead a spouse to behave differently. According to Patience, however,
behavior modification belongs only to the realm of therapy. She also compared marital
mediation to a psychiatrist “prescribing medicine.” Participants consistently defined
marital mediation by clarifying how it is different from other disciplines.
While the distinction seemed clear, in reading Patience’s statements, a clear-cut
definition was not forthcoming. Despite the differences, there were still some struggles to
drawing the line between the two disciplines. Kelly’s statement is an example:
I am mediating their inter-dialogue […]. When you have a couple, you have a
husband and wife. The wife and the child, wife and the teenager, wife’s intern
trauma, then you have husband his dad that beat him up, and then you have [more
examples]. So, all these parts are in this one person […]. Right! it’s a lot of people
coming to this table. So oftentimes, I am mediating conversations between all
these parts. That’s why it looks like therapy.
Kelly was attentive, not only to the couple present during session, but also attentive to the
couple’s experiences with others who had shaped them. She went beyond the issues of
conflict to hearing the life of the person behind those issues. Her approach seems to
contradict other participants’ caution not to go into childhood. During member checking,
a few participants wondered if mediators using such processes are not crossing the
boundaries of mediation. They expressed some caution like in the case of Peace who said,
“It is important for mediators to understand the difference between couples therapy and
mediation, the latter being more pragmatic and issues-based. In particular, mediators who
are counselors need to be clear on their role with clients.”
The multiplicity of meanings of marital mediation and similarities in its practice
with other helping professions (coaching, divorce mediation, and general mediation)
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prompted some participants during member checking interviews to wonder if it is
necessary to consider marital mediation as a unique field within the helping professions.
Interventions: Couples’ and Participants’ Interactions
Categories in this section emerged from the multiple cases of marital mediation
that participants discussed during data collection. Data were examined in terms of how
participants worked with couples. Participants were asked to select and share marital
mediation cases that went well and those that did not go well. They were also asked to
share in detail what the issues were and how they proceeded to help couples step-by-step
(See Appendix C for interview guide). Themes in this section are responses to research
questions (1) and (2) which aimed at understanding processes and practices of marital
mediation, including what participants found helpful and problematic.
Participants had thoughtful interactions with couples in conflict. What they
described was reminiscent of what Corbin and Strauss (2008) defined as process: “The
flow of action/interaction/emotions that occurs in response to events, situations, or
problems…. Actions/interactions/emotions may be strategic, routine, random, novel,
automatic, and/or thoughtful” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p.87). Sometimes participants’
responses were planned, but most of the time rather than a cookie cutter approach,
interventions were by “the seat-of-the-pants” (Bueno). Bueno used this metaphor to
account for participants’ processes as they entered a mediation setting, worked with
couples, and identified clues to decide a path of actions.
Overview of marital mediation’s distinctive interventions.
Two interconnected categories of interventions emerged from the data: Those that
focused on interpersonal relationship between the couple and those that targeted
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individuals’ inner-dispositions or intrapersonal processes. Although most participants
stated similarities between the process of mediation in general and that of marital
mediation, there were some distinctives features of the latter depending on participants’
frameworks and backgrounds. Some participants found divorce mediation to be more
transactional wherein clients were already thinking about the outcome in five years and
how to make that outcome (i.e., the divorce) fair. In contrast, the participants viewed
marital mediation as an inquisitive process that expands couples’ understanding and
perceptions of the dynamic of their relationship:
The process can be incredibly broad and deep. I would say in the relationship that
wants to stay together it becomes broader and deeper as we go because partners
start to see the marital relationship as a metaphor for how they are in all
relationships. Then it becomes this beautiful inquiry into who they are on the
planet not just who they are in relationship to each other. (Patience)
One distinction of the process of marital mediation in this statement is a broader inquiry
that goes beyond an issue to be resolved, to becoming a learning opportunity about self
and relationship with others. It constitutes a means to understand a person’s interactions
in the context of other relationships.
Peace further agreed with Patience and added another feature of marital
mediation: “marital mediation feels like more of a broadening process for the couple.
They seem to find new ways to be in relationship with concrete ideas on how to work
better as a couple, particularly in dealing with finances” (Peace). Like Patience, Peace
believed that marital mediation creates a space to look at the relationship. However,
another characteristic of marital mediation that was added here was the focus on the dyad
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to creatively move the relationship forward. By so doing, both deeper wound and healing
could occur: “because it's done in complementary dyads; … it is the perfect place for cohealing; it's not just theoretical, it's real lived healing” explained Levi. Levi spoke with
confidence about how marital mediation is a context for dual healing.
Interpersonal processes.
Interpersonal processes are series of actions and steps that targeted interactions
between partners, thus fostering a context for couples to work on their relationships.
Participants used several techniques that were regrouped into 4 sub-categories such as:
Peeling the onions, toolkits, the silly putty approach, and life vision.
Peeling the onions.
The metaphor of peeling the onions from participant Loyal captured well a step
that all participants mentioned. Peeling the onions phase was like the opening phase in
general mediation. The opening statement is the 2nd step in mediation wherein clients take
turns to sharing their stories and histories of conflict. Mediators at this phase listen to
couples, ask clarifying questions, summarize, and rephrase to make sure all parties have
heard the issues at stake. Participants helped couples unfold layers of their stories of
conflict like peeling an onion:
I must find out what the issues are. If they want to stay married, what are the
problems that they are having? Is it with children, is it with money, and is it with
communication? And it’s a matter of breaking down the issues, understanding
what they are. What they are for him what they are for her? And then making a
checklist. Okay these are the issues we agree on. (Serena)
The pragmatic approach requires parties to be clear on the specific issues under
consideration and for each party to understand how the other perceives the problems.
This phase also allows participants to gain a clearer picture of the problem.
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During the opening session, most participants assessed couples’ commitments to
the marital relationship. Some participants explored the option of marital mediation in
case the couple was in session for divorce mediation. Such was the case of Donaldo (in
the insert cited in the Path to marital mediation section), who assessed each partner’s
attitudes toward the relationship. He helped the couple see that he was not there to push
the agenda of one person or another. He also gave them three options: A divorce
mediation process, a discernment session to decide whether they wanted to divorce or
stay married, and a marital mediation process to work on the relationship. Josh added the
importance of identifying partners’ level of involvement in the process during this phase
of peeling the onion: “You know, basically I let them tell their stories of what is involved,
where they are. I look to being in the relationship and the desire to work toward creating
something that is going to have some functionality.” These examples showed a clear
delineation in mediation interventions leading to divorce and mediation intervention to
stay married. During this phase, both Donaldo and Josh were already thinking about
meaning and motivation in the marital relationship. During this 1st phase, participants
aimed at understanding couples’ presenting problems. However, across the data, the types
of questions asked of couples varied. For instance, before financial conflict cases, some
asked questions related to income, budget, debt while others added to that list, spending
habits in childhood. More details about those differences in approach are in the sections
on internal processes.
Participants’ toolkits.
Participants used several tools during the process of marital mediation. Many of
the tools such as non-violent communication (NVC) and interpersonal conflict resolution
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skills, involving principles of empathic listening beside the specificity of each tool. All
participants helped couples work on interpersonal communication skills and facilitated
working toward understanding and structure for decision making, including redirecting
couples, and guiding couples to explore common ground. The initial step of listening was
therefore crucial for participants. It also informed how they guided the couple to listen
deeply to each other:
The first tool is to listen to the problem they are having an argument about and
customize the solution to those problems. There could be communication skills,
coping skills, or emotional intelligence. It could be all kinds of different things. It
could be problem solving and negotiation, it could be reaching an agreement.
There are many things that I could work on, but I need to know what the problems
they are having. (Susan)
The multiplicity of options via which participants could engage couples makes listening a
crucial prerequisite to a path forward. Susan listed many examples. So, while a couple is
telling their stories as mentioned above, the role of the marital mediator is to carefully
pay attention and identify the issues at stake for the couples.
Besides listening, homework was a tool for couples to understand and practice
whatever they have heard and learned in sessions. Homework included reading a chapter
of a book, looking for key information that could help them develop a better
understanding of their conflict, finding accountability partners or joining a support group,
and thinking ahead about three issues that the couple would like to tackle once in marital
mediation session. During the session exercises were also part of the process. Participants
also used referrals to address issues that were beyond their competencies, including the
integration of faith and community resources for issues of finances and substance abuse.
Moreover, some participants put together a set of topics to discuss with couples,
based on previous experiences with couples and reflections on factors leading to divorce.
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This was the case of participant Loyal who identified areas of autonomy, interdependency, fidelity, money, and she included them in her work with couples.
Participants were creative in pulling tools and skills from books and training.
The silly putty approaches.
The metaphor of silly putty (Bueno) helps to illustrate the delicacy with which
participants often approached couples. Silly putty is silicone, a viscoelastic toy that can
be stretched thin if gently pulled. It can be molded into different shapes depending on
how it has been pulled, yet it can easily break if pulled too hard. Like silly putty,
participants viewed couples as needing care and empathy, with the potentiality to stretch
and move from one opinion to another if challenged. However, they acknowledged and
shared cases where the relationship fell apart due to pushing couples too soon or too hard
to move to agreement. Unlike silly putty, which has no ability to respond to a forceful
stretch, marital mediation is based on couples’ willingness to work with such straining.
Findings from the onion peeling phase inform steps at this point, wherein couples move
toward compromising, negotiating, and problem solving.
Participants used techniques such as de-escalation, resolution, and building trust
in the approach of silly putty. During the session, participants helped de-escalate the
conflict by easing the tension, reframing statements, and impacting skills to manage
tensions outside of mediation sessions. Donaldo expressed the 1st principle of deescalation: “How can we stop the negativity? What can we do to create positive
interactions? From my perspective what can be done was to give them something that
gives them hope.” For Donaldo, the goal is not then to just stop the unpleasantness and
negativity but to replace it with new ways to relate. Leaving session with expectations
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was a tool, a means to de-escalate. Depending on the level of distrust, many participants
helped couples by temporarily taking on a role that parties should be doing themselves.
Such was the example of Bueno who practiced for couples the second tool of deescalation, reframing as a means of ensuring accurate mutual understanding:
I kept having to redirect them from hammering at each other about bad past
behaviors. Those behaviors in their past included infidelity on both parts, just very
bad feelings, betrayal of various kinds on both parts. Instead of letting them yells
at each other about the bad behaviors, I summarized it as there appears to be a
lack of trust in your marriage. What would it take to build trust between you?
(Bueno)
Couples had opportunity to share their hurts followed by Bueno modeling the skills of
deflecting and reframing the issues for them. He acknowledged there was a problem and
draw them away from the attitude of hurting each other into thinking differently.
Teaching couples to self-monitor conflicts outside of mediation sessions was the
3rd tool of de-escalation as illustrated by Susan. “We work on de-escalation, and that
includes things like time out, reflecting what you heard the person said. Keeping at least a
3 feet distance so somebody doesn’t feel physically intimated” reported Susan. Two
techniques emerged from this statement. Imparting skills that enable parties to hear each
other and identifying practical measures to manage relational tensions between two
mediation sessions.
The 3 techniques of de-escalation (easing the tension, summarizing statements,
and impacting skills), allowed couples to focus on the dividing issues preventing
common ground, leaving space for the 2nd technique of silly putty, a resolution, where
participants led couples into practical decisions related to their struggles. For instance,
Kelly helped a couple deal with the consequences of substance abuse where the wife was
fearful.
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So, he [the husband] put their money market and saving account in her name
only. She put a breathalyzer on her phone. They negotiated that. I guess that is a
marriage mediation. We mediated all of that. And we check in about once a
month how it is going. (Kelly)
In this addiction-related case, tackling specific issues allowed the couple to move, like
silly putty, from a situation of fear to resolution. The couple was also learning how to
handle issues on their own as they were using these skills. Participants revisited and
assessed their progress in follow up (check monthly). By incorporating all the silly putty
techniques, participants were aware that they were not offering a cookie-cutter approach.
Prince expressed this more clearly:
Does that fix everything? No, it is not about fixing everything at that moment. But
it does help them to start to have a plan of how they are going to move toward
building trust. How they are going to move toward clarifying expectations.
Marital mediation sessions were not about settling all the marital struggles, but rather
they were about helping couples to create and strengthen confidence in the dyad:
“clarifying expectations” and “building trust,” doing something anew. Like Bueno cited
above, Prince was also upfront about inviting couples to move away from distrust.
Several mechanisms happened during the process of marital mediation: Empathic
listening, implicit or explicit invitation to imitate participants in reframing partners’
statements, redirecting the focus from anger and attacking one another to embracing
constructive interactions, and building new habits of interaction and communication
patterns. Participants used concepts from five-love language, relationship bank, and
principles of peacemaking (building trust, restoration, etc.) to help couples cultivate these
new relationship patterns. Often, developing a life vision emerged as a tool to start anew.
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Life vision.
Many participants engaged couples by asking them to identify the vision of a
good marriage they desired. For instance, they asked, “if everything was fixed,
everything was working beautifully, tell me what that would be like” (Peace). Each
participant had a different way of approaching this question to bring couples in conflict to
something meaningful. Some called it a lifetime goal. Others called it a vision for the
relationship, or the magic wand. The concept of vision of the couple has some similarities
with the miracle question from solution-focused therapy (Strong & Pyle, 2009), and with
the notion of dreams within conflict (Gurman, Lebow, & Snyder, 2015). One thing is to
take people out of the bad hard place of betrayal and anger, but another is to help them
discover possible new options:
In reconciling mediation, marriage mediation, the search for common ground is
even more critical than it is in divorce mediation or other types of mediation.
Common ground is always great because it is where people are going to meet in
marriage mediation. Common ground is a drawing force. It’s what’s pulling them
together’. In divorce mediation, you must push them together until they overlap.
(Bueno)
Bueno suggested, therefore, that divorce and marital mediations share one thing in
common: They each act upon the couple seeking help to move them. However, while
divorce mediation acts to “push them,” marriage mediation works by “pulling them
together.” “Pulling them together” is realized when the couple is made to think about
common ground, to dream about and work on a life vision together. In the process of
marital mediation, the common vision becomes the central and uniting force.
The concept of life vision has several connotations and characteristics. First, it
was defined as: “Whatever was important in life, their lifetime goals which means
something that would never be completed. And then, [I] have them develop a strategy of
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how they can work together toward their lifetime goals” (Donaldo). What Donaldo
suggested went beyond the homework approach that couples usually received. Here,
Donaldo seemed to pull the couple around a task that they should continuously work on,
an endless assignment that could occupy their entire life. In this process, the couple
identifies both the goal and practical of ways to reach it together.
Second, life vision was perceived as bigger than individual goals. Patience gave
us an example of what that vision could look like:
So, I think this vision when I say 1 + 1=3, another way of saying it is that the
couple has a vision that is bigger than themselves. It might be the kind of couple
they want to be, like “we love to travel around the world, so we have this vision
that every five years or ten years we’re creating this thing bigger than us and
we’re challenging ourselves to live.”
According to Patience, it is a vision that involves the other, a vision that is bigger than the
sum of both individuals (1+1=3 instead of 2). It is essential then to identify the vision, but
it is even more important for the couple to reevaluate that vision along the way and to
push themselves.
Thirdly, the technique of life vision was a means for couples to reflect and
redefine their marital relationship (time together, mealtime, vacation, atmosphere in the
house, etc.). Participants mirrored to couples’ images of what they might not want to see
happen, such as what alimony or shared parenting time could look in case they divorced,
or a general picture of after-divorce. As a result, “some people literally give up on the
option of divorce. Or they no longer perceived that divorce is a good option financially”
explained Susan. What Susan was doing here resembles warning against the fire of
endless post-divorce discomfort related to raising children. That strategy seems to
motivate couples to do things differently because they are now informed.
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Many participants reminded clients of their shared responsibilities, like a child
they must parent together or even possible consequences of their current decisions if no
changes occurred. Such was the case with this interjection to a husband who did not have
the habit of sharing financial information with his wife:
So, what’s going to happen if you’re in a car accident. Now you are in a coma,
God forbids. And now your wife doesn’t know anything. She doesn’t know
anything about car insurance. She doesn’t know about your life insurance. She
doesn’t understand anything. I don’t think you want to put your wife in that
position, or your children, do you? and he’s like “no, I guess we need to
communicate.” (Serena)
A picture of a possible outcome of his current attitude was presented to him. This
approach served to draw the marriage partner into projecting a future scenario free of
stress for his wife and children, and it caused him to move willingly toward choosing
marital communication.
Couples were also encouraged to brainstorm concrete steps and actions toward
justice, repair, and restoration. For instance, Prince invited his clients to do a
brainstorming exercise: “What do you think will make things as right as possible? What
are the things that are restorative, respectful, and reasonable that will help you achieve
this?” This exercise allowed the couple to share future intentions. It is an invitation for
the couple to think and be constructive.
Intrapersonal processes.
Marital mediation processes as described by participants also involved interventions
that challenged personal and internal patterns of partners. Intrapersonal processes are
interventions and techniques targeting couples’ inner dispositions such as thought
patterns, beliefs, feelings, needs, and even unconscious processes. Participants aimed at
having a better picture of the root causes of the conflict to encourage changes. Member
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checking feedback revealed that a little over half of the participants were intentional in
including techniques and questions that involved intrapersonal processes. Three concepts
emerged as a result: Couples’ perception of conflict, internal processes, and personal
responsibilities.
Couples’ perceptions of conflict.
Oftentimes, couples come to mediation blaming each other for the conflict in their
relationship. Participants, through questioning, modeling, mirroring, and reframing,
invited and sometimes challenged couples’ perspective of conflict. Prince indicated:
I want them to walk away feeling like conflict is normal, I want them to feel like,
“oh my gosh! this is not the last time we’re going to have conflict in our marriage,
we’re just now better equipped to love one another well to make agreement together
to work through this”.
Prince’s goal was to show couples a new model of relationship which embraces conflict.
Consequently, couples could move from a negative view of conflict to embracing a
different view of conflict, as a positive part of a relationship. Another example of
intrapersonal awareness leading to change was shared by Patience:
When we get underneath that conversation and start to understand a little bit what
the root of that conversation is, and go deeper, there are cases then when people
say: Oh! So, if I can understand the conflict and that it resides in me, and now I
must understand what is happening in me, then I am not making it about you.
Maybe there is a possibility for us to be partners and be in a relationship because
it’s no longer about you. Now it is about making a solid agreement between us. It is
about living in this space that exists between the two of us, that we can create
something different.
The goal of these interventions was first to understand the conflict itself beyond what
partners did to each other. Secondly, partners experienced a switch in focus from conflict
as outside of them to how they are internally in conflict. Thirdly, reflection on the
conflict with participant led partners to a move from the fear to be together to the thought
of considering working together. Besides exploring change in the perception of the issues
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that brought them to marital mediation, conflicting couples explored their attitudes
toward conflict. Their approach to conflict was therefore challenged to create positive
marital relationship.
Internal processes.
Marital mediation processes, as described by participants, also involved
interventions that challenged personal and internal patterns of partners. During the phase
of peeling onions, participants focused not only on couples’ spoken stories but also on the
unspoken ones. For instance, some participants asked questions about expectations that
partners might have of their spouses that they maybe avoiding themselves. A participant
looked for unmet or forbidden needs that have not been expressed or met in the past: “I
am always listening for limiting beliefs, either culture beliefs, or family beliefs, or
individual beliefs that are incorrect. And I listen for judgments. And I just go after those”
(Levi). He defined forbidden needs as a physical or a psycho-emotional need that has not
been met in the past because of either a lack of courage to express it or due to pressure in
the environment where the person grew up. Levi’s experience was one that engaged data
internal to clients that they might not have shared with him from their initial story lines.
This skill made this participant and many others unafraid of couples fighting during
mediation and even encouraged them to fight as a window into internal processes:
They came to me and started having their fight, which is what I ask people to do.
And they were both in judgment of each other. When I turned the judgment
around and guided them to make a request, their forbidden needs arose. It is really
terrifying for people to ask for it [forbidden need], which is why they would
rather fight and just won’t ask for what they want. (Levi)
By encouraging couples to fight, Levi aimed to help them to reckon with internal
attitudes developed overtime toward their unmet needs, which had to be reconsidered in
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the current marital relationship. Analyzing Levi’s statement used in mediation raised the
question of how different or similar is this skill from “analyzing clients and requesting
unmet needs from the family of origin” in therapy? It is a much-popularized skill through
the NVC approach, which is used by practitioners who are not therapists. Using NVC,
therefore, most participants helped couples get to feelings and needs for couples to think,
reframe issues, receive, and give empathic communication.
Dealing with distorted patterns of communication was also part of many
participants’ processes. Some asked questions and probed the context that shaped
couples’ attitudes and behaviors leading to conflict. Others addressed the effect of
childhood experience on couples’ conflict. Such was the case of Serena: “It was a matter
of me asking each spouse, how have you been raised? I can see why you said that about
your children now, but if you could change the way you were raised what would you
change? This turn in the conversation helped conflicted married spouses to reflect on the
link between their present life and their childhood experiences.
While Serena related this link to child education, 3 other participants used the
same question to address issues related to money management, asking their clients what
their money story was growing up. As a result, partners became aware of how their
current conflict with their spouses was connected to events during childhood. “Is that
therapy? I mean, it’s asking questions, right? I am just… I am supposed to ask really
good questions,” wondered Patience. Patience, and other participants who used that
technique, realized that the use of connecting present money behaviors to past money
experiences and conversations approximate entering the sacrosanct territory of therapy.
However, participants were not willing to admit it was therapy. For Patience, it was only
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the practice of “asking really good questions,” a practice that draws parties away from
certain behaviors and invite them into others. This drawing in was made possible by
engaging the parties’ internal processes. Therefore, this research uncovers that during
marital mediation, some couples reflected and discovered personal beliefs that emanated
from their past, and communities. They also understood that those beliefs were affecting,
and perhaps obstructing, the possibilities for a great relationship with their spouses.
Empowerment and recognition.
Participants operated with the perspective of letting couples in conflict do their
work, define their own agenda, and make necessary agreements. This general mediation
principle applied in the context where marital mediation allowed an equal share of time
during sessions, thus empowering partners to share their own side of the story: “I think
the principle of empowerment and recognition, which means giving people the power to
change things, helping them do that, and to work on what their options are. That principle
is important in facilitative mediation” (Peace). Peace indicated that parties were
empowered and identified together as the change agents and the builders. For this reason,
the process gave them an equal contribution time in the change-making process. The
importance of that fair attention was so crucial that Frida thought that couples’ sociocultural practices of demeaning one part in the marriage could be challenged:
You the mediator, sometimes, you must raise the value of one of these clients
sometimes it is the wife, sometimes it is the husband. It is your job to help them
recognize that “here you have equal talk, you have equal time, you have an equal
access to my expertise…” Yes, it is empowering to the one who is the least
powerful of the relationship. (Frida)
Frida suggested that it is the responsibility of the mediator to discern who in the
relationship is the least powerful, unheard by the other, and to use the appropriate skill to
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raise up that person as co-agent in the building of the marital relationship. This building
up of clients allows them to begin taking responsibility.
Personal responsibility.
All participants emphasized personal responsibility in the way partners expressed
themselves and in their perception of the marital conflict. Most of the techniques and
questions aimed at bringing each partner to acknowledge their share in the conflict. Data
revealed that participants with emphasis on intrapersonal processes spent more time in
pre-mediation sessions, or in caucus, before bringing partners together. During the premediation session with each spouse, each is listened to and they received material on the
process of mediation, including, information that could help them reflect on their
attitudes. For instance, Prince encouraged his clients to watch videos related to his model
of peacemaking. Then he met with each partner to probe and examine any part they may
have played in the conflict. He reported his work with couples as followed:
What part of this, even if is small, is really yours to own it. This [probing of
personal responsibility], helps parties become softer toward one another because
mediation does much better when individuals come in softer toward one another
but hard on the present issues. This [probing skill] helps them understand the
difference between agape love and then this idea of good love; you love
somebody, and the person loves back. (Prince)
Prince’s probing was inviting couples to examine themselves and to embrace a different
attitude of “agape love” which he explained as “unconditional cooperation”, which
consists of choosing to cooperate with the other even if the other chose not to. His
probing also appeared to be a skill that enabled conflicted couples to be tough on issues
while acting lovingly. This detachment of marital issues from the marriage partners
seems to hold great potentials for a healthier, solution-seeking, and responsible marital
conflict dialogue. Separating the person from the issues allows the couples to take
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individual responsibility and to be open to change from within. Levi illustrated that when
he said:
At session 2, what I put forth is okay well, it’s not your partner’s problem, then
change has to happen, the change has to happen inside of you. Each of you. Both
of you, but it does have to happen inside of you.
This appeal for change is bi-directional and consistent with the trajectory of personal
responsibility. The change is to happen in each partner and not merely within one person,
who is often tagged as the problem in need of change. Participants reported that
sometimes clients drop marital mediation session when faced with the invitation to
consider a change. Levi, for instance, lost 50% of his clients by the end of session 2.
Focusing on personal responsibility and the need for personal change often kept partners
away from mutual accusations.
Overall, this process challenged couples to reflect and to take ownership of their
contribution to the conflict. Stopping the blaming circle and shifting to a change from
within was also essential: “It has to start here in the seat of your emotion. Your soul, your
thinking has to change, so you go tap into something that you’ve identify” said Patience
to a couple. By taking those steps, couples can no longer be hooked on expecting their
spouse to change first.
Multi-faceted Contexts of Marital Mediation
The sections in this category report not only the multi-faceted factors informing
marital mediation but also the relationship between those factors and marital mediation
processes. Interpersonal and intrapersonal processes occurred and were informed by
certain contexts. The third aspect of the paradigm that emerged from the data constitutes
a set of contextual factors and conditions for marital mediation. Those factors involved
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the surroundings, circumstances, environment, and background of both participants and
their clients (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Altogether, they shed light on the processes of
marital mediation. In the study, participants were asked to share their backgrounds. They
were also asked, while sharing marital mediation cases, to clarify what led them to
choose a specific process at the expense of another. This section’s categories respond to
the third research question regarding underlying values and assumptions, informing
marital mediation practices.
Inspired by Corbin and Strauss (2008), data were examined mindful of the
following questions: What informed participants’ approaches and the relationship (if any)
between contextual factors and processes described above? And what are the impacts of
those factors on each aspect of marital mediation explained above?
Locating self.
Locating self was a major subcategory that emerged. Each participant operated
from a specific context that predisposed them to respond to marital conflict the way they
did. Moreover, couples’ attitudes and outcome of marital mediation also happened in
certain conditions.
“I am a financial educator”
“Remember my background is in computer programming.”
“I am a facilitative mediator.”
“I am from an alcoholic family.”
The above statements are examples of declarations that participants used to
describe themselves. Participants located themselves by telling stories of their family
background, their professional/career journey, their theoretical framework, and
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assumptions and beliefs that informed their practices. Each of these factors appeared as a
corner of a square. They are interconnected. For instance, Peace, growing up during the
time of the Gulf War informed her choice of education and professional path in conflict
management creating an inclination toward specific theoretical approaches. All the above
was intertwined with personal beliefs and assumptions.
Beliefs/Assumptions.
Participants’ beliefs and assumptions about conflict, marriage, and perception of
marital mediation implicitly or explicitly had an impact on their approach to mediation.
Participants were quiet for a moment when asked to share assumptions and beliefs
informing their practices. In fact, they shared little about their beliefs. Some even said
that they leave their belief at the door before meeting couples. However, reflections on
their interactions with couples, as described in the previous sections, showed that
participants carried a multitude of unarticulated beliefs, values, and assumptions.
Although they perceived conflicted couples as lost and confused, they believed in
couples’ ability to freely decide for themselves. They believed in their role to provide a
context within which to empower partners in the relationship. They all carried the same
assumption that providing couples with communication tools, even when partners are
angry and do not trust each other, could help them have constructive communication.
Furthermore, assumptions and beliefs collected ranged from general attitudes
toward couples in conflict to perceptions of conflict and perception of marriage. For
instance, the perception of couples as people in confusion informed a participant’s
attitude to welcome them with patience and empathy:
So as far as assumptions, I assume that anybody coming to me needs help, they’re
probably not thinking clearly, and they don’t realize they are not […]. So, if I can
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understand that they are not at their best, at this moment, you know it allows me
to kind of tolerate some types of what I would call bad behaviors. (Serena)
Serena’s assumption about her clients’ state of being prepared her to be at the ease with
their behaviors.
At least 4 views of conflict were highlighted by participants: Conflict as an
opportunity for growth, conflict as an absence or lack of connection, conflict as a
situation to manage, and conflict due to a lack of skills in resolving conflict. Participants’
views of conflict had a connection with their processes. For example, Patience’s
statement demonstrates that connection: “If you look at conflict without the negative lens,
like it’s something to be managed but you say ha! Conflict is material for our growth. It’s
to strengthen our resilience, It’s here the opportunity.” From this statement, two views of
conflict emerged: “something to be managed,” and an “opportunity for growth.” For
Patience, managing conflict leads the mediator to focus on helping couples live with the
conflict, with survival techniques that help go around it. Using conflict as an opportunity
for growth, however, embraces a deeper view of conflict that seeks to know and address
roots causes, context, and new possibilities. Patience operated with the latter view. Thus,
she looked for ways marital conflict could strengthen couples. Alternatively, another
perspective of conflict occurred:
So you look at marriage relationship in that situation, and there is just, there is a
turning from one another, there is hiding, there is a covering up, there is a
blaming, there are all those things, and the story of the scripture will tell us that
God entered in through Christ as a reconciling agent for us. (Prince)
Prince viewed the turning away, the hiding, the covering up, and the blame, as sign of a
lack of connection. So, for him, conflict generates an alienation between partners,
creating the need for reconciliation. In this case, we can see that the participant used his
background of faith to name what he saw in his clients’ relationship. He was referring to
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God sending Christ to reconcile people as a model to imply that working toward
reconciliation will require the intervention of a reconciling agent, a spiritual intervention.
Some participants also viewed conflicts as a lack of skills:
Most of the time, it is not the lack of love that makes people want to divorce. It is
a lack of skills. So, they need the skills to communicate better to resolve conflict
better, reach agreements better, and work together better. That’s what I bring to
help them. There is conflict because of a lack of shared expectations. (Susan)
Couples experience conflict because of a lack of ability “lack of skills, lack of shared
experience” and “that’s what I bring.” These words explained a connection between
Susan’s perception of conflict and her interventions. The role of a marital mediator is
then to help couples develop the needed skills to work together.
Besides the lack of skill to resolve conflicts, there is also a perception of conflict
as a lack for comprehension: “I don’t believe the conflict is real, I believe the conflict is
misunderstood difference. So, I am always listening for judgment” (Levi). As stated by
Susan (see previous quote), the lack of shared expectations could create
misunderstanding. Levi, on his part, was looking for where the misunderstanding had
occurred.
Reflection of each of the assumptions related to conflict revealed a pattern. The
use of “so” to explain the connection between views of conflict and interventions was
recurrent. Because Susan perceived conflict leading to divorce as a lack of skills, she
targeted interventions to help clients learn communication and she mediated shared
expectations. In contrast, Levi paid attention to judgment as he listened to couples
because conflict often occurs because of misunderstandings of moral judgment, limiting
beliefs, and unmet needs. Prince viewed conflicts as a broken relationship between
partners shown by turning away and the blaming. His perception was based on his
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assumption of separation from God affecting relationships with one another. So, his tools
in his practice were an invitation to mend relationships through acknowledgment of
wrongdoing, forgiveness, and commitment to rebuilding trust. The connection between
assumptions about conflict, assumptions about relationships, and interventions emerged
throughout the data.
Family and professional background.
The impact of participants’ family and professional backgrounds was also
evident. Participants were from a variety of professional fields such as business, law,
organizational development, engineering, psychology, teaching, health administration,
financial education, sales, counseling, pastoral ministry, and military background (See
Table 4). Each had a unique family and professional journey into mediation in general,
and into marital mediation specifically. Data showed a connection between participants’
background and their processes, tools, and how they worked with couples. Such was the
case of participants with law, engineering, finance backgrounds who focused more on
mediating the topic of conflict rather than on mediating relationships. In contrast,
participants with psychology, therapy, interpersonal communication, pastoral ministry, or
with emphasis on spirituality focused on mediating relationships, internal beliefs, and
internal processes of clients. Donaldo had a background in business prior to starting
mediation. He felt drawn to the PREP theory which is a very pragmatic approach to
working with couples.
When a couple is in a financial crisis, participants with financial background
began with an inventory of jobs, assets and debts, budgeting, and financial priorities. For
example, Loyal, a family mediator with a law background, worked with a couple who
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disagreed on debt, source of debt, and spending habits. Loyal explained her strategies in
working with the couple.
The main tool I used was the budget. I have them [partners] do a budget based on
what they are currently doing, what they spend money on and identifying where
the overspending is happening. Then we had a session about priority, addressing
where their financial priorities were. (Loyal)
On the other hand, participants with a background in psychology, social work, pastoral
ministry, or transformative mediation began by looking at clients’ contexts such as the
couples’ vision of marriage, feelings, needs, and patterns of discussion about money
around them when they were growing up. Kelly, a family mediator with a conflict
management background and an emphasis on non-violent communication asked
questions about the context that informed the couple’s attitudes toward money.
It’s never about the money. Money is just the screen that it plays out on. It’s not
about the money. It’s about what’s underneath it. How do I feel safe, and
appreciated, and understood? It is the iceberg. It’s all you see on top of the water.
Underneath are miles and miles and miles of other personal issues.
Kelly’s questions of “how do I feel safe, appreciated, and understood” is connected to the
core value of her NVC approach which emphasizes the expression of feelings and needs.
Sometimes life experiences, like a family background of addiction, influenced
how effective participants thought they were at working with different couples. For
example, Kelly—who had experience in Al-Anon—shared a story of successfully
working with a couple who negotiated relationships as the wife put a breathalyzer on her
phone to feel safe, “I am on the other side. So, I can shine a light on their dark spaces,
from the place of witness and experience.” Whereas Levi— who mentioned no prior
personal or family background of addiction—said, “I haven’t had any way of teaching
skills to somebody who has a way out of being self-responsible, and the one other group
that I had no success with are addict, alcoholic or otherwise, whatever the drug is.” In
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other words, Levi had difficulty working with clients who struggled with substance abuse
since the use of drug or alcohol hinders their abilities to take responsibility. Comparing
his story with that of Kelly’s suggests that the lack of experience or background with
substance abuse was a distinctive factor.
Theories/Frameworks.
Participants’ theoretical frameworks were also reflected in the processes,
strategies, and tools they used. Understanding their framework provides a context for a
better perspective of their practices. Participants were asked in the background
questionnaire to name theories they used in marital mediation cases. During the
interviews, they discussed how their theories informed their practices. In the memberchecking questionnaire, participants received and gave their feedback on all the theories
listed. They were asked to select theories that they never heard of, theories that they
heard of, but never used, and theories that they were familiar with and have used (See
Table 6). Knowing the theories that they heard of but never used or the theories that they
never heard of was helpful to apprehend participants’ awareness or lack of awareness of
different theories. Further, it was useful to reflect on factors informing their choices of
different theories. A connection between theoretical framework and professional and
education background was a reoccurring pattern within the data explaining why
participants heard of some theories but never used them.
Majors theoretical frameworks discussed in the data were: Facilitative,
transformative, Prevention and relationship enhancement program (PREP),
neurolinguistic programming (NLP), NVC, peacemaking, and holistic model. Besides
those frameworks were tools - skill sets and practical actions-, previously discussed
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which each participant selected: Mindfulness, reframing, emphatic listening, and
homework.
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Table 6: List of Theoretical Frameworks and Members Feedback on the Theories.
Key Characteristics

Non-Violent Communication

Better express: Feelings/
Thoughts/Needs

Neurolinguistic Programming

Teaching
Attention to sensory
Communication techniques
Link between unconscious and language

42.86%

42.86%

14.29%

Prevention and Relationship
Enhancement Program

Prevention
Didactic (Teaching skills)
Constructive conflict approach
Breaking unhealthy communication patterns

12.50%

12.50%

75%

Appreciative Inquiry

Story telling
Strength-based
Empowerment
Openness to learning
Co-construction of future

28.57%

28.57%

42.86%

Peacemaking

Responsibility
Agape love
Confession
Forgiveness
Restoration process
Clarification of future

-

14.29%

85.71%
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Frameworks

Heard, but Familiar Never heard
never used have used
100%
-

Holistic model

Table 6 (Continued)
Hybrid
Coaching/Spirituality
Counseling/Mediation
Responding to whole person

-

50%

50%
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Facilitative

Interest-based
Understanding
Negotiation process
Agreement process
Communication skills

12.50%

75%

12.50%

Transformative

Partners’ Interactions
Interaction with conflict
Empowerment

12.50%

75%

12.50%

Facilitative framework. Most participants had some components of the facilitative
framework in their practices as mentioned Folberg, Milne, and Salem (2004). The use of
the facilitative approach was evident in the processes of the peeling the onions and silly
putty approaches. All participants emphasized the importance of interpersonal
communication skills in working with couples. They each used different applications of
Rosenberg’s (2003) NVC principles. Levi mentioned a self-mediating teamwork method
that he named “embodied NVC.” Facilitative reconciliation, facilitative mediation,
mediation negotiation, and interest-based mediation were other labels used for the
facilitative approach in the data. Participants’ definitions of the facilitative approach
occurred in their interactions with couples. Reflection on participants’ stories permits to
summarize that facilitative approach involved:
•

Facilitating understanding so that each partner can comprehend their spouse’s
perspectives.

•

Helping couples acquire and improve communication skills, conflict resolution
ground rules, and practical steps.

•

Leading a goal and agreement process where clients freely address and develop
viable solutions to their concerns.

•

Helping couples identify barriers to conflict resolution and setting up ways to
evaluate progress
The transformation framework. The transformative framework includes using a

process that aims at transforming each partner’s relationship with the conflict and with
each other (Lederach, 2003). Participants with a transformative approach focused on
empowerment, recognition, and sometimes on understanding the causes and context of
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the conflict. In this framework participants challenged clients’ underlying feelings, needs,
beliefs, and thought patterns. Member checking feedback showed that 75% of
participants were familiar with the transformative approach and used it, and only 12.50%
never heard of it. Three participants did not identify themselves as a transformative
mediator, yet they reported processes that were crucial to the transformative approach.
Such was the case of Levi whose clients experienced recognition and a new type of
connection after he challenged their thought patterns. During the second member
checking interviews, I double checked my reflection on their use of a transformative
approach with them, and they confirmed this.
Prevention and relationship enhancement (PREP). PREP is an intervention
program designed to teach series of didactic presentations and practical demonstrations to
help couples learn skills related to disclosure, empathy, and how to successfully prevent
marital distress (Stanley, Blumberg, & Markman, 1999). Renick, Blumberg & Markman,
(1992) clarified the benefits of such didactic experience for couples: “The central
messages in PREP are that constructive handling of disagreements can prevent later
distress, and that couples can change their communication behavior and take control of
their conflicts, instead of their conflicts controlling them” (p.142). Through teaching, this
approach focuses on how to break unhealthy communication patterns and learn creative
interactions.
The appreciative inquiry. (AI) The AI was mentioned by one participant, yet it
was known by one-third of participants. They had never used it. Moore (2008) indicated
that AI is “about allowing people to tell their stories, sharing in their envisioning, and
thereafter co-constructing a better future. It is also about learning, empowering, and
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improvising to sustain that future” (p. 219). AI is then about building a future, it is a
strength-based approach to bring out and value the best in people. Moreover, AI is based
on the art of inquiring about and discovering abilities that can enhance the life and
effectiveness of people, organizations, and the world (Cooperrider, Whitney, & Stavros,
2005). It invites people to be open to seeing new possibilities, values, affirmation of past
and present strengths opportunities, dreams, and aspirations, instead of focusing on
problems (Fifolt & Lander, 2013; Moore, 2008).
Neurolinguistic programming (NLP). Definitions of NLP depends on authors and
the field. Grimley (2016) enumerated 14 definitions. Definitions of NLP in this section
were chosen in line with participants’ stories and the goal of this study. NLP constitutes
“a set of general communication techniques combined with strategies for building
rapport, personal change, and learning” (Rogozińska, 2016, p. 150). It involves how
information is obtained and processed through the nervous system, the brain, verbal, and
non-verbal linguistic abilities in a way that shapes a person (Dilts, Bandler, & DeLozier,
1980).
Outcome, rapport, sensory acuity, and behavioral flexibility constitute the four
foundations of NLP (Bavister & Vickers, 2010; Revell and Norman, 2009). Regarding
outcomes, NLP aims at excellence, through the means of building effective and
meaningful rapport with people. A practitioner using NLP pays careful attention to the
senses, “body language, eye movement and voice tone in order to respond appropriately
and with maximum rapport” (Rogozińska, 2016, p. 152). This is because human beings
use their senses to understand themselves and the world around them (Revell & Norman,
2009a). Thus, NLP attempts to “understand how language and nonconscious cognitions
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influence individuals’ understandings of the internal and external events and the reactions
towards such events” (Savardelavar & Kuan, 2017, pp. 49-50). Understanding such a
process allows for flexibility to adjust strategies to achieve the expected outcome. In this
study, one participant mentioned NLP during the first interview. However, member
checking feedback revealed that 42% of participants used it and 42% had heard of it but
never used it (See Table 6). This was a common finding in the study showing that while
mediators may have been familiar with other theories, such as NLP, their choice of theory
for their own practice was likely informed by their own background.
The peacemaking model. Peacemaking, also called the model of Shalom-making,
is based on the vision of the Hebrew word shalom, “absence of fear” and the “absence of
being harmed” (Claassen, 2003, p. 3). Claassen (2003, 2004), the author of the
peacemaking approach, used the biblical model of agape love to frame critical
components of the model that include “forgiveness, confession, atonement, repentance,
and trust” (Claassen, 2003, p.1). According to his peacemaking model, agape love is a
one-way love that does not expect love in return. Such love becomes the foundation for
forgiveness after the wrongdoing is acknowledged (confession), and the future is
mutually clarified. Clarification of the future involves a commitment to do things
differently (repentance) and to follow through with an agreed-upon decision. Most
participants never heard of it.
People from the Navajo culture have used a peacemaking model for centuries
(Pinto, 2016). However, their peacemaking approach was based on Navajo principles
such as relationship, responsibility, respect, and healing not only for the parties but also
for all the people involved within the community (Pinto, 2000). Unlike, Claassen’s (2003,
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2004) concept of peacemaking, the Navajo’s approach is a ceremony involving the
extended community and the spiritual realm. In this study, the emphasis was on the
approach of Claassen’s (2003, 2004) peacemaking to conform to the data. The model
aims at helping conflicted parties to not only handle the conflict but also to move toward
being constructive. This goes beyond simple transactional mediation focusing on the
issue of disagreement and it considers the impact on the relationship and how parties can
work toward the restoration of their relationship.
The holistic approach. This approach consists of a hybrid which is based on
responding to the needs of the “whole” person, in this case, the couple. Only one
participant mentioned it during the first interview. However, member checking feedback
showed that 50% of participants were familiar with the holistic approach and used it, but
that 50% of participants had never heard of it. Two participants who used this approach
were open to exploring coaching and spirituality, along with marital mediation.
Participants who were familiar and likely to use this approach had a multidisciplinary
background (psychology and conflict resolution, religious and helping profession, etc.)
In summary, all participants used various theoretical frameworks depending on
their clients’ presenting issues and their background. As stated in the introduction to this
section, there is a link between participants educational/professional background and
their theoretical approach. Participants who used the NLP and AI had respectively the
background of computer programming and engineer and organization development. Their
background in scientific fields certainly informed their inclination for a specific approach
of working with couples such as NLP (which focused on how information are processed)
and AI (which invites couples to imagine and end goal and elaborate strategies to achieve
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it). Participants identified themselves with a specific framework, yet concepts from
various theories were included in their practices. The description of each of these
frameworks was limited to participants’ discourse and did not necessarily represent the
theory as it is used in other fields.
Another contextual factor was the debate within the helping profession regarding
the struggles to define the boundaries of marital mediation. For all participants, there was
no best theory in marital mediation.
Factors related to conflicted couples.
Religious or spiritual inclination, commitment, responsibility, and timing of
couples requesting help were indicated as crucial in marital mediation outcomes. This
section’s categories emerged from participants’ responses to questions such as: What
would you say is the best or the worst practice or approach of marital mediation? and
What did you find helpful for your clients in the process of marital mediation? Rather
than answering the question from a mediator-centric perspective, as was my intent,
participants discussed client factors affecting marital mediation.
Notably, half of the participants in this research noticed that religious background
was a factor in the lives of couples who desired to work on their relationship:
The cases that had not ended in divorce have been predominantly almost
exclusively people of faith who really want to work beyond a clutter that this
world is offering them where what you can do is to divorce. They were committed
to it. They realized they had a problem and were willing to address those concerns
and make modifications and confess and to forgive. (Josh)
Commitment and devotion to address the conflict were what Josh saw in his clients. His
use of “predominantly” and “exclusively” points to a strong emphasis on his clients’
faith. Even the use of “this world is offering them” is reminiscent of a religious
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worldview, especially in Christian verbiage, which envisions a world free from disorders.
Peace further explained: “Their faith either doesn’t recognize divorce, their vow is a
permanent vow and divorce is just not an option” The concept of “vow” is one that
religiously-driven individuals tend to use to express a higher level of commitment than
contractual marriage. Religious motivation led Peace’s clients to seek help for marital
mediation.
For the most part, participants described a commitment to the marital relationship
and to the work of mediation which was reflected in couples’ willingness to listen to each
other. It was also evident as they tried to understand their spouse’s perspectives and
feelings (receptivity). Couples showed commitment to the work when they invested time
into their homework outside of mediation sessions. They are committed to following the
plans or agreements made with each other during mediation sessions. Further, devoted
couples were willing to take responsibility for their share in the conflict. Loyal defining
marital mediation said: “it is mediation where the couples are committed to working to
preserve the relationship. That is the fundamental understanding between them, and they
come to a professional to help them figure out the best way to do that.” A commitment
was viewed, therefore, as a critical element to marital mediation.
Besides faith and commitment factors, all participants found that marital mediation
had a better outcome when couples requested help sooner, before they become
overwhelmingly antagonistic. Susan, for instance, reported about her clients: “Every
single time they think oh my gosh! why didn’t we know this 5 years ago? 10 years ago,
15 years ago? 3 years ago? Every single time. And I think that it is sad.” Susan’s clients
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were surprised to experience the benefits of marital mediation. Susan indicated that
clients regretted the late discovery and wished they had found out about it sooner.
Interestingly, partners’ length of marriage and age were no strong guarantees of
staying married but knowing about and getting help sooner was. Those ending their
marriage seem to have been lacking such opportunities to work on their marriage. The
following insert illustrates this: “But they are so sad because they say to me, half of my
divorce cases easily say to me, ‘if we had met you 2 years ago, 5 years ago, we wouldn’t
be here today’” (Patience). The expression “if we had met you” conveyed an apparent
longing to have people readily available to help couples work on their relationships. The
statement also showed that couples saw in the process a possibility for repair.
Unfortunately, it was a loss of hope in their case because the decision to divorce had
already been made.
Mediator-related factors affecting the process.
Besides factors related to couples in conflict, were specific factors related to
mediators. To the question of what would you consider as the best practice or factors
affecting marital mediation?” Participants listed: Holding space for couples to listen to
each other and helping couples embrace personal responsibility. Participants also listed
several qualities of mediators that could enhance the marital mediation process. These
factors included: Being a model, being confident, self-awareness, self-care, and flexibility
to not use a cookie-cutter approach to every case.
Being a role model in one’s marriage is vital in the process. This pre-existing
quality in the mediator helps in modeling skills that one expects couples to learn and
practice during mediation. One participant said it clearly:
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I think the best practice is to have a great marriage, or you’re a hypocrite. I know
there is a lot of divorced, unhappy counselors, and therapists. If you can’t live it,
you shouldn’t be doing it. Don’t! I know there are a lot of people who can teach
things they can’t do. I don’t like it. I think the best practice because I talk about
my marriage a lot, and it makes a difference to people. (Levi)
An essential characteristic of marital mediation is integrity, which challenges the
mediator to be an example of what one is teaching and doing in session with couples.
Talking about one’s marriage, or personal story “a lot” could be problematic in other
helping professions, but in this statement and the data, this seemed to be an effective tool
for couples of a few participants. Kelly does not hesitate to share, when appropriate with
her clients, her experience of dealing with addiction in her family. Perhaps Frida’s
statement to this effect helps understand the function of this involvement with mediators.
She invited mediators to be aware of themselves and listen with their whole heart as that
will help “guide them [couples] to a place to listen with their whole heart. So that they
can advocate for themselves and make reasonable decisions.” The key message here is
the possibility for mediators to exercise self-awareness in a way that personal story does
not interfere with their ability to listen. Such skill will help mediators to set a stage for a
change to the level at which they have also experienced similar change since partners in a
conflict would do well to the extent to which they can connect to the mediator’s own
story. In other words, clients will listen with their whole hearts and move to action as
they see that in their mediators.
Couples’ commitment to the relationship and to the process of mediation, faith
background, and the timing when they start mediations were discussed by participants as
major factors affecting marital mediation outcome. Furthermore, the personal qualities of
marital mediators such as self-awareness, integrity, and avoiding the attitude of “one size
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fit all” were also essential. These personal qualities contributed how mediators equipped
couples to gain a healthier relationship.
Benefits of Marital Mediation
This category constitutes summaries of the benefits that participants saw and
heard from couples. Benefits of interpersonal and intrapersonal changes that occurred
were reflective respectfully of an emphasis on relationship and an emphasis on a
settlement, reflecting participants’ thoughts that “process is outcome” (Prince). Concepts
in this section emerged as data was examined using Scott’s (2004) questions related to
the results and consequences of the investigation. To the question What have you found
helpful? All participants acknowledged that couples found the process of marital
mediation extremely useful, no matter the outcome. “I have never had a couple come to
marital mediation and leave thinking it was not helpful. Every single time it blows their
minds” reported Susan. Participants focused more on qualitative outcomes than on
quantitative outcomes. All participants wished they had a way to track the statistics of
couples who stayed married. Some participants were able to give an estimation of the
percentage of couples who remained married.
Intrapersonal changes.
Participants reported internal changes that individuals experienced, such as
changes in perspective, empowerment, and changes in patterns, which had led to notable
impacts on couples’ relational dynamics.
Changes in Perspective.
Couples had eye-opening experiences, leading them to make effective decisions,
as participants mirrored the consequences of their current attitudes, reframed their
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statements, or challenged them. Self-awareness and mutual understanding between
partners happened in many cases. For instance, during a conflict about a sick dog, a
husband realized that the real reason for taking their dog through chemotherapy –
treatment that his wife perceived as torturing the dog – was really about his fear of losing
his marriage if the dog died. As participant Levi reframed that story during the session,
the wife realized that her husband’s action, which she perceived as torturing their dog
was, in fact, a sign of love for her.
The possibility of turning a perception of cruelty into an act of love came from
engaging partners in interpersonal learning rather than allowing distance-based
perceptions to rule their relationship. In other cases, partners realized the importance of
involving their spouse in financial matters as participants brought to their awareness
possible consequences of their current decisions. Serena stated, “100% of the people say,
‘you’re right we need to make a plan, we need to communicate, I need to set up a filing
system with all the bills.” The resulting change was evident, a verbal acknowledgment of
the importance of reviewing their attitudes. Many partners became aware of an unhealthy
perception of a conflict that they had created in their marriage. There was even a case of a
couple who changed their views from a monogamous marriage to a polyamorous
marriage. Such a change happened after listening to a marriage mediator who introduced
them to the concept as an alternative to divorce as reported by the participant.
Feeling empowered.
Changes in perspective and awareness happened in contexts where clients felt
empowered as reported by participants. Couples reported to participants feeling
empowered no matter the result of their mediation process. The meditative process had,
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therefore, shown its ability to challenge and undo debilitating internal relational
mechanisms within couples’ relationships, as in the case of Frida: “Yes, it is empowering
to the one who is the least powerful of the relationship.” Being empowered helped
conflicted couples recognize a greater understanding, wherein they could now see their
unhealthy patterns. Explaining her empowerment approach Patient said, “My goal is to
empower people to take responsibility, for their own lives.” In other words, the process of
encouraging couples to dear to take ownership of their contributions to the marital
conflict had an impact on couples.
Changes in patterns.
The use of NVC strategies led participants to challenge couples’ communication
patterns, resulting in couples embracing new ways of expressing their needs instead of
simply engaging in blaming. Donaldo noticed that with NVC and the PREP system,
couples’ habits were challenged while they were learning to pay attention to their spouse.
He said, “it’s trying to break that brain connection habit, instead of rebounding, to try to
get to the person to listening to where they are coming from.” Donaldo observed the
pattern of regurgitating a story, which hindered partners’ ability to listen carefully to one
another. Learning new skills, such as adhering to the ground rules of conflict resolution,
challenged couples, and moved them away from their old habits and communications
patterns thus helping them develop new patterns in addressing conflict.
As benefits of marital mediation, participants observed and heard from their
clients’ changes in perspective and internal patterns, including feeling empowered. Such
benefits had implications for the couples’ interpersonal relationships.
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Interpersonal changes.
Interpersonal changes constituted changes that occurred in a couple’s interactions.
Those changes resulted from the intrapersonal changes described above. Participants
reported outcomes such as couples feeling heard, changes in the relationship dynamics,
including acquiring skills to better handle conflicts, and changes in the marital status.
Partners feeling heard.
Feeling heard was a feeling of being understood that couples experienced
throughout the marital mediation process because of having the opportunity to share
personal stories, to listen to each other, to listen to participants’ reframing, and even to
summarize their partners’ stories. Feeling heard started during the first session and
continued until creating a breakthrough, thus giving hope to clients. Feeling heard
occurred regardless of the participants’ backgrounds, frameworks, or tools. It occurred
even when participants warned couples that they could not guarantee that they would stay
together after marital mediation sessions. In fact, feeling heard occurred even when
couples ended up in divorce. Couples realized that they could talk, after all, to each other
and communicate better. In describing the techniques of communication, he used with his
clients and its outcome, Donaldo indicated: “There is a positive effect of somebody
feeling they are heard.” He was using the technique of reframing where each partner has
to summarize back to their spouse what they heard, until each person was satisfied and
felt understood.
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Changes in relationship dynamics.
Constructive interaction: Couples moved from creating or maintaining an
atmosphere of cold shoulders toward each other to a pattern of talking to each other
directly. A participant’s experience to this effect was to the point:
When they first entered the office, they were just like that [Rolling his eyes,
raising his hands and shoulder as if he were avoiding something to express that
partners were cold toward each other]. After the dialogue began, they found out
that if they followed some ground rules, they could speak constructively. I think it
opened their eyes to the possibility. (Bueno)
This demonstrates a change from silent treatment to verbal communication, even at the
initial stage of the mediation process. Sometimes, the move was progressive, as reported
by many participants, from sessions with clients facing away from each other, to facing
the mediator, and to facing each other.
Since the initially agreed-upon ground rules stipulated that partners engage each
other directly in communication, participants had no difficulties reorienting couples
whose previous patterns of communication might not suit the ground rule. Donaldo
expressed the near-miraculous results of this skill upon marital relationships. That
miracle happened when a couple that he was working with at the second session came
and stated that their whole relationship was changing and was getting better because they
had been utilizing the ground rules on their own.
Changes in couples’ habits on the presenting issues. Couples enacted new habits
concerning issues under discussion during the process. For example, some couples
reported having begun tracking expenses, dealing with conflict on their own, negotiating,
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and problem-solving because of marital mediation sessions. Serena recalled one case
where, after working with a couple on tracking their expenses, the couple understood
their spending habits and decided to make changes: “If we want to save $500 a month,
let’s just eat at home or maybe go to less expensive restaurants. We can have our cable,
but maybe we do not need every single movie channel” reported Serena. Here the couple
was making tangible progress making decisions about how to better manage their money.
Changes in marital status.
In many cases that participants discussed, couples experienced clarity and a solution was
found which had an impact on their marital status. Although the desired outcome was for
clients to remain married, participants worked with cases that ended up in divorce if the
couples perceived it was the best option for them. The percentage of couples who
remained married after the experience of marital mediation varied. Unfortunately, not all
the participants to this study were able to share a statistic of couples who remained
married after their sessions. However, from a few statistics that were shared (0%, 15%,
40%, to 60%, to 95%) there was a tendency where participants with a holistic approach
and a transformative approach integrated with a faith component reported a higher
estimated percentage of couples who remained married.
Results of marital mediation were unknown outcome, couples in limbo, and
reconciliation. Susan and Serena’s reports were illustrations of discourses of an unknown
number of couples who reconciled: “I usually do not know what happened if it goes well.
I may hear from someone who knows them. I often don’t know about specific statistics,
but I can tell you, people leave the session typically feeling much, feeling hopeful,”
reported Susan. Susan, sometimes, received feedback from people in the network of her
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clients. There were no apparent means of following up with specific cases. However,
some participants found out the impact of their sessions through phone calls from the
couple or a follow-up session. Bueno remembered a case of a couple in limbo and shared,
“Yes, they are still together after two years, but they were not happy about it. They met
with me; they were sharing a house yet were not living in the same room. They were
basically roommates” (Bueno). The result of their marital mediation sessions was to be
physically together but emotionally apart. Bueno thought maybe something had happened
to their problem-solving skills, or there was a situation causing them neither to divorce
nor to reconcile.
A different form of unhappily together case was a couple where the partners
remained married because of their jobs, and they came to that decision while they were
still in the marital mediation sessions. “Their business, the things that they do for a living,
was so intertwined that they could not get a divorce. Because if they get a divorce, their
entire financial structure would have crumbled,” indicated Josh. In their struggles to get
along, the couple thought of divorce but realized that they could not proceed because of
their business. The business relationship seemed to have a higher priory than their marital
relationship. The couple was no longer together as spouses, yet together as “business
partners.”
In both cases, couples were physically together but emotionally distant. Contrary
to these cases, there were couples with a hopeful future together. “You know the
relationship is a little bit on the rock. They are now living in separate residences.
Strangely enough, they said they are getting better now than ever before,” Serena stated.
In the latter case, the couple was physically separated but seemed to be relationally
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together. The possibility of “getting better” demonstrates the critical advantage for
couples to remain together even while other relational details are yet to materialize.
Besides, the unhappily together and the business partners scenarios, the results of
marital mediation also included a category of happily together. Several participants
shared examples of couples who were reconciled during sessions, after the sessions,
several years after, or even after a divorce process. Loyal remembered that a couple came
back to her during the process of marital mediation and shared their progress; “they
recommit to following the plan that they had set up in their 2nd session,” she reported.
This example showed that the impact of marital mediation on this couple was steady and
led to their reunion. The renewal of commitment occurred as a step in the outcome of
those who remained married.
Some results leading to couples staying together tend to be like making deposit in
the sense that the participant may not be sure of the immediate outcome. Kelly indicated,
“I am planting seeds in some cases, and I don’t know when they would sprout, and in
some cases, I get to watch them sprout and grow, which is really rewarding.” Marital
mediators are intentional and mindful that their actions are not wasted. However, the
exact time when changes may occur in couples’ dynamics is unknown. Kelly saw the
seed grown as she heard from couples later and “all the time,” “you saved our marriage.”
It was a benefit experienced by couples even when the provider of help was uncertain
about the outcome
The benefits of the steady seeding process of marital mediation occurred no
matter the level and the nature of the conflict or its immediate ending according to
Prince’s story. The following paragraphs are a report of what Prince shared with me.
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Prince mediated a “messy” and “complex” case where abuse and allegation of mental
illness were involved, and the couple separated. Excited by the progress, Prince and the
couple begun the phase of agreement when everything fell apart. One spouse said: “I
don’t think we want to continue with this.” Surprised and unable to comprehend what
happened, Prince honored their decision. Rather than giving up, he followed up
individually with each spouse after the sessions had ended. A month later, “I heard they
set up marriage counseling together. They were then moving back toward reconciliation.
They have started to live together again, and they have started to make movements
toward trust,” recalled Prince with excitement. That was a drastic move from a refusal to
agree, to reconciliation a month after marital mediation sections ended. Prince was in
shock but later after much thought realized that the time spent in session talking and
hearing each other was critical even if it did not end in agreement as expected. Each
action in sessions contributes to future decision and results are not necessarily mechanical
or immediately visible. Therefore, no part of the intervention is necessarily wasted.
Consequently, while most cases lend themselves to ending marriages and often rightly so,
the finding here appears as a call to action to marital mediators to craft their
interventions carefully and thoughtfully toward the possibility of helping couples stay
married. The interventions along the way build up partners, preparing the couple to move
on even after the process ended in chaos.
Moreover, the results of marital mediation were long lasting. Participants found
out about couples who remained married through informal or casual encounters: At the
grocery stores, at the theater, from their pastors or friends. For instance, Peace met with a
woman she did not recognize at a center only to be reminded that 15 years ago she
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worked with her and her spouse, and she was still married. She saw another couple at a
theater and the couple said, “‘We come to say hi and let you know that everything is
going great’; and, I [Peace] am like, so, you didn’t get a divorce? They excitedly replied,
‘yes!’ When you see that, it’s cool, isn’t it?” (Peace). The couple moved from uncertainty
to reconciliation. Peace’s encounters happened many years after sessions to the extent
where Peace could not recollect when she had met them.
Furthermore, in the data, marital mediation was useful for already divorced
couples. Frida had a divorced couple in sessions, but during the process of marital
mediation, the couple decided to cancel their divorce and to get married again. The
couple was still together during the time of data collection. The excitement and the joy
from each participant because of the results were recurring. Participants had typical
encounters in public places where positively affected clients randomly told stories of
successful marital mediation sessions that they experienced.
Finally, divorce also occurred in the discussed cases. While the emerging field of
marital mediation holds the preferential outcome of staying together as the most desirable
outcome for marriage mediation (Green, 2009 August; Israel, 2007, October), most
participants reported that divorce was also a possible outcome. This adverse outcome
occurred for many reasons. All, participants stated that they did not focus on an outcome,
but instead focused on what clients perceived as the best for them. One participant gave
an example of a case that ended with divorce:
Ironically, the case “went south” after two sessions. The mediation was
proceeding nicely, and then at the end of the second session, the husband (the
initiator of the mediation) stated that he wanted a divorce and had always wanted
a divorce. Needless to say, I was startled, and also a bit embarrassed at this late
revelation. (Bueno)
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In the above case, neither the wife nor the participant seemed to have known this
preference for divorce beforehand. The spouse provided this information in the middle of
what seemed to be a stable process. As a late revelation, it was probably too late to
redirect the conversation as he seemed to have made up his mind.
Participants welcomed couples’ decision to reorient their marital relationship or to
divorce. Some participants like Levi had a routine practice to warn clients about these
two options. Levi boldly guaranteed to conflicted couples that, because of selfunderstanding and understanding of their partners’ needs and motivations during the
process of marital mediation, they could conclude:
Either it doesn’t make any sense for us to be in a primary relationship because
what I need doesn’t interest you, and what you need doesn’t bring me joy. Or the
other side of this, which is “as a result of understanding ourselves better, I double
my commitment to working on this relationship.
Marital status, then, whether staying married or divorcing was not Levi’s priority.
Instead, his emphasis was on the process of leading couples to a better comprehension of
themselves and others and the resulting effect on their ability to choose a way forward.
An important aspect of this approach was further clarified by Kelly who said: “Even if
they are reconciled with their own hurt and with their own lost and disappointment, that’s
another way of mediating reconciliation, [bearing the possibility], that the individual can
walk away more healed.” Kelly’s view of reconciliation referred to the healing of the
individual, not the reconciliation of the relationship. There were several cases of divorce
after the process of marital mediation, and no participant showed concerns about this
outcome. Given the perception in the literature of marital mediation as a “mediation to
stay married,” an outcome of divorce certainly needs further investigation. Overall, the
benefits of marital mediation regarding marital status were multiple: Unknown, divorced,
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unhappily together, where partners are physically together but distant, distant physically
but together relationally, and happily together.
In conclusion, from the multiples cases that participants shared emerged several
benefits of marital mediation that participants observed and heard from their clients or
gathered from informal sources. Their clients experienced intrapersonal and interpersonal
changes. They felt empowered and experienced changes in their perceptions of conflict
and patterns of communication. Further, partners felt understood, learned constructive
ways to handle conflict, and often made agreements. As a result, many couples were able
to move forward either through reconciliation or through a divorce.
Several factors led conflicted couples and participants to explore marital
mediation. Findings from this investigation revealed several key interconnected themes
related to definitions of marital mediation, detailed interventions that occurred, the
context in which participants offered marital mediation, and diverse outcomes. Embedded
in each of these findings, and throughout the process of marital mediation, was a pattern
of personal and dyadic equipping for healthy relationships, linking various categories
Didactic Marital Mediation
A thorough analysis of the dense and rich data from participants involved in
marital mediation revealed well-detailed responses to the three research questions of this
investigation. Applying Scott (2004) and Corbin and Strauss’s (2008) grounded theory
including their conditional set of questions yielded a model of didactic marital mediation
(See Figure 1).
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Equipping for a healthy relationship.
Selective coding of the data revealed a consistent pattern of teaching, education,
training, and equipping throughout the process of marital mediation. Equipping couples
happened during individuals or couples’ pre-mediation sessions in the form of
instruction. It occurred during the process of marital mediation while couples were in
sessions in the form of modeling, experiential teaching and learning, and reflection.
Moreover, it transpired outside sessions, in-between marital mediation sessions, and after
sessions during follow-up. Further, concepts referring to equipping, teaching, or
education emerged as participants defined marital mediation, interacted during the
process, and they even surfaced in the outcome of marital mediation, as discussed by
participants. Participants unanimously acknowledged and shared stories of how teaching
is an inevitable part of marital mediation.
Direct teaching: Instruction.
All participants had either face-to-face or a phone pre-mediation session, during
which they explained to their clients the process of mediation. During that time, some
participants invited their clients to consider the option of marital mediation, especially
when couples were unsure about divorce. Some participants with transformative or
holistic approaches did one-on-one coaching during the pre-mediation session to invite
partners to think of possible shared responsibilities in the conflict. Couples also received
instruction when participants encouraged them to read materials such as a book or any
information related to the issues of conflict.
Further, conversations on mediation ground rules, conflict resolution ground
rules, topics related to communication, and more, were means of direct teaching and
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equipping of the couples. To this end, I heard statements: “And I just go after those
[judgments], teach them right there how they can communicate that differently, to get to
see the difference and the benefits. And they get excited about learning the skills” (Levi).
Levi watched for teaching moments wherein his clients had manipulated their needs into
a judgment of their partners. His process consisted then of teaching partners a better way
to express their needs. His clients joyfully welcomed such skills as they experienced the
benefits associated with embracing a new communication pattern. Likewise, Frida with
her background in social work, theology, and mediation, saw her role in such moments as
opening the web of knowledge to her clients. She indicated, “My role is to take them
from unknown to known, right? It’s how the Holy Spirit teaches us.” In other words,
clients are in conflict because of a lack of knowledge and helping them consisted of
adding information and skills to whatever they ignore by walking alongside them, by
“teaching them.”
Modeling.
Modeling occurred as participants practiced in sessions the skills, they were
sharing with their clients, such as emphatic listening, reframing, and healthy
communication skills. Participants were teaching as they mediated. Participants’
feedback on the used frameworks revealed that all participants use NVC (See Table 6).
They were all teaching nonviolent communication values and techniques to couples. “I
am teaching as I mediate, I am teaching a different way to have a conversation, because I
am modeling it, and I am taking them through it,” explained Kelly. Like Frida, Kelly was
also “taking” her clients “through” the different concepts and skills that her clients had
discovered during sessions. So, couples in conflict heard about the NVC concept and then
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practiced with their mediator. This use of modeling was confirmed during member
checking interviews. All participants agreed to the Qualtrics statement on modeling:
“Everything I do in my office with conflicted couples becomes an example for them to
replicate in their interactions with each other.” They indicated that direct and verbal
teaching and modeling prepared couples in conflict to learn through experience.
Experiential teaching and learning.
Marital mediation sessions were avenues for couples in conflict to learn by
practicing, as reported by participants. Exercises and homework, in-sessions and outside
of sessions, were all means of experiential learning. The above sections on interventions
illustrated this theme. The process of taking a turn to reframe partners’ stories, or giving
feedback following a participant’s suggestions were but a few examples. Josh’s case of
helping couples back up from hammering each other or Susan’s case of using the concept
of a team to help her clients work together are excellent illustrations. Susan helped
couples establish practical steps, like a 3-foot distance, to monitor interpersonal conflict
outside of marital mediation. Moreover, Loyal’s case of brainstorming together to
address financial struggles, or Kelly’s case of a couple using a breathalyzer to manage
addiction-related conflict helped struggling couples to acquire new skills by doing. The
excerpt below thoughtfully clarifies how participants and couples experienced
experiential teaching and learning, including how teaching is woven into mediation.
It’s kind of sneaky teaching. Right! I don’t talk a ton. I would be a bad mediator if
I was talking most of the time. But I am teaching concepts all along the way, so
the process itself is viewed as teaching. This process is helping them see “oh my
gosh! Like I am learning how to listen to someone actively because the process
made me do that”. Right! They are submitting to a process. I am explaining why
they are doing what they are doing, which is a kind of a bit of teaching, and
they’re going to practice it, which is doing the mediation. (Prince)
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In this statement there is a balance between verbal instruction to introduce a skill, to
explain the reason behind the skill, and the practice of the skill itself. The couple
managed to practice the skills even before Prince gave them the instruction. They could
say “the process made me do that.” There was no lecturing: “I don’t talk a ton” like in a
classroom, but there is a practicum-like experience. Further, the experiential learning was
possible because of couples’ willingness to be in the process and to practice. The
statement, “They are submitting to the process” referred to previous accounts of
mediators on commitment from the part of the couple. The expression, “oh my gosh!”
was a good indication of an eye-opening experience, a glimpse of excitement from
couples, or even the presence of some reflection.
Reflection.
In the section on internal processes, several accounts pointed the use of reflection.
Analysis of the first round of interviews revealed that participants with transformative or
holistic frameworks focused more on interventions targeting internal processes. However,
feedback during the member checking questionnaire and second interviews revealed that
all participants who participated in member checking paid attention to couples’
perception of conflict. Participants proceeded in a way that challenged partners to
reframe their view of conflicts. In addition, they all witnessed partners changing their
views of conflict and paid careful attention to their thought patterns and reasoning.
Couples in marital mediation had the opportunity to think about expectations and needs
that were driving the marital conflict. In other words, all participants had some
components of engaging internal processes in working with couples.
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These various interventions were a means of reflection. The focus of this study
was not on struggling couples. Nevertheless, from participants’ reports, their processes
created space for couples to reflect. This is much like the case of Patience, who invited
couples to think about their experience: “everything you’re experiencing right now, and
all here don’t deny any part of the experience but allow it to come in so that we actually
can understand.” Marital mediation sessions were settings for partners to pause and think.
Participants had conversations with couples not only on current conflicts but also on
future conflict scenarios, on possible future life visions. Such was the case when
participants brought to couples’ awareness of after divorce parenting challenges or scene
of an accident when the wife does not know anything about the couple’s finances.
In conclusion, “What are you going to do once you leave my office?” This was
the concern of all participants. Thus, an essential goal of marital mediation is to equip
couples use the learned skills without the mediator outside of sessions and for the growth
of their relationship. As the couple is negotiating, they are setting up new habits and
learning new practical ways to handle issues. The consistent patterns of direct instruction,
experiential learning, modeling, reflection showed that equipping and teaching were
not happening accidentally. Participants knew they were indeed teaching, even though
they framed their teaching as happening in a different mode compared with the method of
teaching in classrooms. All participants were eager to see their clients master any process
they discussed and used during marital mediation sessions. They were strategic and
conscious of not turning mediation sessions into classrooms. Yet, tremendous implicit
and explicit teachings were happening through the verbal sharing of information,
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modeling (such as reframing, mirroring, challenging, and empathic listening),
experiential learning, and reflection.
The emerging model.
Participants were mediating marital conflict while equipping struggling couples
for future challenges, with the goal that couples maintain the learned skills and continue
to grow healthier relationship. Embedded in the process of marital mediation was a
consistent pattern of teaching, training, and equipping of the couples through imparting
knowledge, modeling, experiential teaching and learning, and reflection. This research
revealed that couples learned new skills through the process and were able to use those
skills. Besides two participants whose marital mediation cases experienced divorce, most
participants met with couples several years after marital mediation had ended and the
thanked them for the “sessions” they had. The skills these couples learned had helped
them immediately and in their future.
Consequently, the model of didactic marital mediation emerged from the data and
is made of: (a) the many meanings and settings of marriage mediation; (b) interventions
that occur throughout out the process; (c) multi-faceted contexts informing the practice;
and (d) stated benefits that mediators experienced and observed. Different components of
the didactic marital mediation including its itinerary process, as revealed by data, is
summarized in Figure 1. The arrows represent the interconnections between different
components of the model.
Participants shared perspectives on the meaning of marital mediation, such as
preventative and transformational tools, coaching, resolution, and teaching. Detailed
interpersonal and intrapersonal processes and practices were found in the data. The
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meanings of marital mediation and its processes were informed by each participant’s
context related to their personal perception, theoretical framework, professional, and
family background. Further, the section on a multifaced context explains in detail how
participants’ background beliefs and assumptions about conflicts, marriage, and
relationship informed their interventions during their work with couples. Interpersonal
and intrapersonal processes yielded interpersonal and intrapersonal outcomes that are
thoroughly described in this Chapter. For participants, there was no best marital
mediation practice. However, the timing when the couples in conflict asked for help, their
commitment, religious or faith beliefs of couples, their willingness to take responsibility,
and mediators’ readiness were all keys factors that affect marital mediation outcomes.
From participants’ perspective, the more couples committed to the process of
marital mediation and experienced its benefits, the more excited they became about
learning the skills. Likewise, reflection on the benefits observed led participants to revise
their practice. I heard from many participants statements such as “each mediation session
is a practice for the next one”; “I am better today than I first began”; and “I added those
concepts because I realized that those are the things that couples who divorced struggled
with.” Consequently, marital mediation outcomes reinforced participants’ contexts and
practices, which reinforced their perspective.
The model of didactic mediation sheds light on the three research questions. The
many meanings of marital mediation attempt to define the boundaries of marital
mediation with other helping professions. The multiplicity of interventions constitutes the
processes and practices of marital mediation. A closer look at the benefits and equipping
components described above, including the multiplicity of theories used by participants,
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clarify answers to the first research question. Further, findings related to the multifaceted
factors and context in which marital mediation occur help answer the second and third
research question.
Participants’ feedback on the model of didactic marital mediation.
All participants who responded to the member checking questionnaire and interviews
indicated that the model resembles their personal experience.
“I totally agree with you Djidjoho” said Peace.
“I think it is right spot on. It’s typically what I have experienced,” reported Loyal.
“Marvelous! This is excellent!” indicated Frida.
Those statements were feedback I heard from participants during member checking
interviews. Conversations with participants about the model opened further reflection on
the necessity of such an approach to helping couples. Participants raised the lack of
preparedness for the task of being a spouse and a parent, the increasing stressful socioeconomic context in which many couples live in, and the lack of social connection and
social support which leave couples vulnerable. Due to all these circumstances,
participants indicated that couples are often ill-equipped to handle marital challenges.
Several participants shared stories of couples who lacked resources and social
networks, thus unable to take a break and rest from daily stress or find a refuge in case of
separation. Further, the emphasis on self-sufficiency can hinder couples reaching out for
help. Participants also mentioned the absence of social networks leading to the
involvement of police and social services increasing couples’ level of isolation, and even
exacerbating substance abuse. Discussing these factors and the general tendency toward
marriage within the USA society, Peace explained:
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Our whole society doesn’t look at the practical aspect of life, it’s all about
romance, it’s about the ring, it’s about the dress, it’s about all those things and
when everyday life comes up, people don’t necessarily have proper tools. You’re
talking about didactic mediation, what are the skills that people should really
have? We should have how to work together in a conflict, how to treat each other
respectfully, even when you are angry. The teaching and educational are didactic
aspects of what mediators do. I think it becomes more critical if you’re trying to
help family stay together, absolutely.
The marital mediation process therefore attempts to rectify the lack of preparedness
marriage. Providing couples in conflict with tools to handle different aspects of their
lives, such as managing conflict and dealing with anger, becomes necessary. Peace’s
statement above fleshed out those needed skills that could be addressed during marital
mediation. Her statement confirmed the importance of helping couples works on their
skills to counter external pressure. In fact, the didactic nature of marital mediation
emerged from the discourse of each participant.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
To my knowledge, this is the first research that has investigated the practice,
theories, and assumptions informing the emerging field of marital mediation, and the first
study that used a grounded theory approach. Literature from other disciplines, like
divorce and family mediation, education, will be referred to in this section, given the
dearth of marital mediation literature. The overarching emerging model, called didactic
mediation, summarizes the findings that constitute the responses to the three research
questions of this research: (1) How do marriage mediators perceive their practices and
process of marriage mediation? (2) What are the underlying values, assumptions, and
beliefs that inform the process of marriage mediation? And (3) Which approach to
marriage mediation have mediators found helpful or problematic? The model explains in
detail how marital mediators mediate, their theories, useful tools, and assumptions
informing their work (See Figure 1).
The didactic mediation model shows how teaching or equipping is crucial to the
process of marital mediation. During the pre-mediation session, conflicted couples and
participants engaged in information/knowledge sharing. Participants encouraged couple
to seek information related to the conflict (when needed) during the process of marital
mediation, as in any other type of mediation (Erickson & Erickson, 2014; Moore, 2014).
A spectrum of practices, frameworks, and meanings of marital mediation emerged
depending on the various backgrounds of participants: Training, education, experiences,
and assumptions. Moreover, equipping took the form of modeling, experiential learning,
and reflection during interactions between participants and couples in conflict.
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Consequently, participants reported interconnected outcomes with either
intrapersonal or interpersonal interventions that couples experienced. Finally, participants
shared examples of how the outcome of the process often led them to review their
practices of helping struggling couples. The model confirms previous literature in several
aspects of mediation, including some similarities with other helping professions, like
family mediation, coaching, and counseling. It also expands the literature regarding the
uniqueness and distinctive features of the emerging field of marriage mediation. In this
chapter, I will examine the findings in consideration with previous literature. The
theoretical frameworks that best explain the results and the uniqueness of marital
mediation, including limitations, implications, and recommendations for the field of
marital mediation, are discussed.
Theoretical Frameworks and Didactic Marital Mediation
A review of frameworks in the data considering previous literature enriches the
understanding of processes and practices of marital mediation, thus providing detailed
responses to the first research question exploring perception of practices and theory of
marital mediation. This section covers the multiplicity of frameworks with a highlight on
the emerging model.
The multiplicity of frameworks in marital mediation.
The diversity of practices and frameworks in the findings is reflective of the state
of the field of mediation, as expressed by Folberg, Milne, and Salem (2004) :“[Because]
family mediation has not developed a distinct academic tradition of its own and most
practitioners approach the field from their previous professional orientation, it is difficult
to present a singular picture of family mediation” (p.10). The use of hybrid or integrative
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frameworks used to work with conflicted couples in the data was consistent with the
application in previous mediation literature (Israel, 2016, May 6; Picard, 2000; Poitras &
Raines, 2012). Poitras and Raines (2012) found that expert mediators use different
frameworks depending on the issues and their level of experience. This study did not
explore the impact of years or level of experience as found in Poitras and Raines (2012).
Likewise, participants in this research reported a dominant approach of mediation.
Analysis of the data showed the use of two or three other frameworks or the insertion of
practices and skills from other theories. None of the participants focused exclusively on
agreement, or interest-based approach, or on facilitative approach only. The presence of a
facilitative approach in the practice of each participant is in line with Gabel (2003) and
Kressel (2007). They have acknowledged that every mediator uses some forms of
facilitative or evaluative approaches.
Regarding other theories, the use of a therapeutic approach was not mentioned in
the data, yet all participants acknowledged the therapeutic nature of marital mediation
(Irving & Benjamin, 1989). Some authors have reported how the process of mediation
could be oppressing to the partner with less power in the marital relationship (Bush, &
Folger, 2005; Semple, 2012). However, no cases of couples experiencing marital
mediation as an oppression were discussed in this study, even when participants were
asked to share the worst marital mediation process. Participants addressed the issues of
power within couples’ relationships by using a process that empowers partners. Despite
the discussion of positive marital mediation outcomes, couples’ satisfaction of the
process was not possible to appreciate since the study focused on mediators and not on
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couples’ experiences (Bush & Folger, 2005). Future studies need to investigate couples’
experiences of marital mediation.
Moreover, “unlike other models of mediation, the transformative mediator is not a
process guide but follows the parties by using supportive skills such as reflection,
summary, and checking in” (Folberg, Milne, & Salem, 2004, p. 16). Indeed, participants
were process-oriented, yet they invited conflicted couples to better communicate their
thoughts, feelings, and needs, and to reflect on their patterns and interactions. The
patterns in the findings confirm the hybrid and integrated nature of frameworks used in
the process of marital mediation. These practices were consistent with Picard’s (2000)
classifications of socioemotional-pragmatic and pragmatic-socioemotional in general
mediation.
Unlike the list of regular theories discussed by Picard (2000) and Israel (2016,
May 6), such as facilitative, evaluative, transformative, and therapeutic theories, this
research highlights many other theories, like a holistic approach, NLP, PREP, and
peacemaking models which have not been previously mentioned in the work of marriage
mediation. The multiplicity of frameworks is linked to the multiplicity of backgrounds of
participants as well as the fact that the field of marital mediation is still forming. Further,
it is also reflective of the general field of mediation, as stated by Mayer (2004): “There is
no one correct, true, or right approach to mediation. Different circumstances and different
clients require different approaches, and no one owns the copyright on any mediation
approach” (p.50). Likewise, findings revealed that there is not “one best” marital
mediation approach.
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A further novel finding is an extensive and incredible emphasis on training and
equipping couples in conflict, contrary to the near absence of the teaching model in the
literature of marital mediation. Findings indicate that conflict transformation theory,
transformation teaching theory and learning, and family system theory are best suited to
apprehend the process of didactic marital mediation. Conflict transformation theory sets
the tone for a comprehensive understanding of conflict from the perspective of
participants, including levels of interventions. The transformative teaching framework
appears as a strategy to address such issues. Israel (2016, May 6) briefly discussed the
use of transformative mediation in marital mediation and suggested that marital
mediation has some characteristics of transformative mediation but gave a few to no
details. This research addressed the scarcity of reflection on the subject and sheds light on
processes of how mediators involved in marital mediation use the transformative
approach. Family system theory, on the other hand, helps to enhance the dyadic nature of
the work mediators engage in with married couples.
Transformative theory and marital mediation.
The debate between resolution and transformation of conflict was present in the
findings (Diamond, 1994; Kriesberg, 1997; Lederach, 2003; Mitchell, 2002). Participants
seemed to embrace both concepts as a continuum with preferred emphasis on either
resolution or the transformative process. Considering Lederach’s (2003) comparative
table of the resolution and transformation perspective, the process of marital mediation in
the findings embraces characteristics of both resolution and transformative perspectives.
For instance, the feedback on the member checking questionnaire showed that
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participants who emphasized resolution also raised questions about transforming couples’
patterns, as explained in the section of intrapersonal processes.
Further, regarding the development of the process, the focus of marital mediation
was on immediacy, yet presenting problems were, for many, an opportunity to challenge
couples’ perspectives of conflict and communication patterns. The focus on both the
contents of the conflict and the transformation of interactions is in line with Gabel (2003)
and Kressel (2007) who discussed that no mediator used problem-solving or settlement
only. Helping couples with a short-term relief from the conflict and developing skills for
future conflicts was also recurrent in the data. The process of marital mediation in the
data also shows the engagement of immediate issues – like de-escalation- and practical
steps that could lead to constructive changes using, for instance, the NVC approach.
Beyond embracing both perspectives of resolution and transformation,
participants’ attention to moments of recognition, empowerment, and couples’
interactions resonates with Bush and Folger’s (2005) approaches to transformative
mediation. For example, there were cases of couples moving from facing away from each
other to facing toward as a sign of moving from a destructive and alienating interaction to
more constructive communication. However, Lederach's (2003) perspective of the
transformative approach better captures the multilayers of interventions. He proposed 4
keys features: (1) The perception of the presenting problem as an opportunity to engage
the context; (2) the focus on constructive and healthy interactions; (3) the importance of
engaging the content of the conflict, its context, and the structure of the interaction; and
(4) the seeking of sweeping change, at personal, relational, or the underlying causes and
patterns of conflict at a contextual level (Lederach, 2003). Marital conflict, especially for
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participants with a greater transformative tendency, was perceived as a window through
which to engage their thoughts and perspectives on conflict. This aspect was not the
focus of Bush and Folger (2005).
However, Bush and Folger (2005) and Lederach (2003) all discussed the
importance of interactions. Despite the limited data to appreciate the levels of changes
that occurred because of marital mediation in the lives of couples, cases reported
evidence of changes in attitudes and perception of conflict, and changes in behaviors. The
data were full of stories of sudden realizations leading conflicted partners to change their
course of actions, moving from destructive patterns of communication to constructive
interactions. These were changes at personal and relational levels (Lederach, 2003).
Moreover, underlying causes of conflict like beliefs, needs, and thought patterns
were raised in the case of Serena. She asked a couple how they dealt with money in
childhood. Many couples came back together. These changes illustrate suggested shifts at
the 3rd level related to the context, causes, and structure of interaction (Lederach, 2003).
The transformative framework shapes not only the outcome but also the whole process of
intervention, such as the perspective of conflict (from a distorted view of conflict to
conflict as a tool for growth) and interactions during the process of marital mediation
(from unhealthy interactions to empathy, and to interpersonal learning). Also, the ability
to listen beyond the presenting stories and to guide couples to see the real needs fits well
with Lederach's (2003) quest for the context and flowing of the conflict.
The use of NVC and other frameworks to challenge conflicted couples to go
beyond the presenting problems to examining the real needs, feelings, and thus take
responsibility, illustrates previous findings in mediation. Cohen’s (2009) study on turning
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points in mediation from the perspective of parties in conflict revealed, among other
factors, mediators’ ability to pay attention to both details of issues and emotions of the
parties as key a point facilitating transformation. In the process of addressing the
underlying causes and the context of the conflict, Lederach (2003) suggested to “develop
the capacity to hear and engage the voices of identity” because “identity matters are
fundamental to conflict, yet they are rarely explicitly addressed in the conflict” (p. 55).
Some participants raised questions related to identity in addressing questions of held
expectations and desire to be valued.
Unlike Lederach (2003), whose approach to conflict transformation addresses
structural, socio-political, and socio-cultural aspects affecting conflicts, this research has
focused on dyadic marital mediation. Nevertheless, several aspects of the findings have
pointed at, factors affecting marital mediation outcome, factors related to mediators, and
some participants raised socio-cultural factors affecting marriages. Even though
participants shared their reflections on them during interviews, they did not explicitly
raise those factors with couples during the process of marital mediation.
Contexts affecting marital mediation.
Processes and interventions of marital mediation observed did not happen in a
vacuum. However, overt reflections from participants concerning assumptions, factors,
and beliefs informing or affecting the process of mediating marital conflict were slim.
Bush and Folger (2005) have argued that to “choose any approach to mediation is to
choose a set of values; and to enact those values in practice is, in a sense, to ‘impose’
those values on the parties through the process that the mediator engages them in" (p.
232-233). A closer look at specific interventions of how participants responded to cases
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showed multiples assumptions as well as the impact of training background, education,
theoretical assumptions on their practices. The multiplicity of theoretical frameworks in
the findings is then reflective of the broad spectrum of assumptions and values informing
the practice of marital mediation. In other words, the identified assumptions related to
their perceptions of conflict (as a lack of skills, an opportunity for growth, a lack of
connection), perception of marriage, and role of mediators were interconnected to
participants’ education and mediation approach.
Assumptions and theoretical framework of marriage mediators.
Despite the lack of multiple participants identifying with the same theoretical
frameworks, potentially due to sample size, comparing the theories from the findings to
Evans and Havercamp (1994) and Alberstein (2007) indicated that assumptions
informing the marital mediation processes are across liberalism/economic utilitarian,
relational, and postmodernism/social constructionism worldviews. Facilitative and
negotiation mediation have been classified in previous literature as pragmatic approaches
because of their process of interest-based (separating individuals from issues), problemsolving, or agreement processes. Pragmatism belongs to the liberalism. The
transformative approach, with the focus on empowerment and strengthening individuals
to improve their interactions, has been classified within the relational worldview.
Besides facilitative and transformative theories, no previous literature discussed
assumptions informing different frameworks found in this research regarding marital
mediation. The following reflections are an attempt to compare and place the
assumptions, models, or worldviews of some theories from participants into Alberstein's
(2007) typology (See Figure 2).
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The 1st theory: PREP seems to fit within the pragmatism and liberalism
worldview given its own perception of conflict (as a problem to be handled
constructively). However, this program has relational components of working on
unhealthy communication patterns to enhance interaction. Couples acquire new ways of
interacting through teaching.
The 2nd theory: AI fits within the social constructivism worldview since it aims to
invite conflicted couples to imagine and co-create a better future. Its strength-based
process and storytelling process reinforces narrative tendency. Besides, it includes a
didactic aspect which invites parties to remain open to explore and learn new values.
The 3rd theory: The NLP approach integrates the relational and the
postmodernism worldviews. A mediator using NLP pays attention to sensory details and
it offers interpretative readings of related thought patterns. Further, through teaching a
better way to relate, a partner is strengthened, which enhances interactions within the
couple. In the process, mediators listen and reflect attitudes that are typical of
transformative sequence; yet, the mediator engages in challenging hidden needs, leading
conflicted couples to explore new stories together.
The 4th theory: The peacemaking approach, however, includes criteria of a
transformative framework or the relational worldview with its emphasis on unconditional
love, healing, forgiveness, responsibilities, and restoration of relationship. A participant
using the peacemaking viewed conflicts as a lack of connection within the couple. The
clarification of a new future together resembles a narrative tendency or a constructionism
worldview.
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Finally, the 5th theory: Holistic approach shares tendencies of both transformative
and narrative approaches as it encourages relational transformation. Figure 2 gives an
illustration of the various frameworks and how they fit within Alberstein's (2007)
worldviews classification. One aspect that is not depicted on Figure 2 is the borrowing of
skills or techniques from one worldview while using a dominant worldview.
In summary, each marital mediator brought into mediation sessions not only a set
of theoretical principles but also an amalgam of assumptions and beliefs. Figure 2 shows
an overlap between worldviews. Bush and Folger (2005) disagreed with such overlaps, as
they believed that one could not be faithful to two worldviews principles at the same
time. However, the diversity within this sample revealed distinctive approaches in
connection with participants’ education and training backgrounds (See Table 4 and the
section Multi-faceted factors). Definitions of marital mediation and practices in the data
mirrored and were greatly informed by participants’ worldviews their beliefs and
framework.
Pragmatism/Liberalism

Transformative/Relational

Narrative/Constructivis

Transformative
Facilitative/
Negotiation
PREP

AI
Peacemaking
Holistic

Figure 2: Assumptions and Worldviews Affecting Marital Mediation
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Participants’ specific personal backgrounds (knowledge, training, family, social
context, and assumptions) acquired even before they embraced mediating marital conflict
as described in Chapter 4 also had impacts on their mediation processes. These findings
confirm previous literature describing the inevitable influence of mediators’ beliefs,
training, and educational background on aspects of the process itself (Augsburger, 1992;
Folberg, 1982; Folger, 2001; Kolto-Rivera, 2004; Picard, 2000). Picard (2000) discussed
several works of literature on the impact of personal view, social reality, training on a
chosen approach, and thus on the practice of mediation. Washington’s (2017) study also
revealed how organizational mediation practices were reflective of the culture of the
organization investigated. Noce, Bush, and Folger (2002) summarized the influence of
mediators well:
It became apparent that mediators, not only have an influence on the conflict
interaction and outcome, but they also have meaningful choices about the nature
and extent of their influence. Further, those choices are embedded in, reflect, and
reproduce each mediator’s fundamental social values and preferred moral order.
This pushed mediators beyond the already-difficult point of acknowledging the
inevitability of their own influence on the parties’ conflict. (p.57)
Noce, Bush, and Folger (2002) raised a crucial point. A marital mediator who is inclined
to divorce in given circumstances could unknowingly or overtly guide the process in a
way that encourages conflicted couples’ choice of divorce. In the same way, a mediator
who is inclined to reconciliation could also do likewise. The lack of open discussion of
beliefs in the data does not necessarily imply that participants lack awareness about their
underlying beliefs. In fact, during member checking, they all agreed with the didactic
marital mediation model including the impact of the multifaceted context of marital
mediation. Nonetheless, the findings reinforced the importance of personal reflection,
and, when possible, of open conversation with conflicted couples about personal beliefs
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and values during marital mediation. Astor (2007) confirmed that: “Mediation practice
will be improved by mediators understanding the influences on their conduct in
mediation that arise, for example, from their families of origin, their values, cultures,
identities, profession” ( p 230). Such openness is critical to the process and can greatly
benefit couples.
Marital mediation and social cultural context.
Besides personal values and underlying assumptions, marital mediation reflects
the culture. Augsburger (1992), Lederach (2003), and Astor (2007) have reminded us of
the impact of the dominant story on mediation assumptions and practices. Further,
although used in other areas of mediation, theories in marital mediation were conceived
within the context of divorce mediation. Even the transformative framework, despite its
relational worldview, proceeds in a way that strengthens the self to improve individuals’
response to others in pursuit of an individualistic goal (Alberstein, 2007; Bush & Folger,
2005). The importance of a stable self for a successful relationship, especially in
marriage, is well-studied (Schnarch, 1991, 2009). However, system theorists remind us
that “the whole is greater than the sum of the parts” (Smith & Hamon, 2012, p. 146). For
example, milk will remain milk if it does not conjugate with flour and other ingredients to
become cake, no matter how well milk will be empowered. Thus, the importance of the
dyad. Techniques from the narrative framework were means through which some
participants addressed the dyad. Although no participants claimed to be a narrative
mediator, most of them included at least two elements of the narrative worldview:
Emphasis on teaching couples for future conflict and inviting couples to brainstorm a
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possible life vision or lifetime goals together. These two elements target the building of a
new story which is the foundation of the narrative approach.
Contextual factors of marital mediation cover not only factors related to marital
mediators but also couples’ personal and social-cultural factors. The timing when couples
requested help was found crucial (Israel, 2011, November 17; Boardman, Fiske, Israel, &
Neumann, 2009, May; Wineberg, 1994). At a personal or dyadic level, the impact of
religion or a spirituality and commitment of the couple on the outcome of marital
mediation was not discussed in the previous reflection of marital mediator practitioners.
However, Lambert and Dollahite (2006) discussed the impact of religiosity on the
prevention and resolution of marital conflict. In fact, they indicated that religiosity helps
couples in conflict resolution through prayer, scripture reading, and in bringing harmony
into the relationship.
In terms of the social-cultural level, Lederach (2003) suggested that a
transformative approach should engage and analyze the system of relationship and social
conditions that generated the conflict. Participants with transformative tendencies
engaged relational aspects by inquiring how patterns of communication and individuals’
conflicts were a window into their overall patterns of relationships. Nothing was said
about the social and cultural conditions fueling marital conflicts besides short
conversation on how economic stress, isolation, and lack of preparedness. Such
conditions led most participants to support the need for a didactic approach to marital
mediation.
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Didactic Mediation and Transformative Teaching and Learning
Equipping conflicted couples to enable them to handle conflict on their own, and
to learn new ways to relate, was strategic in the process of marital mediation in the
findings. Some authors mentioned the importance of education of the parties in conflict
during mediation (Ali, 2010; Becker-Haven, 1990; Brandon, 2018). The findings of this
research expand on education by providing a detailed process of how teaching or
education happens during marital mediation. The thorough details of the components of
the didactic model went beyond Becker-Haven’s (1990) mere description of the
educational mode. Furthermore, the transformative teaching and learning theory has
captured the process described by participants in this study and Lederach’s (2003)
transformative approach provides a framework to appreciate the rich and thick processes
and practices in this research.
Transformative teaching and learning has occurred under certain conditions. It
requires, according to Fazio-Griffith and Ballard (2016), Mezirow (1996, 1998, 2000),
and Slavich and Zimbardo (2012), a set of processes such as (a) the presence of a context
that challenges the learner’s frame of reference; (b) a dynamic relationship between
learners, teachers, and knowledge; (c) the six principles of the process of transformative
teaching that are: (1) establishing a shared vision; (2) providing modeling and mastery
experiences, (3) intellectually challenging and encouraging students, (4) personalizing
attention and feedback, (5) creating experiential lessons that transcend the boundaries of
the classroom, and (6) promoting ample opportunities for preflection and reflection
(Fazio-Griffith & Ballard, 2016). Data were examined in consideration of these
principles.
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Marital conflict constitutes a source of a painful and stressful situation, putting
couples in an uncomfortable situation that challenges everything they know and believe.
Marital mediation creates a context to reflect on couples’ learning-related attitudes like
values, communication patterns, perspective, and skills. The painful and sudden changerelated conflict and the context to ponder the experience constitute conditions that foster
transformative learning (Fazio-Griffith & Ballard, 2016; Mezirow, 1998).
From pre-mediation sessions to the end of the series of sessions, participants
engaged couples and maintained an active interaction fostering emphatic communication,
self-awareness, and interpersonal learning wherein previous unexamined beliefs were
challenged (Cranton, 2011; Mezirow, 2000). In reference to Fazio-Griffith’s (2016) first
step of establishing a shared vision, the sharing of vision occurred in the data at two
stages: 1st, during the pre-mediation session when the rules of mediation are shared and
agreed upon, and 2nd when couples brainstormed life vision. Contrary to the setting of a
classroom where a teacher often comes with a written vision in the form a syllabus, in
marital mediation, the content and the object of learning were brought into session by
conflicted couples.
Regarding modeling and the mastering of experiences, the section on Equipping
explained the many ways that marital mediators modeled skills to help couples acquire
new patterns of communication. Stories of couples staying married, as discussed in the
section of Benefits, were examples of couples mastering the skills they had learned in
mediation. Although there was no lecturing or classroom-like sessions, several examples
showed that couples were intellectually challenged in their thought patterns and
perspectives. Couples were also encouraged to look for information and gain knowledge.
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Considering Fazio-Griffith’ s (2016) 4th suggestion, couples felt heard, a sign that
they received personalized attention. Building rapport and providing emphatic listening
are core principles of mediation and were evident in the findings of this research.
Furthermore, the findings also support Fazio-Griffith’s (2016) 5th point concerning
experiential lessons that go beyond the immediate learning setting. From the cases
reported, couples had several opportunities in sessions and outside of sessions for
practical experiences. The data also support preflection as participants questioned
couples’ preconceived perceptions of conflict and couples became aware of their
preconceived communication patterns. Reflection also happened throughout sessions, and
follow-up sessions, as couples evaluated their progress, and start moving from unhealthy
to healthy communication patterns.
The category of reflection supports Mezirow’s (1998) description of critical
reflection, which is not only an awareness of the state of being (thought, feeling, needs)
but it is also an analysis of psychological and cultural assumptions that contribute to
personal limitations. Such reflection is not satisfied with problem-solving but goes further
to help couples to create something new together (Sockman & Sharma, 2008). Mezirow
(1998) called it critical self-reflection on assumptions (CSRA). It is the crucible of
reflection that enables internal processes to yield intrapersonal and interpersonal
changes.
It seems as if Fazio-Griffith’s (2016) learning steps could be part of other
mediation processes, depending on the mediator’s background and orientation. However,
the process of marital mediation in this study shows how teaching was intentional and
woven into the fabric of mediation. Green (2009, August) indicated that “the superior
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benefit of Mediation to Save and Stay Married is that it teaches conflict resolution,
constructive communication and a deeper understanding of their own issues and
conflicts.” (para 4). Marital mediation becomes then a didactic crucible fostering learning
and equipping, as couples observe skills, reflect, and learn through tangible experiences.
Furthermore, the interactions during marital mediation made of modeling, critical
reflection, and experiential learning are packaged in an emphatic communication,
predispose partners’ frontal and prefrontal lobes, and enabling couples to use more
receptive parts of their brain (DiGrazia, 2017; Siegel, 2010).
The education mode during marital mediation differs from marital enrichment
because it allows deep sharing with couples experiencing marital mediators’ undivided
attention. Not only do couples gain knowledge as in marital enrichment, but they also can
see marital mediators modelling those skills. Marital mediators overtly or covertly coach
conflicted couples. Moreover, education in marital mediation differs from an overt
marital enrichment session. For instance, couples expect a formal educational event when
signing up to attend marriage enrichment seminars, whereas during marital mediation,
that is not the case, rather couples learn by doing (Mayer, 2004). Despite the limited
cases in the research in this paper, it was evident that marital mediators received a range
of issues related to all aspects of marital life. They are indeed teaching all things to the
whole person within the defined parameters of mediation.
Mediating the dyad.
Critics of both Mezirow (1998) and Bush and Folger (2005) point at the
individualistic tendency of these theories. Lederach (2003) remediated this weakness by
engaging the relationship structure and the context in which the conflict is embedded.
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The transformative theory also refers to the role of groups in the process of learning.
Johnson-Bailey and Alfred (2006) suggested that empowerment, transformational
learning, and teaching must include a sense of belonging, instead of self-actualization. In
other words, used in the context of this research, Johnson-Bailey and Alfred (2006)
argued for fostering collaborative learning. Some participants, in the data, used the
strategies of building trust and reparation, while others talked about teamwork. These
concepts support family system assumptions of "the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts."
Two other concepts of the system theory were evident in the data: Feedback loops
and circular causality (Kelledy & Lyons, 2019; Nichols, 2012). By redirecting from
hammering themselves with harmful patterns or words, participants were trying to
discourage negative feedback, thus discouraging negative interactions. This is connected
to the stimulus-response pattern of the circular causality principle in family system
theory, and as found in Lederach’s (2003) invitation to look at the embedded patterns
causing conflict that have been discussed above. Findings in this research support the
importance of couples’ interaction and empowerment. Yet more improvement is needed
regarding the concept of working with the dyadic couple being greater than the sum of
empowered individuals within the dyad.
Marital mediation: Unique features.
Beside the theoretical frameworks discussed above, the uniqueness of marital
mediation also occurs through details related to its practices, its goals, and its divergence
from other helping professions. Findings indicate that, in response to the first research
question, participants situate their practices and process of marriage mediation by
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comparing it with divorce family mediation, coaching, and counseling. In the data,
marital mediators use relational skills that are common to most helping professions, such
as listening skills, rapport building, engaging, and understanding human experience,
empathy, sensitivity, and respect (Carkhuff, 2000). They also take personal and
professional awareness, integrity, questioning, and reframing seriously (Barsky, 2017).
Despite these preliminary overlaps with other fields, all participants emphasized the
importance of addressing the distinctiveness of marital mediation in the research.
Goals of marital mediation.
Marital mediation is also called relationship mediation (Brandon, 2018), or
reconciliation mediation, or mediation to stay married (Boardman, Fiske, Israel, &
Neumann, 2009, May; Green, 2009, August). Marital mediation helps deescalate marital
conflict, to work on an agreement, prevents marital breakdown, strengthen marital
relationships, and prepare couples for future challenges.
The goal of marital mediation as a practice to help couples stay married left me at
the beginning of the research with an understanding that marital mediators focused on the
outcome of helping couple to remain married (Boardman, Fiske, Israel & Neumann,
2009, May; Brandon, 2018). In fact, several participants like Levi stated: “we should be
mediating relationship to save them.” However, findings revealed that participants in this
research were not attached to the outcome of couples staying married. They all were
client-centered, letting couples decide the best outcome for their relationships (Erickson
& MacKnight, 2001).
Although most participants shared stories of many saved marriages as byproduct
of their mediation, this research highlights the process that helps couples reach their
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deliberations as the ultimate authorities (Folberg, Milne, & Salem, 2004; Mayer, 2004).
All participants refrained from suggesting or recommending an outcome, thus expecting a
couple who is confused, undecided, or in an impasse to come up with their own decision
to remain married. Such a guarded approach is present even though couples might not
have previously heard about the concept of marital mediation.
The non-attachment to an outcome, and leaving couples be in charge of their
outcome are similar to the concepts of self-determination of clients (Bush, Weldon, &
Folger, 2013) and neutrality (Douglas, 2008; Forester & Stitzel, 1989; Taylor, 1997) in
mediation. Further, such practices are principles of the facilitative framework in
mediation, which does not suggest or focus on the most desirable outcome (Mayer, 2004;
Lande, 2000). The concept of neutrality of a mediator has evolved with several
connotations and has also been the subject of controversy. For some, neutrality means
"no personal stake in the satisfaction of anyone particular party" (Forester, & Stitzel,
1989, p. 260), "view from nowhere" (Astor, 2007, p. 228), and being unbiased (Douglas,
2008). For others, the words, impartiality, equal treatment, equidistance (Astor, 2007;
Cobb & Rifkin, 1991b; Kishore, 2006), and clients’ self-determination better illustrate the
work of mediators than the concept of neutrality. Neutrality has been severely criticized
as a myth that is ethically and morally deceptive and serves to hide mediators’
undisclosed influences on mediation outcomes (Cohen 2000; Douglas, 2008; Forester &
Stitzel, 1989).
Interestingly, participants in this study reinforced the belief of neutrality in that
not a single participant directly discussed the impacts or influences of their personal,
backgrounds, or perspectives on the process or outcome of marital mediation. They
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eagerly reported that conflicted couples in the cases discussed were in control of the
process and of the outcome. However, several empirical studies have shown that
mediators have influences on the content and the outcome of mediation (Astor, 2007;
Cobb & Rifkin, 1991b; Greatbatch & Dingwall, 1989; Mulcahy, 2001). There is a need
for further discussion on the influence of marital mediators on the processes and
outcomes of marital mediation.
The non-attachment to the outcome of staying married was moreover seen in the
pursued goals. The well-stated goal of "helping couples stay married" does not seem to
be the paramount message of some participants’ processes. During the process of marital
mediation, some participants focused on problem-solving, while others emphasized selfawareness, understanding of partners, and personal and relational growth. Previous
writings of some marital mediation practitioners highlighted deep understanding and
relationship improvement (Boardman, 2013; Brandon, 2018; Green, 2009, August; Israel,
2016, May). Reporting a statement from her clients, Patience, a participant in this study,
said, “If I can understand the conflict…maybe there is a possibility for us to be partners."
So, by targeting the goal of understanding the conflict and understanding between
partners, couples could be moved toward relationship reconciliation. Nevertheless,
neither mediators in this research nor conflicted couples walked into the first mediation
session with such a goal.
Besides the aspects discussed above, several factors could explain the lack of
emphasis on relationship reconciliation or staying married, as the field name stated,
“mediation to stay married”. Unfortunately, no previous studies explored those factors.
The infancy of the field, the general context of mediation, and the fact that most
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participants in this study saw a variety of cases could likely clarify those factors. Selfawareness, understanding of conflict, and understanding of one's partner occurred in the
data, leading to reconciliation with one's hurt, according to some participants. These
findings revealed that one of the goals of marital mediation is to help couples pursue
healthy personhood and healthy relationships; a goal that is common to many helping
professions like coaching and counseling. Nevertheless, marital mediation is unique.
Contrasting divorce mediation and marital mediation.
Like divorce mediation, the immediate stakeholders in marital mediation are the
two spouses. Either process could lead to resolution of conflict and better family
functioning by removing obstacles to collaboration (Emery, Sbarra, & Grover, 2005;
Shaw, 2010). However, contrary to divorce mediation, the process of marital mediation,
as it emerged in the findings, involves "deeper work on their dynamic, a focus on the
wounds they are inflicting, and the commitment to each other" (Loyal). Marital
mediation’s inquiry is then broader and different from a more transactional, and businesslike nature of a divorce mediation process (Emery, Sbarra, & Grover, 2005). Findings in
this study also revealed an emphasis on meaning, shared vision, and a process that
challenged partners to work together.
Further, the process of marital mediation in the data was a window via which to
better understand couples’ interactions, creating a context resulting in an avenue for
possible personal and dyadic healing. These features are not necessary part of divorce
mediation. Previous literature has scarcely discussed these outcomes. Most marital
mediation practitioners in previous literature emphasized the task-oriented nature of
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marital mediation, its emphasis on improving marital relationships, and behavioral
changes (Green, 2009, August; Boardman, 2013).
In divorce mediation, each partner is ready to move on separately, while in marital
mediation, each partner is willing to explore the possibility of staying and exploring new
ways to move the dyad forward. Such separations in the case of divorce occur in at least
70% of the divorce cases, with a sense of psychological closure (Doherty, Harris, &
Didericksen, 2016; Kressel, 1985). Of course, participants recalled several couples who
eventually experienced divorce after attempts to mediate a marital conflict. These
characteristics of marital mediation confirm Halem's (2019) statement that "marital
mediation is a much more expansive process than is divorce mediation. It can take many
shapes and does not have one designated ending" (Is marital mediation like divorce
mediation section).
Both divorce mediation and marital mediation might address similar issues like
parenting and finances. However, findings indicate that marital mediation addresses
specifics issues that divorce mediators might not raise. Such issues include hope,
practical suggestions for better bonding (such as negotiating dates night) and identified
life visions that couples can pursue together. Furthermore, the preventive and equipping
nature of marital mediation in the data seems to be unique as opposed to divorce
mediation.
Contrasting marital mediation and coaching.
Marital mediation was also unique compared to coaching. Coaching was perceived
by some participants as both like, and different from, marital mediation. Others perceived
it as complementary to the process of marital mediation in the findings. Comparing the
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findings to Myers-Walls’ (2014) definition of coaching, allows to say that coaching
covers more aspects of a person's life, than could marriage mediation (Cox, Bachkirova,
& Clutterbuck, 2014). The scope of marital mediation is narrowed to issues related to the
marital relationship such as date night, finances, rules around a marital relationship with a
partner in recovery, parenting, and infidelity. Coaching within a marital mediation
context is a tool either to work with individuals in caucus or to help couples to work on
skills.
Moreover, participants saw that couples’ path to marital mediation differed from
what attracts people to coaching. Clients seeking coaching often enter coaching with
excitement and anticipation with motivation to change, to explore how to become a wellbalanced person in life (Cox, Bachkirova, & Clutterbuck, 2014; Skibbins, 2007).
Contrary to coaching, marital mediation in this study occurred by accident, and couples
were in a situation of an impasse as reported in the section Path to marital mediation in
Chapter 3. Of course, both coaches and marital mediators utilize the tools of listening and
questioning. In coaching, clients seem to intentionally raise the need for exploring
dreams, aspirations, and future goals (Myers-Walls, 2014). Whereas in marital mediation,
dreams and future goals emerged as mediators, involved in marital mediation, probe, and
invite couples to brainstorm about the current conflict, shared vision, and the future.
Although participants used some aspects of coaching in working with conflicted couples,
findings revealed that there is more to coaching than the concept of marital mediation
does not include.
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Contrasting marital mediation and counseling.
Results support the concerns in previous writings from marital mediation
practitioners, to clarify the difference between marital mediation and marital counseling
or therapy (Green, 2009, August; Israel, 2007, October). The view of counseling as a
process that investigates the root causes of psychological problems, the history and
childhood experience as opposed to marital mediation, has been well discussed
(Boardman, 2013; Kelly, 1983).
Furthermore, descriptions of participants echoed reflection by previous marital
mediation practitioners. They stated that the marital mediation process differs from
marital counseling by the fact that analytical skills, diagnostic, insight-oriented, treatment
of personality, and more were beyond the scope of mediation (Boardman, 2013; Israel,
2017). However, some of the characteristics of counseling that participants and previous
marital mediator practitioners described, like diagnostic, focus on history, focus on
pathology, childhood experiences, behavior modification, and prescription of medicine,
could be challenged because not all forms of therapy include these interventions.
Moreover, participants’ distinction between the action and task-oriented nature of
marital mediation, versus the insight-oriented focus of marital counseling, is also subject
to debate because not all therapy processes lack such attributes. There are examples of
therapies that are informed by a non-normative, postmodern, and constructivism
ideologies like couple hope therapy (Ripley & Worthington, Jr., 2014), couples narrative
therapy (Freedman & Combs, 2008), and solution-focused therapy (Hoyt, 2015).
Therapists using these approaches have focused on clients’ strengths rather than
pathology, and they have encouraged clients to be practical and solution-focused rather
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than insight-oriented. For example, Lopez, Floyd, Ulven, and Snyder (2000) discussed a
process of hope therapy that brings together solution-focused, narrative, and cognitivebehavioral interventions leading therapists in this process to be goal-oriented.
Despite participants’ clear descriptions of the differences between counseling and
marital mediation, some ambiguities occurred about what participants described as the
realm of counseling and their interventions. On the one hand, participants engaged in
facilitating understanding of the underlying causes of conflict. Erickson & McKnight
(2001) stated: "Mediation works better than the court system in high-conflict
relationships because mediation addresses the underlying causes of conflict" (p. 8). On
the other hand, in addressing the underlying causes of conflict, many participants
engaged in the exploration of internal processes related to feelings, needs, beliefs, and
thought patterns that they described as the realm of counseling. Also, in the data, in
mediating marital conflict, some participants asked questions related to childhood
experience, judgment, unmet needs from the family of origin, identity issues, and context,
which influenced couples’ patterns of conflict. After reading the findings, some
participants raised such concerns during member checking, during which some internal
processes crossed into counseling interventions.
Regardless of the struggle to clarify the boundaries of marital mediation, it
transpires that the process of marital mediation offers a space for couples to examine their
experiences and be challenged in their perspective of conflict. Kelly illustrated "I see the
issues as the line markers … [couples] are going to keep hitting them unless they deal
with the underlying causes. The underneath is always the same: The need to be seen,
heard, valued..." Kelly meant that it is not enough to resolve the issues of disagreement or
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frustration, internal processes of identity (need to be seen and valued), processes of
thought, and communication patterns (need to be heard) are necessary. These processes,
such as exploring emotions, identity, and past, were not addressed in previous marital
mediation literature (Boardman, Fiske, Israel, & Neumann, 2009, May; Boardman,
2013).
However, addressing internal processes in conflict confirmed decades of basic
research on couples by John Gottman (See Gottman & Gottman, 2015). In effect,
Gottman and Gottman (2015) argued that focusing on the resolution of a conflict is not
enough to help couples stay married because experiences in his laboratory showed that
69% of marital conflicts are recurrent, "perpetual unsolvable conflicts" (Gottman &
Gottman, 2015, p. 136). In reviewing their previous laboratory work, Gottman and
Gottman (2015) observed after four years that couples had the same disputes, and couples
were "talking about the same issues in very much the same ways, albeit often in different
forms" (Gottman, & Gottman, 2015, p. 136). For Gottman & Gottman (2015), wellfunctioning couples can approach those perpetual unsolvable conflicts with ease, love,
and without escalation. Interestingly, participants in this study reinforced the idea of
perpetual conflicts as they referred to interpersonal and intrapersonal processes to prepare
couples for those recurrent conflicts.
Furthermore, the debate regarding defining marital mediation boundaries
continues. Further studies could explore the impact of such a debate on the emerging
field, including how the general helping profession has shaped the field? Far from
resolving the quest for clarity on boundaries between marital mediation and marital
counseling/therapy, findings revealed that the intrapersonal processes and different
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interventions could better be explained by a combination of the frameworks of conflict
transformation, the transformative teaching, and transformative learning. Utilizing these
two theories while incorporating some principles of the family system theory permits an
integrative approach that is best captured by the proposed model of didactic marital
mediation.
Limitations
The first limitation is related to data collection techniques. This research used the
techniques of semi-structured interviews and theoretical sampling for data collection.
Those techniques allow for flexibility in exploring concepts and probing for further
clarification, depending on emerging categories and depending on participants. However,
it is not without limitations since not all the participants were asked the same questions.
The in-depth interviews yielded rich and thick data, which helped to counter that
limitation.
The second limitation concerns the characteristics of the sample. The sample of
this research was made of voluntary participants, and most of the participants received a
variety of cases, yet only cases related to marital mediation were included in this data.
Even though the specificity and variety of backgrounds among the sample are reflective
of the diversity in the mediation field, this could impose a limitation on the study since
the same study with a different group could reveal different theoretical frameworks. The
sample in this research may probably not be representative of all marital mediators.
Nevertheless, the uniqueness of each participant contributed to the richness of the data
and provided an overview of the emerging field.
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Researcher’s positionality is also a factor in the collection and interpretation of
data. In qualitative research, the researcher is the primary instrument for data collection
and analysis, an approach that comes with its risk for researchers’ biases. To ensure the
trustworthiness of the findings, I account for my positionality in Chapter 2. I engaged in
reflexivity and probed during interviews to make sure that I understood participants’
stories. I also did member checking to receive feedback from participants on the findings.
I started the study with no practical experience in mediation in the USA. During the
fieldwork, I took another basic mediation training certificate to refresh my memories. The
training allowed me to do role-plays as a mediator, as a partner, and to watch several
mediation sessions. These rigorous precautions during the whole process contributed to
and enriched the quality of the analysis (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
Another limitation was related to the lack of enough data to further examine
certain categories from the findings. One of those categories is for instance, investigating
the outcome of marital mediation from the perspective of couples who experienced
marital mediation. Another category is related to the pro and cons of different
frameworks, details related to transformation at the personal level like cognitive, or
spiritual changes, which were not explored in this research.
Significance and Recommendations
This research was an investigation of the emerging field of marital mediation. It
sheds light on the uniqueness of its processes and shows how mediators have been
creatively using theoretical frameworks from their backgrounds to mediate marital
conflicts. It is the first study to my knowledge to interview and examine the practice of
mediators involved in marital mediation. Using the transformative theory and the
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transformative teaching and learning helped to elaborate on the didactic nature of marital
mediation. This research also raises the importance of paying more attention to couples’
socio-cultural context, its impact on their conflict, and to how marital mediators can best
respond. A few mediators discussed that during the second round of interview (see
participants’ feedback on the model in chapter 4.
Findings demonstrate that little is known about marital mediation among
mediators and among couples in crisis. All participants raised the importance of making
marital mediation known in the field of mediation, and available for conflicted couples.
“Most people are going to divorce mediation. That is the biggest tragedy in our field. No
one has figured out how to address that; and I don’t know how to fix it. It makes me very
sad,” said Susan. The following are a few suggestions to make the field known and for
couples to become aware of the option of marital mediation.
Implications for Future Research.
It was particularly challenging to conduct this research, given the dearth of
scholarly literature in marital mediation. Further studies are needed in many areas. For
instance, exploring the benefits of marital mediation from the perspective of couples will
enhance the field. Marital mediators could give out to couples an after-session survey to
receive their feedback. A study that takes a closer look at details related to the personal
level of change, like cognitive, affective, and spirituality will help evaluate different lays
of the impact of the didactic nature of marital mediation. In addition, a longitudinal study
with couples, who experienced marital mediation, that investigates a long-term impact of
marital mediation would provide researchers and practitioners with significant data.
Further studies on theories that marital mediators use, including an investigation of the
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pro and cons of those theories will also provide the field of marital mediation with
scholarly literature. Although the category of race was dropped because it was not the
concern of most participants, it is imperative, given the current social unrest in the USA,
that future studies explore the impact of white supremacy on the practice of marital
mediation. What are the causes of the lack of diversity in the field of mediation and
marital mediation? and what have been the experience of mediation and marital
mediation of non-white couples? would be vital investigations to pursue in the field.
For mediators and the helping professions.
To mediators and professional in the helping profession, further efforts need to be
made to:
•

Encourage every family mediator to enlarge their expertise by becoming open to
learning and offering marital mediation.

•

Prepare and have brochures at the court, in churches, and offices of coaches,
counselors and others in the helping profession, to inform couples of their options,
including that of marital mediation. This will raise awareness to allow couples to
seek help sooner because the timing was found as a crucial factor affecting the
outcome. The sooner a couple seeks help, the better chance for them to benefit
from marital mediation. The brochure needs to also explain the role and the
transformative and didactic nature of marital mediation to help solve existing
conflicts but also equip couples for the future.

•

Marital mediators must be deeply knowledgeable about the scope and layers of
marital mediation, so they can discern when to refer and be more equipped
themselves to avoid harm to clients.
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•

For the leaders in the field to think and work in designing specific material for
training marital mediators. This will lower the current accidental nature of marital
mediation.

•

To encourage couples to work on the marriage like some participants who
exposed their clients to the option of marital mediation.

•

Although marital mediation is focusing on personal and relational aspects of the
marriage, it is important to address structural and cultural factors affecting
marriages because divorce does affect different aspects of life.
During mediation sessions, I recommend:

•

To look for moments when a partner says, “We are not sure we want to divorce” and
use that as a linchpin to engage in marital mediation conversation.

•

To listen for hope as suggested by Curtis & Bailey (1990) in their discussion of the
exploration phase of mediation:
During this phase (exploration phase), a mediator may explore the
possibility of reconciliation even if one or both parties have suggested
separation or have commenced divorce proceedings. We have discovered
that about 30 percent of marriages can be saved by not rushing into
mediating items for a separation. (p. 138)
•

To introduce journaling as an excellent activity for promoting preflection and
reflection that could greatly benefit couples

•

To provide space for self-reflection because for Mezirow (1998, 2000), selfreflection is important to explore new roles, relationships, and actions.
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•

To encourage collaborative learning as couples, look for information related to
conflict when needed. Further, with the permission of clients, put them together
with another couple with similar struggles who stayed married and maybe with
another one that experienced divorce to probe concepts for reflection (Coryell,
2013)

•

To make marital mediation affordable and available for all couples no matter their
ethnicity since findings showed that marital mediation in this study was mostly
offered by Caucasian to Caucasians.

•

For Attorney to listen for clues when there is uncertainty. Such uncertainties
could give them room for options such as counseling, mediation, family planner,
and written agreement for the next 6 months.
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Conclusion
Marriage mediation has emerged and has been practiced for the past two decades.
However, the scarcity of empirical research on its theories and practices led to this
research. On the one hand, there is a population of couples in pain, unsure about divorce,
longing for help, and crying out to the helping professions. On the other hand, there is a
population of mediators wanting to respond to this situation. These mediators are
searching for creative ways to meet the needs of couples desiring to stay married through
mediation (Boardman, 2013; Brandon, 2018). This research aimed to respond to both
cries. Understanding how marital mediators mediate, including processes, theories, and
assumptions informing marital mediation was the goal of this research. Data were
collected using Corbin and Strauss’ (2008) grounded theory with two rounds of in-depts
interviews from 12 mediators involved in marital mediation. A Qualtrics questionnaire,
an interview guide, and a member checking Qualtrics questionnaire were data collection
instruments used in this study.
Findings revealed a model of didactic mediation that included dynamic
interrelated themes. This research uncovered a multiplicity of definitions, interventions,
and frameworks that have shaped the work of mediators involved in marital mediation.
Participants, informed by their unique family, training, theoretical, and professional
backgrounds, approached couples with perceptions of marital mediation, processes, and
practices that were as diverse as their backgrounds. Their perceptions or meanings of
marital mediation informed their interpersonal or intrapersonal interventions with
consequent changes in the life of conflicted couples.
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Using the transformative approach to conflict mediation, transformative teaching
and learning, and family system theory, the model that emerged sheds light on the factors
affecting marital mediation outcome and revealed the strong emphasis on equipping
couples throughout the process of helping couples to remain married. Equipping
happened in the form of instruction, modeling, experiential learning, and reflection
throughout the process of marital mediation. Further, the goal of marital mediation and
theories used by participants, including details related to the emergent field, were
clarified. Previous literature mentioned the focus on conflict, improving relationships but
not details on how those goals are achieved; this first research to investigate the practice
of marital mediation took the reader to the inside-marital-mediation-room to clarify its
detailed involving process and benefits. Suggestions were made to make the field known
and to enhance its practices. The present study offers significant scholarly materials that
could contribute to future studies, to the practice of marital mediation, and to the training
of mediators or helping professional involved in marital mediation.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: IRB Letters of approval

Initial Review
Approval
Ends:
3/26/2019

IRB Number:
43422

TO:

Djidjoho Akloubou Gnonhossou, Family
Sciences
STEPS Temporary Employment
PI phone #: 859 536 1511

FROM:

PI email: dcak222@g.uky.edu

Chairperson/Vice Chairperson
SUBJECT:Non-Medical Institutional Review Board
DATE: (IRB)
Approval of Protocol
3/27/2018

On 3/27/2018, the Non-Medical Institutional Review Board approved your
protocol entitled:
Cross-Cultural Models of Helping Couples Stay Married: Mediators’
Perspectives and Underlying Values
Approval is effective from 3/27/2018 until 3/26/2019 and extends to any
consent/assent form, cover letter, and/or phone script. If applicable, the IRB
approved consent/assent document(s) to be used when enrolling subjects can
be found in the "All Attachments" menu item of your E-IRB application.
[Note, subjects can only be enrolled using consent/assent forms which have a
valid "IRB Approval" stamp unless special waiver has been obtained from the
IRB.] Prior to the end of this period, you will be sent a Continuation Review
Report Form which must be completed and submitted to the Office of
Research Integrity so that the protocol can be reviewed and approved for the
next period.
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In implementing the research activities, you are responsible for complying with
IRB decisions, conditions, and requirements. The research procedures should
be implemented as approved in the IRB protocol. It is the principal
investigator's responsibility to ensure any changes planned for the research are
submitted for review and approval by the IRB prior to implementation.
Protocol changes made without prior IRB approval to eliminate apparent
hazards to the subject(s) should be reported in writing immediately to the IRB.
Furthermore, discontinuing a study or completion of a study is considered a
change in the protocol’s status and therefore the IRB should be promptly
notified in writing.
For information describing investigator responsibilities after obtaining IRB
approval, download and read the document "PI Guidance to Responsibilities,
Qualifications, Records and Documentation of Human Subjects Research"
available in the online Office of Research Integrity's IRB Survival Handbook.
Additional information regarding IRB review, federal regulations, and
institutional policies may be found through ORI's web site. If you have
questions, need additional information, or would like a paper copy of the above
mentioned document, contact the Office of Research Integrity at 859-257-9428.
Section 1 Page 1 of 1
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XP Continuation Review
Approval
Ends:
3/11/2020

IRB Number:
43422

TO:

Djidjoho Akloubou Gnonhossou, Family
Sciences
STEPS Temporary Employment
PI phone #: 859 536 1511

FROM:

PI email: dcak222@g.uky.edu

Chairperson/Vice Chairperson
SUBJECT:
Non-Medical Institutional Review Board
DATE:
(IRB)
Approval for Continuation
3/13/2019
On 3/12/2019, the Non-Medical Institutional Review Board approved your
protocol entitled:
Cross-Cultural Models of Helping Couples Stay Married: Mediators’
Perspectives and Underlying Values
Approval is effective from 3/12/2019 until 3/11/2020 and extends to any
consent/assent form, cover letter, and/or phone script. If applicable, the IRB
approved consent/assent document(s) to be used when enrolling subjects can
be found in the "All Attachments" menu item of your E-IRB application.
[Note, subjects can only be enrolled using consent/assent forms which have a
valid "IRB Approval" stamp unless special waiver has been obtained from the
IRB.] Prior to the end of this period, you will be sent a Continuation Review
(CR)/Administrative Annual Review (AAR) request which must be completed
and submitted to the Office of Research Integrity so that the protocol can be
reviewed and approved for the next period.
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In implementing the research activities, you are responsible for complying with
IRB decisions, conditions and requirements. The research procedures should
be implemented as approved in the IRB protocol. It is the principal
investigator's responsibility to ensure any changes planned for the research are
submitted for review and approval by the IRB prior to implementation.
Protocol changes made without prior IRB approval to eliminate apparent
hazards to the subject(s) should be reported in writing immediately to the IRB.
Furthermore, discontinuing a study or completion of a study is considered a
change in the protocol’s status and therefore the IRB should be promptly
notified in writing.
For information describing investigator responsibilities after obtaining IRB
approval, download and read the document "PI Guidance to Responsibilities,
Qualifications, Records and Documentation of Human Subjects Research"
available in the online Office of Research Integrity's IRB Survival Handbook.
Additional information regarding IRB review, federal regulations, and
institutional policies may be found through ORI's web site. If you have
questions, need additional information, or would like a paper copy of the above
mentioned document, contact the Office of Research Integrity at 859-257-9428.
Section 1 Page 1 of 1
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XP Continuation Review
Approval
Ends:
3/8/2021

IRB Number:
43422

TO:

Djidjoho Akloubou Gnonhossou, Family
Sciences
STEPS Temporary Employment
PI phone #: 859 536 1511

FROM:

PI email: dcak222@g.uky.edu

Chairperson/Vice Chairperson
SUBJECT:
Nonmedical Institutional Review Board (IRB)
DATE:
Approval for Continuation
3/10/2020
On 3/9/2020, the Nonmedical Institutional Review Board approved your
protocol entitled:
Cross-Cultural Models of Helping Couples Stay Married: Mediators’
Perspectives and Underlying Values
Approval is effective from 3/9/2020 until 3/8/2021 and extends to any
consent/assent form, cover letter, and/or phone script. If applicable, the IRB
approved consent/assent document(s) to be used when enrolling subjects can
be found in the "All Attachments" menu item of your E-IRB application.
[Note, subjects can only be enrolled using consent/assent forms which have a
valid "IRB Approval" stamp unless special waiver has been obtained from the
IRB.] Prior to the end of this period, you will be sent a Continuation Review
(CR)/Administrative Annual Review (AAR) request which must be completed
and submitted to the Office of Research Integrity so that the protocol can be
reviewed and approved for the next period.
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In implementing the research activities, you are responsible for complying with
IRB decisions, conditions, and requirements. The research procedures should
be implemented as approved in the IRB protocol. It is the principal
investigator's responsibility to ensure any changes planned for the research are
submitted for review and approval by the IRB prior to implementation.
Protocol changes made without prior IRB approval to eliminate apparent
hazards to the subject(s) should be reported in writing immediately to the IRB.
Furthermore, discontinuing a study or completion of a study is considered a
change in the protocol’s status and therefore the IRB should be promptly
notified in writing.
For information describing investigator responsibilities after obtaining IRB
approval, download and read the document "PI Guidance to Responsibilities,
Qualifications, Records and Documentation of Human Subjects Research"
available in the online Office of Research Integrity's IRB Survival Handbook.
Additional information regarding IRB review, federal regulations, and
institutional policies may be found through ORI's web site. If you have
questions, need additional information, or would like a paper copy of the above
mentioned document, contact the Office of Research Integrity at 859-257-9428.
Section 1 Page 1 of 1
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Appendix B: Covered/Contact letter and Background Information Link.
From: Djidjoho Christel Gnonhossou
PhD Candidate, Family Sciences
University of Kentucky
Dear Participants
I hope this letter finds you doing well. I am Djidjoho Gnonhossou, a PhD
candidate in Family Sciences at the University of Kentucky (Ky) in Lexington, Ky. I
would like to request your help for a study on A US model (Models) of helping couples
stay married: An Exploratory study based on US marriage mediators’ views. Marriage or
marital mediation, an emergent field within family mediation has been for the past decade
a context for conflicting couples to work on practical skills for strengthening the
marriages, and/or working on staying married. Despite the plethora literature on family
and divorce mediation, and the increasing number of mediators offering marital
mediation, little to no studies have investigated the process of marital mediation or
specific framework that marital mediators have found useful. This study aims to allow
marital mediators to share their experiences thus proposing models of helping couples
stay married. Understanding a collective perception/interpretation of marriage mediators
would shed light on marital mediation practices that mediators found helpful or
problematic. It would enhance practices and outcome of the emergent field of marriage
mediation. Further, it would add to the knowledge in the field regarding skills and
processes that need to be included in training future marriage mediators.
To achieve this goal, I would appreciate your help in filling out the attached
background information. An internet interview will also be conducted (via skype, zoom,
WhatsApp, etc.) to learn about your experience of marital mediation. The study is open to
any family/divorce mediator (or preferably a marriage mediator) who:
1. Have worked with conflicting couples to help them stay married.
2. Is a member of APFM (Association of Professional Family Mediators) or see
themselves as a marriage mediator?
3. Is at least 18 years of age
Participation to this study is voluntary and there is no penalty for refusing or withdrawing
from the study. There is no risk in participating in this study. Your willingness to take
part to this study will further knowledge and advance the emergent field of marital
mediation.
Your response will be put together with responses from other participants and the results
of the study will be shared in my dissertation. However, there will be no personal
information like name or address to link participants to the information in the paper. In
case you have more questions or if you are interested in joining the study please contact
the researcher below for an appointment. Thank you in advance for your participation.
Researcher: Djidjoho Gnonhossou (Christel), email: dcak222@g.uky.edu.
Supervisor: Nathan D. Wood, Ph.D., email: nathan.wood@uky.edu
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Background Information (US Sample)
Name of participants___________________________________________________
Please indicate
1-Your internet technology ID (Skype or others)_________________________
2-Your age_______________________________________________
3-Your Ethnic/Racial background (if you are mixed ethnicity, circle all that apply
to you)
a.African American
b.Asian-American
c.Native American/American Indian
d.Hispanic/Latino
e.Non-Hispanic white
f.Other ____________________
4-The Ethnic/Racial background of your clients and the percentage per group
a.African American_______%
b.Asian-American_________%
c.Native American/American Indian_______%
d.Hispanic/Latino _________%
e.Non-Hispanic White _______%
f.Other ____________________
5-Please circle the answer that best describes your level of education
a. Did not finish high school
b. Earned GED
c. High school graduate
d. Some college
e. College graduate
f. Some graduate work
g. Graduate or professional degrees
(Please specify what degrees _________________________________
6-What is your primary profession?
a.I am a ………………..
b.Do you have a specific certification/license? Yes No
c.If Yes, please specify
7-How long have you been practicing? _______________________
8-Have you had couples who requested help from you to stay married after
starting a divorce mediation process (Circle one)
a.Yes
b.No
9-If you have helped couples stay married, how many did you work with?
a.In the past three Months _________________
b.In the past year __________________________
c.During your overall practice _____________
10- What would you consider as your primary theoretical framework (model,
approach, etc.) which inform your work? Please explain
a.__________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________
______________________________________
11- Name other theories / approaches/framework/ models that you use
a.___________________
b.___________________
c.___________________
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Appendix C: Interview Guide
Theme: A USA model (Models) of Helping Couples Stay Married: An Exploratory
Study based on US Marriage Mediators’ Views
Note: Findings informed the change of the theme later into: Didactic Marital Mediation:
An Alternative Model of Helping Couples Stay Married
Goal: To identify mediators’ perspectives/interpretations of the process of helping
couples stay married, specifically identifying how mediators in the US mediate, what
they perceive as hindrances or motivational for couples seeking to remain married
Research questions
1. How do marriage mediators perceive their practices and process of helping
couples stay married?
2. Which approach to marriage mediation have they found helpful or
problematic?
3. What are some of the assumptions and values (if any) informing their
practices?
Interview guide
Opening
1. Tell me a little bit about you.
• Where do you practice mediation?
• Who you are?
• Your background before you started the practice of mediation
• What led you to choose to become a mediator?
• How long have you been practicing?

Introduction
2. What comes to your mind when you think about marriage mediation?

• What are your concerns (if any) and joys (if any) regarding that field?
• How do you view yourself compared to that definition (does
participant see him/herself as a marriage mediator?)

Transition
3. Have you had a case of a couple who requested help to stay married after
considering divorce? (if not answered in the survey) (or a case of mediation with
conflicting couples)
• How many of those cases have you had? (In a month, in a year?)
Key questions
4. Think about one case of helping a conflicting couple to stay married: What
happened?
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• What was the presenting problem?
• Name strategies that you use in response to their presenting problem
• What did they say?
• What was the process like for you?
• Probe for details interventions, to hear about their perspective
regarding the case)
• What happen before, during session (how many sessions) And after?
5. What do you think was particularly helpful to the mediation process?
•What did you remember in working with that couple that helped the
couple in the process of staying married?
• Probe for clarification to elicit rich details and learn more why they
think a specific process was helpful or was not helpful
• (May probe for helpful intervention they had on other cases)
6. How do you think your interventions affect couple’s decision and progress in
working toward remaining married?
7. Did you have any follow up/contact with that couple? Are there still together?
8. Looking back, what do you wish you did differently (and what led you to wanting
otherwise?
9. How did that intervention (to help couple remain married) affect your practice
since then?
10. What are some marriage mediation theories/approaches that you heard about?
• How would you state your approach?
• What lead you to do what you do (probing for underlying values and
principles)
• How did you decide to use those strategies and theories?
11. What do you think are key elements or interventions that a marriage mediator
need to take into account as they help couples to work on their marriages?
Prove for rational behind
Ending questions
12. In training marriage mediators, what do you think should be included? (Probingand for which reasons?)
13. Suppose you have one minute to talk about the best marriage mediation approach,
what would you say?
What about the most harmful approach/practice?
14. Is there any comment related to your practice as a marriage mediator that I
missed?
Appendix D: Member Checking Questionnaire
Marital mediation study follow-up
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Section 1: Greetings and Introduction
Dear Mediator,
Thank you very much for your time and your active participation in the study on
marriage mediation. Interviews were transcribed, analyzed, and grouped into themes and
categories. A critical component of qualitative data analysis is to make sure that the study
is thorough, that the findings are credible, and followed a rigorous process.
Part of establishing the credibility and rigor of the study includes getting your feedback
on the results and your participation in a second round of interviews--as indicated when
you first enrolled in the study. Your participation would be an opportunity for you to
add, comment, and clarify any aspect that I might have missed.
Findings in this study were around five major themes and these are presented in the next
pages with a few anonymized quotes from participants as examples of each
theme. Please review each theme and answer the following questions in the spaces
provided. As before, any identifiable information will remain confidential when we share
the results. Please do not share this survey with anyone.
You will be asked to identify a convenient time and date for a second conversation with
me to further share your reflections or changes that you have experienced since our last
conversation.
Thank you for your participation! I appreciate your inputs and time in giving me your
feedback on the results of the study.
Choose "yes" below to indicate your continued voluntary participation in the study of
marital mediation.

Q1 Choose "yes" below to indicate your continual voluntary participation in the
study on marital mediation.

oYes, I want to read the findings and add necessary feedback
oNo, I am not interested
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Q2 Please indicate your name, so I can match your feedback with our previous
interview.
Q3 Please indicate days and times of the day (including time zone) between January
29th and March 30 that will be convenient for us to meet via zoom, Skype, or phone for a
follow-up conversation. Please indicate if possible two or three choices
(I gave participants several options to choose from) like the example below
1. Tuesday 02-04-20 (add time of the day)
_____________________________________________
2. Monday 02-10-20 (add time of the day)
________________________________________________
3. Please suggest another day and time if the previous suggestions do not work for
you
Q54 Please update/indicate preferred way to contact you for this follow-up
Zoom (1) ________________________________________________
Skype (2) ________________________________________________
Phone (3) ________________________________________________
Section II: Overview of the study and major findings
This section is a brief review of the study followed by a summary of the results.
Goal of the study
The goal of the study was to examine the process of marital mediation and assumptions
informing participants’ practices, including processes that marital mediators have found
useful. Twelve mediators from various backgrounds were interviewed for this study.
Participants have worked with couples who desired to stay married. Five major themes
emerged that were:
Path to marital mediation: Refers to factors leading both mediators and couples to
marital mediation
Marital Mediation: Regroups concepts that participants used to explain the meanings and
settings of marital mediation.
Context: Refers to contextual factors and conditions in which marital mediation occurred.
It also refers to the surrounding circumstances and backgrounds of both mediators and
couples.
Couples and mediators’ interactions: Comprised of the flow of interactions and actions
that occurred in response to marital conflict, concerns, and struggles.
Outcome: Different results and changes that happened during and after marital
mediation. In the next section, I will give more details on how each of these themes is
informed by the overall stories that participants (mediators) in this study shared with
me.
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Section III: Detailed Findings
Instruction: This section has details on the findings. Each theme will be in bold along
with how participants explained it in the form of statements. Please read each statement
carefully. You will be asked to select all statements that you identify with. A space is
provided for your comments and any update you wish to add.
Q4 Path to marital mediation: This theme regroups factors leading mediators and
couples to marital mediation. Impasse and mediators’ journeys were the main factors.
Please select all that apply to you and your practice
1. Pain, conflict, feeling stuck, and several life struggles brought couples to my
office
2. In my cases of marital mediation, couples came for divorce but decided to
work toward reconciliation during the process
3. In my experience, couples intentionally requested marital mediation to work on
their marital relationship
4. In my experience, I intentionally explain marital mediation as an option to help
couples decide what they want to do.
Q5 Here are a few citations from participants that relate to the options just given.
"On every anniversary, they had the same fight. So, they came to me two weeks before
their 23rd anniversary and said “we don’t want to have this fight again. Either you fix it
or we’re gonna [going to] get a divorce before our anniversary" (Levi)
“I can see that mediation works. I have people reaching out to me and talking to me and
say, “Hey! would you be interested in mediating a case where the parties are not sure
they want to get divorced, they are thinking about divorce. They said they want to stay
together, they think mediation may be helpful.” So that’s how I kind of accidentally came
into these kinds of mediation. I am always happy to do that” (Susan)
Is there any other factor not listed that led your clients to desire marital mediation?
Please comment below.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q6 In my experience, several personal factors led me to offer marital mediation, such
as: (select all that apply to you)
1. Personal experience of conflict as a child
2. Personal experience of divorce
3. Professional experience of working with divorced couples and seeing the
possibility to help couples remain married
4. Unsatisfied with post-divorce parenting and related challenges
5. I want to help couples before their issues become major
6. I never heard of marital mediation, yet I mediated marital conflicts and couples
were able to come back together
7. Personal experience of receiving help for my marriage
8. None of these factors apply to me
Are there other factors that you would like to add? Please add your comment below
________________________________________________
Q7 Please indicate an estimation of couples that you have worked with on Marital
Mediation in the past year. What percentage . . .
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
...% Were sure, about their decision to
divorce ()
...% Were uncertain ()
...% Wanted mediation to strengthen
their marriage or for reconciliation ()
...% Stayed married after experience of
marital mediation ()
8 Marital Mediation The meaning of marital mediation constructed relates to the
settings of its occurrence and depends on participants’ own discourse on how they
experienced it as a preventative tool, transformational tool, coaching, and a non-therapy
means for therapeutic ends. Concepts such as teaching, agreement, prevention,
negotiation, resolution, transformation, coaching, problem-solving, and many more
emerged as participants explained words that they associated with the expression of
marital mediation. The meaning also emerged in mediators' answers related to key
elements that marital mediators need to consider while working with conflicting couples.
Please select all that apply to you.
1. I am primarily a marriage mediator
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2. I offer marriage mediation as part of a bigger umbrella of other types of
mediation
3. The number and frequencies of sessions in marital mediation are similar to the
numbers and frequencies of sessions in other types of mediation
4. Name a few ways you think marital mediation is different from other types
of mediation ________________________________________________
Q9
Marital Mediation is a tool and a process that provides couples with a context to work on
their relationship. For me, It provides avenues to: (Select all that apply).

Prevent escalation of issues
Prevent the breakdown of
the marital relationship
Strengthen marriages by
helping couple resolve
conflict and learn new
patterns for future
interactions
Help couples make
agreement
Help couples build trust
Save marriages
Please add any other goal
of marital mediation not
listed in the space below

True (1)

False (2)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
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▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Q10 A marriage mediator is like a firefighter who:
True (1)
Intervenes at any level of
conflict to help a couple in
conflict before the house is
burnt down (divorce). (1)
Uses short term and issue
focused interventions (2)
Works in collaboration with
other professionals when
needed (therapist, pastor,
etc.). (3)
Below add other
definitions of marriage
mediator that you know (4)

False (2)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
▢
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▢
▢

Q11 Marital mediation was also defined by explaining how it is different from a few
other helping professions like coaching or therapy. What do you think in regard to your
practice? Select all that apply to you.
Agree (1)
The practice of marital
mediation is coaching (1)
Coaching and marital
mediation complete one
another (2)
For me coaching offers
more than what is covered
in the process of marital
mediation (3)
Marital mediation has a
therapeutic impact on
couples, yet it is not therapy
(4)
Below add any other
thoughts that come to your
mind regarding comparing
marital mediation to other
helping professions. (5)

Disagree (2)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
▢
▢

▢
▢
▢

Q.12 Here are a few examples of how participants made the distinction between marital
mediation and other forms of intervention.
Meanings: “Marriage mediation to me, as opposed to divorce mediation, is what
happened to me on Friday, which is resolving some of the problems that are keeping
people from being able to live together. It involves communication, process, possession,
inclinations, and motives. However, it’s all in real-time, in the present and it focuses on
making a better future as opposed to solving or diagnosing past problems” (Bueno).
“I think marriage mediation is an attempt to resolve conflict before they get to the point
where they destroy the marriage relationship…Offering people the opportunity to work
toward an agreement before things get to the point where parties get positional and so
invested in their own feelings that they could not let go of them. At that point, even if
they didn’t like it, the only option was divorce” (Josh).
Coaching and MM. I was coaching them …But you can’t change your habit and learn
everything from just one session. But that was, you know, and it probably would have
been better if I could maintain more in terms of coaching them, making sure that they
were following up for doing the stuff that PREP (Prevention and Relationship
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Enhancement Program) has in their system (Donaldo)
other distinctions you would like to make

Please note if there are any

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q13 Couples and mediators’ interactions: Processes and strategies
Two interconnected categories of interventions emerged from the data: Interventions that
focus on the interpersonal relationships between partners and interventions targeting
individuals’ inner-dispositions or intra-personal processes. For some participants, the
process of marital mediation is the same as in any types of mediation; and for others there
are nuances. Please check all that apply to you
1. Marital mediation process is similar to any type of mediation process
2. I see divorce mediation as more transactional where clients are already
thinking about the outcome in five years and how to make that outcome (i.e,
the divorce) fair as opposed to marriage mediation which is an inquisitive
process that broadens couples’ understanding of the dynamic of their
relationship
Q14 Here are a few citations related to both tendencies:
“The process can be incredibly broad and deep. I would say in the relationship that wants
to stay together it becomes broader and deeper as we go because they started to see this
relationship as a metaphor for how they are in all relationships. Then it becomes this
beautiful inquiry into who they are on the planet not just who they are in relationship to
each other" (Patience) “Process-wise, it is the same as any other mediation. Helping
people to work with each other better, imparting communication skills, help them toward
understanding where the differences are coming from and having a structure for making
some decisions, that part of mediation is all the same" (Loyal)
Please add any comment you have below
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q15 Interpersonal processes were interventions related to relationship dynamics
between partners. Below are statements related to this category.
Please select all that apply to you.
My mediation practice with couples who want to work on their marriage consists
in:
1. Asking questions to understand and unfold their concerns as if I was peeling an
onion
2. Challenging couples to examine their positions and interests related to the issues
3. Helping the de-escalation of the conflict
4. Giving them homework to practice skills or learn something new between
sessions.
5. Teaching couples conflict resolution skills and ground rules
6. Empathic communication: Helping partners listen to one another
7. None of these options applies to me
Q16 Here is an example related to the process of understanding conflicting couples:
“ I have to find out what the issues are. If they want to stay married, what are the
problems that they are having? Is it with children, is it with money, and is it with
communication? What are the issues? And it’s a matter of breaking down the issues,
understanding what they are. What they are for him what they are for her? And then
making a checklist. Okay, these are the issues we agree on”. (Serena)
Please add any process you have experienced or seen that is not listed above.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q17 Participants also used a variety of tools, please check all that you include in your
process
1. Life vision: I invite couples to think and identify a lifetime goal, a shared vision
of life that they can work together to achieve
2. Mirroring: I show couples what post-divorce life (co-parenting, alimony, etc.)
could look like
3. Mirroring/anticipation of consequences: I invite partners/couples to think of
possible consequences of their current attitudes or a worst scenario if the issues
are not dealt with
4. Modeling: Everything I do in office with conflicting couples becomes an example
for them to replicate in their interactions with each other
5. Repair attempt: I invite couples to brainstorm and decide practical actions that
could help them move toward restoring and repairing the relationship
6. Agreement only: I only focus on agreement, It is not my role to invite them to
work on a life vision together
7. Agreement and more: we do work on agreement, yet I use other tools like
________________________________________________
Q18 Here are for instance a few quotes from the data related to the tools of life vision and
repair attempt
“if everything was fixed, everything was working beautifully, tell me what that would
be like” (Peace)
“what do you think will make things as right as possible. Things that are
restorative related, respectful, and reasonable that will help to make things as right as
possible. And then I will have them divide the paper in half and on the other side, I will
talk about future intentions. What can start to move this relationship to where trust could
grow in time. I want you to write specific things down that you think will do that. And
then after they take time individually and they write those things specific down that they
think will do those things” (Prince)
Here is an example of citation from a participant regarding teaching and modeling new
skills for couples
"I am teaching as I mediate, I am teaching nonviolent communication. And I am
teaching a different way to have a conversation, because I am modeling it, and I am
taking them through it. Even if they are reconciled with their own hurt, and they own lost
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and disappointment, that’s another way of mediating reconciliation, is that the individual
can walk away more healed" (Kelly)
Base on your experience, are there any interpersonal tools that you think are missing.
Please comment below
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q19 Intrapersonal processes were interventions and techniques targeting couples’ inner
dispositions such as thought patterns, communication patterns, beliefs, feelings, and
needs, and even the unconscious process. Three concepts emerged as a result: Couples’
perception of conflict, internal processes, and personal responsibilities.
Couples’ perception of conflict. Choose all that apply to you.
In my work with couples,
1. I pay attention to the way partners view conflict and their attitudes toward
conflict
2. I intentionally proceed in a way that challenges partners to reframe their view
of the conflict
3. I often see couples moving from a view of conflict as “bad” to seeing conflict
as an opportunity to grow
4. Although a partner may come to me with a distorted view of the conflict they
are experiencing, my job is not to challenge them
Q.20 Here is an example of a participant's comment on a couple's perception of conflict
“When people come to work with me, a big part of how they start to work with me is the
concept of what is the conflict they’re experiencing. So most of the time, it is: he did
something, or she did something and I don’t like it, or I want something they don’t so I
have to get them away from me. We don’t agree on the same idea so; and when we get
underneath that conversation and start to understand a little bit what’s the root of that
conversation is, and go deeper, there are cases than when people say: Oh! So if I can
understand the conflict and that it resides in me, and now I have to understand what
happens in me then I am not making it about you and then, maybe there is a possibility
for us, to be partners and be in relationship because It’s not no longer about you. Now it’s
about making a solid agreement between us, it’s about living in this space that exists
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between the two of us, that we can create something different. “(Patience)
Please add any comment, you wish, on how you have experienced this change of
perception in your clients with whom you had marital mediation.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q21 Regarding internal processes, in working with couples, I pay careful
attention to their thought patterns and reasoning
1. I listen to limited beliefs and judgments
2. We talk about expectations and needs that are driving the marital conflict
3. My interactions with couples and practical skills during sessions helped couples
see their unhealthy communication patterns
4. I ask questions about how conflict or current issues of dispute were resolved in
their families
5. I invite partners to reflect on how beliefs and practices from their family and
communities have shaped them
6. Internal processes are not my focus, helping couples make agreement is my job
Q22 Regarding empowerment, recognition, and personal responsibility
1. My role is to let couples do their own work
2. I had spouses who said that my process helped him/her to feel worthy and
empowered
3. One of my goals is to help partners move from blaming each other to owning their
part in the conflict
4. I meet with each partner before bringing them together and I use caucus to invite
each person to look at their contribution to the conflict.
5. My process encourages each partner to consider personal changes that could
move forward the mediation process at the level of the couple
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Q.23 Here is an insert from interviews of how a participant empowers couples
“you the mediator, sometimes, you have to raise the value of one of these clients.
Sometimes, it is the wife, sometimes it is the husband and that is your job to help them to
recognize that here you have an equal talk, you have equal time, you have equal access to
my expertise… Yes, It’s empowering to the one who is the least powerful in the
relationship. You see how that mediation process works to bring that up""? (Frida)
Is there a process not yet listed that you would like to add? Please comment below.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q24. Section IV. Contextual factors and conditions of marital mediation
Contextual factors involved the surroundings, circumstances, environment, and
background of both participants and their clients that shed light on the processes of
marital mediation. Participants' interactions with conflicting couples varied depending on
their professional/family background, their theoretical approach, and their assumptions.
Select all that apply to you.
1. I am aware of my assumptions about conflict, couples, marriage, relationship,
etc. that inform my work with couples
2. I believe couples are in conflict because of lack of skills
3. I believe conflict is an opportunity for growth
4. I believe that conflict happened because of lack of connection and my job is to
help a couple turn back to each other
5. I try to make sure that my education background doesn’t interfere with my
practice
6. My view of conflict doesn’t affect my sessions with couples
7. I make sure I leave my beliefs and assumptions at the door before I meet with
couples
8. I am aware that my training and my professional background before I became
a mediation have an impact on my approach in working with couples.
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Q25 Please share an example of how your background impacts your work (if it does)
with couples
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q26 Several theoretical tools and models were cited in the work mediators did
with conflicted couples in the area of marital mediation. Check All the theories/
approaches that inform your work/practice.
I am familial with
I heard of it, but
I never heard of it
it and have used it
never used it (1)
(3)
(2)
Non-Violent
Communication (1)
Neurolinguistic
Programming (2)
Prevention and
Relationship
Enhancement
Program (3)
Appreciative inquiry
(4)
Family System:
Bowen (5)
Peacemaking model
by Ron Claassen (6)
Holistic model:
Bringing together
marital counseling
and marital
mediation including
addressing faith
issues (7)
Facilitative
mediation (8)
Transformative
mediation (9)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Q27 Some mediators, for instance, used concepts from the book titled "Five Love
Language" for instance. Name a few materials (book, concepts, etc) that inform your
practice or that you refer too.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q28 Regarding factors affecting marital mediation outcome, spirituality or religious
connection, commitment, and timing when couples requested help from mediators were
crucial. Select statements that best-described couples with whom you did marriage
mediation
1. Couples who came to stay married for the most part have a religious reason to
work on their marriage
2. Faith was not a factor in couples’ decision to do marital mediation in my cases
3. I have had several couples who wish they saw me sooner (5, 10 years ago)
4. The older the marriage, the more their desire to work on the relationship
5. Age of marriage was not a factor to want to experience marital mediation in
my practice
6. The cases that I had that wanted to work on the relationship were committed
to the relationship and committed to following through with their agreement
7. The cases that I had, that wanted to work on the relationship were committed
to the work of mediation, willing to invest in their homework outside of
mediation session,
Q29 Other factors: Please indicate any factors not mentioned that you found crucial in
helping couples in marital mediation
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q30 Besides factors related to couples, mediators’ personal qualities such as: Being a
model, being confident, self-awareness, self-care, and flexibility to not use a cookiecutter approach to every case they received, appeared to be important to the process.
Please Indicate any other factors that were not motioned and you wish to add
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q31 Section V: Outcome
Intrapersonal learning and interpersonal changes occurred as outcomes in cases of
marital mediation that participants shared. Indicate what you observed or heard from your
clients
1. During the process, partners had eye-opening experience (gaining insights into
their own and other’s behaviors and feelings)
2. There were moments of self-awareness and mutual understanding
3. Partners felt heard by mediators and each other
4. I have observed constructive communication like changes in communication
patterns from turning away from each other to turning toward each other
5. Couples experienced practical changes in line with their agreement like
tracking expenses, following conflict ground rules
Q32 Here are a few citations from interviews of how participants observed the
above impacts listed.
‘I feel like our marriage is on the rocks. The dog is the only thing keeping us together,
and when the dog dies, I think she will leave me. And I don’t want her to leave me’. And
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when she heard that, she realized that what she has been interpreting as cruel was
actually, his not terribly romantic attempt to show his love for her. (Levi)
"The only thing that really happened is that I facilitated the conversation where she
heard where he was coming from and the misconception was cleared up. And, that solved
the problem" (Donaldo)
“I worked with the other party but my take away, for now, is that probably 90% of all
party are going to be able to improve their communication and conflict management
skills to the point of positive impact” (Susan)
Are there other outcomes that you have observed in your experience with couples?
Please comment below.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q33 Couples chose different paths in regard to marital status. Please select what best
described the outcome you observed
1. I have been unable to track the number of those who remained married
2. Some couples remained married for different reasons such as: business,
unhappily married,
3. Some of my clients experienced divorce after sessions of marital mediation
4. Some couples experienced reconciliation and are happily together
5. I found out about couples who remained together through informal or casual
encounters: at the grocery’s stores, at the theaters, from their pastors, or
friends
6. Other (add your comments below)
________________________________________________

Q34 Session VI: Personal reflection
Thinking about your experience as a participant in this study, feel free to write down
some comments for the follow-up conversation. How well does your personal experience
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in helping conflicting couples (marital mediation) resonate with each point of the
synthesized data?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q35 How well does it relate to what you have observed around you in the emerging
practice of marital mediation?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q36 How was the experience for you in participating in this study?
What new things did you learn about yourself, your practice, and/or the field of marital
mediation?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Conclusion: Thank you
Again thank you for your participation. Together we can continue to grow the field of
helping couples. I will contact you shortly for a follow-up conversation.
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APPENDIX E: Sample-Interview Guide for Member Checking Interviews
1. Introduction:
a. Greetings and expressing gratitude
b. Very brief review of the goal of the research
2. Clarifications
a. On any concepts from first interview or from the data (when needed)
b. On differences between their first interview and member checking (in case
there is any new information or nuances that was not mentioned during the
first interview)
3. Conversations on the last three questions of the member checking questionnaire if
it was not answered (See Section IV)
4. Update on marital mediation cases since our last conversation: How many cases
these last three month and this year?
5. Model: called didactic mediation
a. Explain the model
b. Receive feedback on the model
6. Looking forward, what do you think can help the field of marital mediation to
move forward?
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